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INTRODUCTION 

The World of Atlas is an open source, OGL world that anyone can use for personal or commercial use.  

The world strongly favors the Mediterranean Sea and its environs in both map and feel, but there is a 

strong myth behind this world that does not parallel ours and provides plenty of mystery for even the 

most learned historian players.  From the raksha race of cat people in Abel to the sky watching 

astrologers of Magi to the Elven Kings of Amont and Tarabelle, the world provides great wealth, intrigue, 

and danger for even the most jaded adventurer. 

The reason for the strong parallel to what is familiar is a technique used ably by Robert E. Howard when 

writing Conan stories for Weird Tales.  He knew he was writing short stories and didn’t have a lot of time 

for world building in such a truncated medium.  The magazine was also read like pulp novels and you 

needed a story to grab your reader quickly, put them in a place they understand, and get on with the 

adventure with as little need for assimilation of setting as possible.   For lack of an established term, we 

call this technique Myth Fusion.   

James Maliszewski wrote a great blog post about this very topic (Myth Fusion) in 2008 which we link 

here.  (http://grognardia.blogspot.com/2008/06/hail-hyboria.html) 

The impetus for this kind of open source world is fairly straightforward.  I grew up playing in some 

fabulous Greyhawk campaigns.  There was a lot of great original work created by my group’s GMs.  From 

Bloodcore, the Bakluni stronghold sealed since before the Rain of Colorless Fire, to the Grand Empire 

forged on the lands of the Great Kingdom when a son of Hell claimed the Malachite Throne with an 

army of dragon riders.  None of these great adventures can be published for others to read or play due 

intellectual property rights.  With the World of Atlas, no one will have that problem. 

We are creating webseries (Dangers of Daggermore, Drow Ballet), adventures (The Blade of a Guillotine, 

Foggy Mountain Beatdown, Suponez’s Apprentice), source material (this book), and tools (Adventure 

Board and Adventure Workbook) to integrate with this world.  You can do the same and we encourage 

you to do so.  Any content appearing in this book is free to use.  We will produce a logo soon that you 

can add to your cover if you want.   

We reserve the right to mention your work in future source materials including mentioning characters, 

artifacts, and monsters that you may create.  That said, we will not reprint your art.  The reason we 
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mention this is if someone writes something as good as the Tomb of Horrors with a cool history 

featuring Acerak and we see how to incorporate that into deepening of both the mythology and the 

history of the World of Atlas, we’d like to do so. 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

There is a rich history and mythos associated with this world.  Many of the gods will be recognizable 

from Greek, Norse, Egyptian mythologies, but there will be subtle differences and the gods of this world 

have a history as rich as its people.  Only Atlas shares the name with its predecessor and that name is 

only used by those who live near the great titan on his mountain.  The rest of the world calls him Oklos 

and he doesn’t hold up the sky or the world as statues often depict him.  He holds up the land with a 

great harness attached to unbreakable chains that attach to the ends of the continent.  Physics would 

say this weight would collapse the mountain he’s on and prove his great sacrifice useless, but Atlas holds 

the gravitational pull of things if he wants and the mountain’s weight he stands on actually rises up to 

his feet, not vice versa.  Atlas literally bears the entire weight of the world (Oklos continent) on his broad 

shoulders and feet.  Could he fly around the world making the continent a huge cloud island? Possibly, 

haven’t really thought about it.  There would be other ramifications to take into account if he were to do 

such things, ramifications that even Atlas probably hasn’t thought about nor wants to.  The legendary 

hero Karl, who eased his burden and allowed Atlas to conceive Silver Moon with Fate, learned all these 

lessons during his hero quest and now preaches about it in his travels. 

The above is an example of the Myth Fusion technique that is used throughout this book.  There is a 

tension between how much of the detail of the myths and history of the world should be included here 

given that for contemporary play how the world currently functions is much more relevant than the 

history.  But the rich back story that makes the Lord of the Rings so compelling is also interesting for 

some to read and know in books like the Silmarilion.  Game Masters are often those types of people. 

So, we’re going to make an attempt here to maintain a good balance between depth and breadth and 

will publish more material based off feedback we receive from those using this book and this world in 

their home campaigns. 

We’ve also planned very detailed sourcebooks for each country and region discussed here that will have 

much more detail for each region, wandering monster tables specific to the land, unique NPCs typically 

found there, and unique encounters that can be run as adventures.  The names of these books will be 

Adventuring in Wheland, Adventuring in Polfany, Adventuring in the Maridian Ocean, etc.  Note: if you 

find a region particularly compelling to you and would like a stab at creating one of these detailed 

resources, please send us note at editor@worldofatlas.com to talk about it. 
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Chapter 1: The History of the World of Atlas 

The History of the World of Atlas is roughly 5000 years old beginning with the Age 

of Elves. 

The Dawn of Time 

The God of All had an idea.  She thought that a race of beings that reproduced other beings of their own 

kind who could then learn and study and pass on knowledge from generations to generations would be 

of great beauty within the vast darkness of the universe.  She consulted Mith, The Star Forger, on how 

he was able to create beings that can survive and thrive through the simple consumption of energy and 

redirection of this energy into life.  Mith thought about this problem for aeons as he mentally broke the 

universe down into its primary building blocks.  When he felt he had an answer for Her, he invented 

writing and scribed runes to document each of these building blocks.  The God of All took these notes 

and symbols and developed a grammar structure for the runes that transformed them from a list of 

ideas into a language.  Using this language she penned a recipe book for all the things that this new race 

would need to reach their full potential.  She called this recipe book the Book of Creation. 

Age of Elves (AOE1 – AOE1000) 

The world she created used life and death, storm and earth, fire and water, heat and cold, light and 

darkness, instinct and thought, peace and war, harmony and disorder, law and truth, mobility and stasis 

and was bound together by the power of an overarching rune she called fate – which had no 

counterpoint – and this rune would facilitate a major change in the world every 1000 years.  These 1000 

year periods bounded by change brought on by fate rune were called ages.  Into this world, she then 

scribed a new rune that she created independent of the list of runes that Mith had given her and named 

this rune the elf rune after the race of beautiful creatures that were to populate this Eden and fascinate 

her with their own abilities to learn, understand, and create.  Elves were the only creatures that she 

allowed soul and body to be one.  This gave them incredible power over the world she had created 

which not only helped them learn, but also kept them safe.  What she did not realize is that the elf rune 

she created contained the power of emotion, something she struggled to understand herself given her 

lack of physical needs. 

Unbeknownst to her, Mith became fascinated with Her idea of creating a race and he set about trying to 

create one, himself.  He created beings out of the clay of the earth and imbued soul stones into them to 

bring these molds to life.  The God of All was furious with this effort, but felt she owed Mith something 

for his contributions to her creation and allowed the dwarves to remain, but they were forbidden to be 

as tall as the elves or as fair.  Mith agreed and modified his initial creations to be smaller and hairier 

than the elven race.  To make them smaller though he needed some new runes and thus created the 

dwarf rune and its counterpoint the giant rune to control their size. 

During this time, the God of All came to the world as Cora (detailed more in the description of Elves in 

the Races of the World of Atlas Chapter of this book) to live amongst her creations as one of them.  She 



fell in love with Räyädis, an elf with a passion otheri, and made a fateful decision to create a rival race so 

that her love’s otheri would have an outlet.  

Age of Dragons (AOD1 – AOD1000) 

Cora forged a new rune in counterpoint to the elven rune and named it the dragon rune.  Where elves 

sought to understand and share, dragons sought to covet wealth and secret it away in hidden lairs never 

to be seen by others again.  Dragons started as fairly small innocuous creatures much like the Tengu, but 

they soon began to eat elves to swallow all their knowledge and this practice turned them into larger, 

more powerful beings ever more hungry for more wealth and knowledge.  Against these monsters, Elves 

had few weapons and dragons forced the elves to hide in the forests of the world away from the flying 

dragons’ prying eyes. 

Cora viewed dragons as a horrible mistake and consulted Mith on a means of rectifying it.  Mith 

suggested the introduction of mithvein to the world, the metal with which he used to forge the stars.  

With mithvein, elves were able to fight back against the dragons and drive them into hiding.  Räyädis 

was the greatest elf in these wars and slew the most dragons.  He became King of the Elves and Cora 

was happy.   

This happiness continued for many centuries as the elves drove the dragons back to near extinction and 

would have except for the betrayal of Räyädis by a jealous elf named Iho the Black (see race of elves 

description for more.)  This betrayal led to Räyädis’s death with nothing that Cora could do about it.  

Broken-hearted Cora, the God of All, left the world never to return.  Thus, ended the Age of Dragons in 

its 1000th year. 

Age of Titans (AOT1 – AOT1000) 

With the death of Räyädis and the absence of Cora, the elves went into a period of uncertainty.  Never 

to be rash, the elves reflected on events and took a less active role in the shaping of the world.  The 

dragons were not much of a threat anymore and the lands were at peace.  Many elves turned somewhat 

academic in their endeavors and began to write and document things in a language they created which 

is now known as Elvish.  The elven language was a runic language, but these runes had nothing to do 

with Book of Creation and were created by elves with otheris related to communication (see Races of 

the World of Atlas for more about elven otheris).  Two elves with communication-based otheris 

emerged from this time as the leaders of the elves, Färenlas and Anglaril.   Färenlas’s otheri focused on 

the understanding of weights and measures coupled with setting standards for all sorts of important 

ideas including commerce, crime and punishment, and construction of fabulous towers, castles, and 

manor houses.  Anglaril’s otheri led him down the road of diplomacy where forging relationships was 

paramount and the concepts of honor, loyalty, and justice derived.  The two elven kings were friends, 

not rivals, and the elves flourished under their rule in veritable peace. 

Outside these two kingdoms, the world was unwatched for the most part.  The runes still churned the 

history of the world fueled by the original writings of Cora in the Book of Creation.  The two runes 



created by Mith, however, were unaccounted for in this book and it was the giant rune that caused an 

unforeseen change in the world’s dynamic. 

The giant rune is a hungry rune and those with it are rarely sated.  It takes a lot of energy to sustain a 

giant body and in Mith’s haste to satisfy Cora’s demand for his precious dwarves he did not fully 

understand the ramifications of the counterpoint he created.  The hungry giants were a menace for the 

rest of the creatures of the world.  They walked around the world eating and eating. Certain giants 

developed a hunger for a certain type of rune or rune creature.  These giants would seek out creatures 

filled with that rune to eat and their bodies would compensate for all this consumption with an 

increasing power in the counterpoint rune.  Thus were born the Titans and they threatened to devour 

the world until they turned on each other.  So great was their hunger that each titan wanted to consume 

the titan of their counterpoint.   Life Eater battled Death Eater, Earth Eater battled Air Eater, Peace Eater 

battled War Eater, Law Eater battled Truth Eater, and so on.  The winner of those battles saw the world 

shape more into the realm of the winner’s counterpoint as the winner then continued to consume the 

rest of the world’s counterpoint rune.  Some sages and scholars spend their careers trying to figure out 

which titans won these battles.  It is generally accepted that Fire Eater defeated Water Eater due to the 

prevalence of oceans and seas in the world and it is known that Truth Eater defeated Law Eater; Truth 

Eater is Atlas.  The victorious titans now were unopposed in the world and threatened to destroy the 

world with their continuing hunger. 

Mith investigated the titan threat. He was without ideas on the matter since the world was not his 

creation and Cora was no longer there to help guide history, but he did dissect the titans to see that 

they were primarily instinctual creatures so he looked to creatures of thought to determine a means to 

combat them.  The creatures of thought determined if they devoted themselves to a powerful member 

of their group that they could aggregate their strength and create a champion that could then battle a 

titan.  This aggregation was named prayer and the champion was given the name god and thus divinity 

was born.  These gods proved successful in curbing the appetites of titans, but again introduced a new 

element into the world that Cora had not scripted in the Book of Creation.  Cora and Mith were Primal 

Powers and didn’t need worship to gain power, they were power incarnate.  Titans ate things to get 

their power, so they didn’t need worship either.  Gods gained their divinity solely through worship which 

made some of them become covetous, vain, and petty.  Wars were fought between religions to gain 

more worshippers or “sacrifices,” a despicable way that some gods learned to increase their power 

instead of solely prayer. 

During this time, a thought rune creature named Jukal left his tribe called the Grables in eastern Oklos 

and journeyed all the way to the western lands of the elves.  There he met the elven king, Anglaril.  

Anglaril was shocked with how similar the creature was to an elf and named the race, Adan.  This Adan 

named Jukal was also as inquisitive as an elf so Anglaril taught him the history of the world.  Jukal 

soaked in this knowledge like a sponge and thanked his elven host for enlightening him on the world.  

He felt somewhat foolish on how apish he had behaved before his time with the elves and vowed to 

bring culture back to his people, but first, he had a desire to read the Book of Creation.  He asked 

Anglaril where Cora might have left it, but Anglaril had no idea, and was impressed that Jukal had 

thought of such a thing instead of an elf.  He decided to aid Jukal in his quest to find the book. 



They found the book in the hoard of the first dragon, Lohicarmix.  This massive creature had read the 

Book of Creation and dabbled with creation, itself.  It fused fire and the dragon rune to make red 

dragons, storm and the dragon rune to make blue dragons, death and dragon to make black dragons 

and so on.  It had dabbled with other runes independent of the dragon rune to create all kinds of 

monsters.  Despite these monstrous creations, Anglaril and Jukal proved victorious over the first dragon 

forcing it to flee its lair and its hoard leaving the Book of Creation behind.  There in the darkness of the 

cavern with nothing but a lantern light to guide them the elven king and adan adventurer read the Book 

of Creation together.  The power in this book was overwhelming and the two began to fear the pages as 

they read further.  This knowledge was not for any other than the Primal Powers to know.   

Anglaril feared it more than Jukal, however, and Jukal read much more of the book than Anglaril did.  As 

Anglaril communed for guidance with the stars about it, Jukal delved deeper and deeper into the book 

until he learned about all the runes of creation and something of the grammar with which they could be 

manipulated with.  He also learned that most creatures are combination of all the runes arranged in 

different orders.  To communicate this to Anglaril he offered an example from language.  Take the two 

words “may” and “I.”  The sentence “May I” has a much different meaning than  “I may” and this 

significant difference occurs with just a simple reordering of the two words.  The same is true with a 

creature where the relationship between life and death, instinct and thought, earth and air, can all be 

manipulated to create a new creature.  The grammar Cora created determines how these arrangements 

will be expressed in the world.  The fate rune locks them in place so they can continue on for 

generations. 

When Jukal finished telling his elven friend about the book, Mith appeared.  Anglaril had communed 

with him for guidance and Mith came to take the book and decide what to do with it.  When Mith read 

it, he began to fear the book as much as Anglaril.  Only Cora knew her grand plan for its power and she 

had left for some reason without a word of instruction to Mith or anyone else.  Mith decided to destroy 

the book in a faraway star and let the fate rune determine what happened to the world that was created 

and its creatures without his interference. 

This left Jukal and Lohicarmix as the two most knowledgeable beings of how the world worked.  

Lohicarmix fled to the north where he enslaved the Adan there and thought about ways to gain revenge 

on Anglaril and Jukal who had stolen his hoard and denied him further research into the Book of 

Creation. 

Jukal traveled the world confirming the knowledge he learned in the Book of Creation.  He not only 

learned about how the runes fit together, he also began to master them.  The first rune he learned to 

master was the life rune which made him immortal like the elves.  Given this immortality he then set 

about mastering all the other runes.  When he turned to the fate rune and mastered that, he learned of 

a counterpoint to fate that Cora had not used in the Book because it would cause her to lose all control 

over the world.  This counter rune was Chaos and he mastered it as well, but told no one of its existence, 

a secret he was able to keep for an age. 



When he mastered all the runes including the chaos rune, he returned home.  This homecoming marked 

the end of the Age of Titans and the birth of a new age. 

Age of Runes (AOR1 – AOR941) 

Jukal wanted to share the knowledge he had learned with his people, a tribe of adan called the Grables.  

He tried to teach them through classes and instruction, but the nuances of rune knowledge were too 

difficult for anyone who had not read from the Book of Creation.  He consulted with his closest friends 

and family including his mother, Equelyn, his childhood friend, Borkogal, the tribe elder Tellezinal and 

his mentor, Timewise the Sage on how to make sure this knowledge could benefit his people.  Jukal was 

the one who acquired this knowledge, but he needed their guidance to bring it out of him.   

Borkogal was a master craftsman; Equelyn, a master healer; Tellezinal, a deeply thoughtful man, and 

Timewise, as learned a man as existed in the world.  Their unique skills helped Jukal think about what he 

knew from the Book of Creation in ways to make it useful.    Through discussion and experimentation, 

they learned that the runes within various people varied in strength.  These stronger runes could then 

be determined by floating in a green liquid they called the Waters of Foltution.  This liquid would link the 

person to a rune plane where a powerful being from that plane, a rune patron, would test the person 

and awaken the power of the rune within that person if the person was deemed worthy of the rune by 

the patron.   

Once satisfied with the process, he invited key men and women in the tribe to swim in a tank Borkogal 

had built in which one could swim in the Waters of Foltution called a “vessel pool.”  The process worked 

and the men and women of the Grables gained fabulous powers that enabled them to master farming, 

construction, warfare, and civilization.  They became the greatest of all the tribes of Adan.  A special 

“vessel pool” emphasizing the life rune was built for the four advisors of Jukal and they each became 

immortal like Jukal and together formed the Immortal Council of the Grable tribe.  The Immortal Council 

resided in Tanvarpov which quickly grew from a winter camp for the Grable people into the greatest and 

richest city of the world.  The Immortal Council renamed the thought rune to the man rune after the 

Grable word for a human being and the instinct rune the beast rune after the creatures that seemed 

unable to reason. 

As generations of Grables were born and their rune power developed, the Grables began to expand 

their sphere of influence.  Those who had swam in the Waters of Foltution proved able to pass down 

one of their runes to their offspring.  This rune was random, but a newborn acquired one rune from the 

father and another rune from the mother.  Much like XY chromosomes except the X and the Y were 

runes of power.   These Grable children did not need to swim in the Waters of Foltution for their powers 

to manifest and other races of adan called the Grables the “runic peoples” because of this innate power. 

Certain runes seemed to cause Grables to segregate themselves as the darkness rune foltutes moved to 

the province of Darkdoven in the north and the water rune foltutes founded a coastal city called Isbolar 

in the south. 



As the expansion of Grable influence created an empire, Jukal was named emperor by unanimous vote 

of the Immortal Council.  He was a kind and just ruler.  Wars were fought as the Grables expanded, but 

the conquered people were all treated fairly, and given full rights as citizens of the empire in the new 

provinces established on the conquered peoples’ lands.  Jukal never took a wife and never conceived a 

child himself because he considered all his subjects his own children and looked on them with a father’s 

pride.  At least, that is what he would tell anyone who asked him when he would marry and conceive an 

heir to his empire.  I am immortal he would also reply and I need no heir.  The truth is he would have 

loved to have had children, to be a father, but he knew the Chaos rune was within him, a rune that was 

not in any of his subjects and he would not let such a terrible rune corrupt his empire and the peace it 

had brought to the world through the randomness of heredity. 

When the Grable Empire expanded to the west as far as the Kingdom of Anglaril and the elves, he knew 

he had accomplished his goal – to make the world worthy of Cora’s Book of Creation – a world that was 

a good place for all thought-minded creatures to live in peace and happiness. 

Sadly, this nirvana would not last.  The downfall started in Darkdoven in AOR888 when a warrior in love 

with the Queen of the Elves of Twindernight went on a fate rune quest to win her heart.  This botched 

quest brought The Laughing Man into the world, a rune patron of the chaos rune.  He corrupted the 

people of the north into a chaotic mess destroying Dugrane, the god of law in the process, and stealing 

his divine power.  Now a god, The Laughing Man threatened to conquer more provinces in the south.  

Calgillien, commander of the Grable legions, drove the chaos horde back and slew the Laughing Man, 

but through a contradiction, the rune god did not die, just his Laughing Man form.  This contradiction 

brought undead into the world and Calgillien was transformed into the first vampire.  The elves of 

Twindernight who fought with the Laughing Man against the Grable Empire fled to the moon to escape 

Calgillien’s wrath. 

There was a short time of peace with only the undead in the north threatening the Grable Empire, but 

trouble reemerged in the city where Anglaril and Jukal signed a treaty declaring joint sovereignty of the 

world and an end to Grable westward expansion.  Some chain of events led to Chaos’s return as the 

Beast, a being who grew in size as the world grew more ugly.  Borkogal had cursed a windon tribe called 

the Auspiciums to never again produce things of beauty.  These ugly adan were first called borks, but 

with time coupled with the borks difficulty pronouncing the letter “b,” they became known as orks 

which was written as orc by Grable scholars to distance Borkogal further from this terrible race he had 

inadvertently created.  The ugliness of the orcs fed the power of the Beast, rapidly, and no army in the 

Grable Empire could stand before this towering giant of destruction, for ugliness traveled in its wake, 

and war itself only made the Beast stronger. 

The armies of chaos marched across the whole of the Grable Empire burning, raping, and pillaging all the 

lands of good and honor that the Grables had taken so much pride in creating.  As these evil armies 

descended upon Tanvarpov, Jukal met one last time with his Immortal Council to determine if there was 

any way that the Beast could be defeated.   



The plan they hatched saw Borkogal craft a weapon long and straight like the rune of law, the one rune 

that proved immune to chaos’s corrupting ways.  The fires of his forge were so hot that they consumed 

his immortal body and Borkogal died during its making.  Jukal bled the majority of his runes into the 

lance to maximize its power, the only runes he did not bleed into it were fire, truth, and chaos (the rune 

no one knew he had).  Fire because he needed it to finish the work that Borkogal had started and truth 

because it was the antithesis of law which would weaken the weapon’s power, and chaos because he 

would be corrupted by the Beast if he didn’t so he wanted to be in charge of his own corruption.  His life 

rune went into the weapon and he died just like Borkogal crafting the weapon except that Equelyn then 

bled her life rune into the son’s body to revitalize him.  She died in his stead.  Jukal arose then hoisted 

the great law weapon like a lance and rode a flying bull named Tanlavar filled with the instinct rune and 

the law rune, a mount that was immune to chaos and fear through its powerful runes.  Jukal took to the 

skies to do battle with the Beast, a monstrosity which now stood 3 miles high.  They battled for days on 

land, sea, and air until Jukal’s lance or Tanlavar’s horn (scholar’s debate which) finally pierced the 

Beast’s heart as they battled over a land far to the south.  When the Beast fell, the life around his body 

died leaving a great desert behind known as the Chaos Waste. 

When Jukal returned to Tanvarpov, the city was still under siege by the creatures of chaos.  The entire 

land was corrupted, so he met with the great titan of law, Oklos, and devised a plan to drown the world 

and kill off the chaos.  He slew the great earth creature which bore the lands on its back and the lands 

sunk beneath the sea.  Oklos then constructed an unbreakable chain out of a metal mined on the rune 

plane of law.  He found a mountain that would serve as a good fulcrum, fastened the chains to the outer 

reaches of the land, dumped the filthy residue of chaos still corrupting the land into a great rift beneath 

the ocean now called the Titan’s Trench, and then set the weight of the world on his shoulders using the 

harness and chains he had constructed, as the land rose the Age of Runes ended in its 941st year, 59 

years earlier than it would have if chaos had never entered the world. 

 Age of Chaos (AOC1 – AOC997) 

The first half of the Age of Chaos was primarily a rebuilding of the lands of Oklos.  Clesian the Great tried 

to reestablish the Grable Empire, but was defeated by the dragons that had nested in Tanvarpov after 

the flood waters had subsided.  The populations of the thought creatures in the world were tiny and 

reproduction and survival were the first order of business.  This period is often known as the Darkling 

Time as little scholarly activity happened as most time was spent pandering to the instinctual side of 

things as opposed to thought, even the elves were less inquisitive than usual and concerned with 

rebuilding what they had lost. 

The second half of the Age of Chaos is a much more well-known period of history than the other ages.  

The countries and regions of the world detailed in the other chapters of this book were largely formed 

during this time.  Some of the country descriptions will contain historical sections that will cover this 

period in depth. 

The Age of Chaos ended when four heroes killed the Spider Queen of the Drow allowing Fate to enter 

the world and begin to set things right.  The Drow of Twindernight retaliated by crashing the moon into 



the earth to resurrect the Beast from his grave in the Chaos Waste.  The world would have fallen again 

to chaos except for the return of Calgillien (somehow cured of his vampirism) who led an army of angels 

against the Beast, this time slaying the rune god of chaos for good. 

Sorcery and wizardry had long been ruled by the red moon that was corrupted by chaos.  With it gone 

and destroyed with the Beast, Oklos and Fate mated to create a new moon made of pure silver.  The 

silver moon took to the sky to replace the old red moon and sorcery and wizardry were no longer solely 

in the camp of chaos. Practitioners could now utilize the power of magic without fear of unwanted 

corruption. 

Age of Magic (AOM1 to AOM9+) 

The material form of the grammar used by Cora to create the world is something called essence.  

Essence is the fuel of magic.  Where the runes are the bricks, magic is the mortar in the world’s 

construction.   

The Silver Moon has opened up this new age of exploration with this potentially awesome power.  The 

saga of this age has yet to be told.  The world is in the 10th year of the Age of Magic with a broad horizon 

of what will come.  There is no longer a script from Cora, nor an entity determined to rip the world 

apart.  It is a free world, an interesting world, but still a dangerous world.  Chaos has no leader, but the 

rune and its creatures still remain. Will creatures of other runes seek to dominate and herald their own 

new age? Or will sorcery and wizardry gain supremacy over runes in this new volatile World of Atlas…. 

Chapter 2: Magic in the World of Atlas 

There are many forms of power that can be called “magic” in the world of atlas.  This chapter will talk 

about several of these forms as well as magical materials like mithvein that also can be found in the 

world. 

Otheris 

Elven magic comes through understanding.  With knowledge, the intricacies of an idea or a concept 

reveal the linguistic source of the power of the idea.  The combinations of the runes of power and the 

grammar to express the notion or idea are also revealed to the elf.  As an elf gains more experience with 

this knowledge, her power to affect the world with it also grows.  Some otheris are as powerful as the 

most advanced arch-mage’s spellbook – maybe even more so.  It is very rare to see an elf using magic 

other than from their otheri and no elves aside for Drow channel to any divine being and Drow are more 

prone to siphon power from a divine source as opposed to pray to it.   

Most elven otheris apply to some form of craftsmanship.  Clothing, farming, cooking, and herbal 

medicine are all common otheris.  No otheri is exactly alike, however, and clothing otheris might take 

the form of winter clothing, durable clothing, stainless clothing, soap, or other derivative from the 

overarching idea.  Remember, elves are immortal so time is on their side and they will take the time to 



truly master a simple idea and bring out all its beauty as opposed to rush to master a complex idea 

quickly like many human craftsmen or other thought rune creatures are prone to do. 

Warfare, defending elven lands, and adventuring are also concepts that appear in otheris and these are 

the ones adventurers are most likely to learn about first when they meet elves outside of their 

homeland.  Adventuring elves have great respect for the simple otheris of their more peaceful brethren 

and take great pride in wearing the clothes, eating the food, and administering the medicines created by 

them.  Elves will not suffer insults to the craftsmanship of other elves and will often disparage the 

craftsmanship of non-elven craftsmen as being “hurried” or “rushed.”  More than a few chefs have 

thrown a butcher knife into a wall when an elf has sent a meal back due to its lack of marinade, 

improper temperature, or haphazard presentation.   A common phrase that other races here from elves 

is, “A meal should be as good for the soul as it is for the body.”  This phrase also is heard in other forms 

like, “A fire should warm the soul as well as the body,” or “Clothes should bring out both the inner 

beauty and the outer beauty of the one who wears them.” 

Humans with an elf rune foltute gain otheris even thought their soul and body are not one.  Half-elves 

also gain otheris and they are the only creatures of chaos to have such power.  Drow foreswore there 

otheris long ago in favor of outer essence manipulation, channeling, and inner essence manipulation.  

Drow innate abilities, however, are the manifestation of the power that creates otheris inside their 

elven cousins and drow innate abilities can be mastered similar to an otheri. (See the History of 

Twindernight for more about the Drow.  A supplement called the Shores of Twindernight is planned at 

some point and this book will cover the Drow in considerable detail including how to advance innate 

abilities when playing a drow character or creating ad drow NPC.) 

As for traditional elves, they can be found in significant numbers inside the countries of Tarabelle and 

Amont, particularly in the Camalene and Swan Harbor regions of Amont.  There is also an elven 

community on Elf Island and a powerful elven maiden named Tamduin in the Rune River Valley of 

Wheland.  A southern island called Melandoli also has a substantial elven population.   

The rules for how to use otheris for player characters and NPCs are available to some extent on the 

World of Atlas website.  The system is called PIPs Fantasy and piggybacks off of OGL d20 rules, 

particularly Pathfinder core rules available at Paizo.com.  A sourcebook entitled Runes and Otheris is 

planned for the near future.  Feel free to send us an email at editor@worldofatlas.com if you would like 

more detail on how otheris work.  We did a Good Guy Roadhouse explaining our feelings about elves 

and elf magic you can watch here. 

Rune Magic 

Rune magic goes back to the Age of Runes and the Grable Empire.  Those with runic heritage still retain 

some of the power that their ancestors had and this power can materialize in these descendants from 

time to time.  Some races do not have their own rune, but are considered rune creatures due to the 

primary connection between the thought rune and another rune.  Goblins are a blend of the thought 

rune and the disorder rune (given that a sentient creature is a thought creature, the thought part is 

often left out of the description, and goblins are often referred to as disorder rune creatures.  Halflings 
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are harmony rune creatures.  Blue bloods are disorder rune creatures.  Dwarves are earth rune 

creatures.  Some heroes of these races can access their rune plane and its rune magic.  Every rune has a 

rune plane – even chaos – chaos’s rune plane is typically called The Abyss. 

Rune magic can be cast either using an innate ability called a foltute (see Chapter 1: Age of Runes) or by 

spell utilizing a rune focus.  Certain items can become a rune focus through use. E.g. a wagon wheel that 

has traveled over 6666 miles can be converted into a mobility rune focus.  In gameplay, rune magic 

functions very similar to an otheri where the power over a rune increases through practice and 

investigation.  With the PIPS fantasy system, a PC or NPC can advance to 9th order skill or mastery of a 

rune.  The details of what powers are covered by which runes are in development and sometimes new 

rune powers can be discovered to fit a particular situation that game developers have not previously 

considered.  Marvel Super Heroes had a provision for these scenarios called stunting and one could “go 

off the page” with their super power to do something new.  This “stunting” idea is also incorporated into 

the rune magic system of PIPs Fantasy.  Details will be forthcoming in the Runes and Otheris 

supplement. 

We suspect that Rune Magic will be very popular with players and more prevalent in adventuring parties 

than in the world in general.  The runic people are few in number in the Age of Magic, but we see no 

problem with them being heavily represented in the adventuring population.  Many powerful NPCs are 

of runic heritage. 

Channeling 

Gods can grant powers to their followers through the power of channeling.  Through prayer and ritual, a 

creature makes themselves a vessel for channeling the power of their god to affect the world.  Gods 

tend to take an active role with their most devout followers and want to see them succeed in their 

endeavors.  Some channelers become great enough to siphon power off gods without obeying the 

tenets of the religion for the god they’re using the power of.  Summoning and binding spells can 

sometimes make gods and other divine beings reluctant helpers to other creature’s schemes. 

For game play, Clerics are considered channelers.  Clerics also have access to druidic spells as listed in 

the Pathfinder core rulebook.  Druids themselves are not necessarily channelers and tend to access their 

powers through the beast and plant runes relying less on worshippers and more on rune magic.  Druids 

are also very rare in the world residing mainly in Woad Country in Wheland with a few ranging out to 

other areas of Oklos and beyond.  Sacrifices are also common means of fueling their magic. 

Outer Essence Manipulation 

Sorcery/Wizardry is the process of wielding the essence to make the runes of power function.  Most all 

spells have a verbal component, but there is no universal “magical” language.  The grammar and order 

of the words is what is important so a fireball could be cast in Whelish as easily as it could be cast in 

Farsky. 



Outer essence manipulation was a skill that was feared throughout the Age of Chaos.  As a wizard 

improved in their ability to wield the essence, their souls would skirt very close to the plane of chaos.  If 

they were not strong enough, their hearts would get corrupted and a once “good” wizard would become 

an agent of evil.  Tellezinal of the Immortal Council researched this power extensively and learned about 

its awesomely destructive power, its incredible diversity, and its dark threat to its practitioners.  Jukal 

knew of this threat and forbade Tellezinal from continuing his research.  The emperor did not want 

Tellezinal unwittingly releasing chaos into the world, though he was not explicit in his concerns to the 

eldest of his tribe, due to a worry about revealing the chaos rune within him and the unknown 

ramifications of how that information would affect his empire and its people. 

Tellezinal was not one to be cautioned and the veracity of the arguments between himself and Jukal 

used to be the talk of legend during the days of the empire.  The disagreement resulted in Tellezinal 

leaving Tanvarpov and creating a wizard’s enclave on the Leiber peninsula far to the west.  This enclave 

through the centuries since has grown into Lankleer, the city of magic.   

Furthering his study in Lankleer, he learned that using silver as a key component in all spells would build 

a wall between the use of the power and the plane of chaos.  He became an arch-mage without ever 

becoming corrupted and instructed others on how to do the same.  The problem with using silver in all 

spell castings was how expensive it was for the practitioner.  Many risked their souls and lost the gamble 

to save a few coins.  When the Laughing Man appeared in the world, these fallen wizards flocked to his 

banner.    Given this danger, outer essence manipulation was either totally outlawed or highly controlled 

in most kingdoms during the Age of Chaos. 

The birth of the Silver Moon at the end of the Age of Chaos protects all magical practitioners from the 

plane of chaos.  A practitioner would have to find a way to break down the wall to become corrupted 

(some do for accessing demonic power), but no practitioner can unwittingly succumb to the chaos rune 

just by improving their ability at outer essence manipulation.  This new revelation about the power is 

seeing many kingdoms both relax their controls on magic use and develop schools of magic for its 

learning.  Enchantments and illusions still tend to be outlawed due to the dangers they present in 

maintaining authority. 

In most ways, outer essence manipulation is the power that “wizard-type” characters use and for game 

mechanics is handled the way Pathfinder does it in its core rule set. 

PIPs Fantasy uses a spell point system so the difference between a sorcerer and a wizard is based solely 

on the activating ability – intelligence for wizards and charisma for sorcerers.  Wizards are much more 

common in the world nearly to the point of exclusion of sorcerers, but there is no fundamental reason 

why a sorcerer couldn’t exist somewhere if a good back story was generated for the character. 

PIPs Fantasy also has a “use-based” leveling system for improvement in outer essence manipulation, but 

going with traditional d20 or Pathfinder core rules experience point leveling system would work fine as 

well.   

Inner Essence Manipulation 



Mind over body powers fall into the category of inner essence manipulation.  This covers the abilities 

typically developed by monks and psionicists.    

In the World of Atlas, a soul of a creature is what activates the runes in a body and the inner essence 

manipulator activates this soul as a store of power.  This is not rune magic.  It is soul magic.  To use a 

blacksmithing analogy, the inner essence manipulator accesses the fire of the forge not the weapons 

themselves. 

The practice of inner essence manipulation is rare in Oklos and much more common in the Silk Lands of 

the far east.  The Dax Godship is ruled by inner essence manipulators, but they are few in number and 

enslave the minds of their followers.   The other known inner essence manipulators are among the elves 

of Twindernight – the drow. 

Inner essence manipulation can be handled through monk archetypes and psionicists in the short term, 

but this ability is being developed by the designers of the World of Atlas and significant updates to how 

this power functions in the World of Atlas will likely occur in the future.  Lichhunter plays a drow inner 

essence manipulator from time to time in his home campaigns and is working with others to refine the 

power as this drow character advances. 

Spirit Magic 

Before other magic was available to thought creatures, there was spirit magic.  Spirit magic is a type of 

magic from which channeling is derived.  Powerful spirits from the rune planes were accessed by 

shaman to help their tribes.  Totems and fetches were part of the rituals shaman use to summon these 

spirits.  In barbaric cultures, spirit magic is often the only magic that is allowed.   

Much like inner essence manipulation, the rules for spirit magic are still in the works.  For current 

practice, a druid from the Pathfinder Core Rulebook would best describe a shaman of the World of Atlas, 

but even then, this comparison will be a far distance from what is actually published in the future.  

RuneQuest deserves mention for the inspiration behind spirit magic, but the mechanics of casting spirit 

magic will be nothing like the mechanics of RuneQuest. 

Bardic Music 

Bardic music is currently an unexplained magic source inside the World of Atlas.  Bards definitely exist 

and function currently as the Pathfinder Core Rulebook describes them.  With time, a mythos behind 

this power will likely be developed and the implementation of the power might change once that 

happens.  But for now, feel free to create bards and use them as if playing D20 or Pathfinder. 

Magical Materials 

There are many magical materials that are part of the World of Atlas.  Some of the major ones are 

detailed here.  This list will certainly expand as more details and adventures are developed for the 

world.  The ramifications of equipment will also be tinkered with.  Lichhunter is lobbying for armor to 



increase hit points for example.  Rules adjustments like this will need playtesting before showing up in 

any official World of Atlas publications. 

Adamantine – Adamantium is an ore found only in a few meteorites that have fallen to Oklos.  

Adamantium weapons are naturally +5 to hit and damage and overcome most damage reduction.  

Adamantium armor is +5 and only heavy armor and shields can be made from it.  DR 10 hardness is a 

benefit from wearing this armor.  This DR also applies to energy attacks, even force attacks like magic 

missile.  The only place Adamantium can be forged is in the heart of The Sun’s Anvil, the hottest place on 

Oklos.  Dwarves have a built a community there called Crucible where they forge the weapons and 

armor.  They loathe sharing any of it, however, and will only do so in exchange for great favors. 

Mithvein– Mithvein is much more common than adamantium, but hardly “common.”  It is the preferred 

metal of elves and many of their weapons and armor are made from this substance.  To work it, a smith 

must use elemental fire.  This requires powerful magic to either summon a major elemental or open a 

portal to the rune plane of fire.    Dwarves covet it also and much of the tension between the two races 

derives from the availability of this extremely limited resource.    The original relationship was dwarves 

were the miners and the elves were the smiths, but many dwarven miners would sequester the material 

to craft their own weapons and armor from the fabled mithvein.  Weapons and armor made from the 

substance are naturally enchanted at +4.   Elves make medium armor, arrow tips, longswords, and 

daggers from it.  Dwarves make heavy armor, shields, axes, and maces from mithvein. 

Moonsilver—the new Silver Moon goddess will occasionally make weapons out of her own body that 

have devastating power against chaos.  Moonsilver is naturally +2 to hit chaotic beings, ignores all 

damage reduction, and does double damage against to chaotic beings, but great smiths can awaken 

more powerful weapons from the substance.  The Silver Moon does not give this of herself often and 

her clergy will go to great lengths to get any lost weapon back.   

Night Metal – When the drow lived on the moon, they fashioned dark weapons out of moon metal that 

absorbed incredible amounts of essence in their forging.  This magic would only activate in the light of 

the moon, however.  Since the death of the old moon and the birth of the silver moon these weapons 

have largely disappeared.  The drow of Twindernight have instead converted to a form of glass steel 

made from ice.  Night metal weapons require large quantities of essence to sustain them.  Demon 

swords, demon armor, life stealers, and sacrificial instruments used in demonic worship are often made 

from night metal.  Blood is the new power source for these weapons and their weakness during the day 

is no longer apparent.  Night metal varies in its power from weapon to weapon, but the most powerful 

night metal weapons are the ones that have survived the loss of the red moon.  These weapons are +3, 

but some as strong as mithvein (+4) exist. 

Spirit enhancements – spirits can be summoned into weapons that will enhance a weapon’s abilities for 

a short time.  The power of these spirits varies.  Spirits prefer wood, stone or bone weapons to inhabit.  

Powerful spirits can be forced into mithvein or even adamantium weapons, but that often enrages 

them, and may cause ramifications to the shaman that summons it. 



Essence enhanced weapons – these are typical magical weapons produced by mages or magical smiths.  

There make is a process of infusing magic into the weapons. 

Awakened weapons – dwarven smiths can attempt to awaken a weapon of masterwork quality.  The 

result is an intelligent weapon with varying powers and power levels.  Usually the weapon is agreeable 

to being awakened and appreciative of the honor gifted by the smith.  However, sometimes, it is quite 

the opposite.  In these cases, some dwarven smiths have lost their lives to their own creations. 

Chapter 3: The Races of the World of Atlas 

Beast People (Beast runers) 

The instinct rune and the thought rune exist in all of the world’s creatures somewhat like how the life 

and death runes exist in everyone as well.  A person’s life evolves from a waxing and waning of the 

soul’s influence of the life and death runes through the course of time.   

The Grables named the instinct rune, “the beast rune,” and the thought rune, the “man rune,” 

somewhat inappropriately over a limited understanding of the nature of the two runes and their 

relationship to one another within a creature.   

Horses, bulls, goats, and other similar creatures were called beasts before Jukal brought back rune 

knowledge after reading the Book of Creation so the instinct rune which is so prevalent in those 

creatures was named the beast rune.  But there is a sliding scale to how much the instinct rune and the 

thought rune can exist within any creature.  This scale can sometimes be adjusted through magical 

means or by the will of the gods.  If the only thing within a horse, bull, goat or deer that is changed is the 

relationship of instinct to thought then a beast person can be created. 

Centaurs, minotaurs, and satyrs are all forms of creatures where the traditional beast has had the 

amount of thought rune within them altered to a state of sentience.   

Beast people still have a lot of instinct rune within them and are short on social graces, long on sexual 

desire, and are mistaken by many to be creatures of chaos.  They are not. 

The most common beast people in Oklos are lizard men, but they are so common that they have their 

own section in this chapter.  

The other forms of beast people are more common in Tanlavar and the south, but there is a large 

population of them in the Storm Country of Oklos.  Minotaur mercenaries are welcomed in Haran and 

centaur mercenaries are welcomed in Polfany, but their numbers are too small to be considered an 

ethnic group in those kingdoms.  A race of talking wolves called wolfen are native to Strandi, but they 

avoid human contact for the most part and have no traditional bipedal characteristics of other thought 

rune creatures. 



Raksha are beast people in the form of cats that are very rare in Oklos, but the ruling class in the land of 

Abèl to the south.  They also have their own section in this chapter. 

Blue People 

Blue people or half-tritons are a race that formed during the Age of Runes around the city of Isbolar.  

The Grables citizens of Isbolar with a water rune shared a deep compatibility with the tritons of the sea 

and many loving relationships formed which resulted in children.  The tritons themselves are a 

mysterious race as are most of the aquatic peoples to the scholars of Oklos.  Too little is known of the 

culture and history of the aquatic races to have an entry in this book. 

The blue people, however, are a race of creatures that are as at home in the water as they are on land.  

They are very social creatures emphasizing schooling and learning.  Their triton heritage allows them to 

live a very long time (roughly as long as dwarves and half-elves).   

Their skin ranges from silver to blue and their hair ranges from blue to white.  They are skilled sailors 

and merchants and the major ports of the world all know the race as being trustworthy to make 

contracts with.  They are slow to anger, but persistent in their desire for fairness.  They will not be 

shortchanged in a deal though they will rarely be the ones to escalate a disagreement to violence.  They 

will seek to reason with even the most unreasonable until the offending party gives in either through 

good conscience or exhaustion. 

Though pacifists by nature, some of the blue people become able warriors due to their hatred of chaos, 

particularly sahuagin, and Isbolar boasts a fine navy with many blue people among the merchant 

marines. 

Though able to breathe underwater, blue people prefer to make their homes on land due to the 

advantages that dry conditions bring in storing books, casting magic, and communication. 

Not all blue people are religious, but there are many who worship Okion, Sofia and Cleftus from the 

Grellic pantheon as well as Jukal, Borkogal, and Equelyn from the Grable pantheon.  With the arrival of 

the Silver Moon, worship of this new goddess is quickly growing favor among the practitioners of magic 

within the race.   

Chaotic Races 

Animal Heads  

Animal heads are a despicable breed of rape monsters that violate farm animals and wildlife to create 

rampaging sex-driven offspring dedicated to expanding their race and ravaging the countryside.  Even 

other chaotic races hate animal heads and will attack them onsite.  This helps curb the potential 

apocalyptic disaster these rapacious monsters present when they infest a community or land.  Most 

animals fear them and flee them, but dogs and horses attack them in a berserk frenzy when they 

encounter them.  This habit has caused many a rider to be unhorsed in battle when animal heads take 

the field. 



The sex organs of animal heads can be found in their tails and they can use these long appendages to 

procreate in many obscene ways. 

If an animal head mates with a thought human, an elite animal head will form.  These elite animal heads 

are born with more human genitalia and other animal heads revere them. 

Animal heads call the demon princess, Ashmadame, their “mother” and elite animal heads are often 

clerics or shaman dedicated to her service. 

It usually takes a powerful source of chaos to initiate an animal head infestation, but once it is started, it 

is very difficult to stop. 

Animal heads mature in less than a day so there is no parental binding with new offspring.  All animal 

heads are male so animal heads never mate with each other only other creatures whom they rape. 

Animal heads are featured heavily in a soon to be released World of Atlas Adventure called Foggy 

Mountain Beatdown.  This adventure is based on the first adventure Lichhunter ever GMed on the 

World of Atlas.  Look for updates about it on www.worldofatlas.com. 

Bugbears  

Bugbears are hobgoblins who have lived in cold climates for a long time.  They grow shaggy hair for 

warmth and are much more feral and barbaric than their hobgoblin kin.  They also exhibit much more 

evidence of the chaos rune influence than hobgoblins with a loose society dominated by the strong over 

the weak.   

Due to their loose structure goblins will tolerate the company of bugbears though they don’t trust them 

and fear the chaos working within them.  Bugbears will tolerate goblins as well, but they also are 

friendly with hobgoblins which can cause riffs in the tenuous alliance with goblins.  Many bugbears have 

been known to turn on their goblin cousins and sell them to hobgoblin communities in exchange for 

money.  Goblins will often cater to the bugbears to gain their favor so that this doesn’t happen.   

Bugbears make great commandoes when staging raids due to their stealthy nature and athletic builds. 

As all goblinoids, bugbears nurture their children and take care of their families.  Male children are 

preferred though female bugbears retain rights within the culture.  Typical northern barbarian societies 

are a good model for building a bugbear community. 

Gnolls 

Gnolls began as a chaotic form of raksha dwelling in the Cat Lands of the south.  Much like the hyenas 

they resemble, they are related to the raksha through their rune makeup, but their behavior is much 

more akin to wolves.   

They travel in packs, howl when they attack, and communicate in beast speech.  Though this behavior is 

reminiscent of wolf packs, gnolls hate wolves including chaotic forms of wolves like wargs and 
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werewolves and will look to slaughter such creatures if able.  They are on good terms with ogres and 

oddly seem to have a friendship with lizardmen.  This friendship probably came about initially from the 

two races mutual distaste for snakemen. 

Gnolls are a nomadic race that likes to range far and wide.  They’ve raided coastal towns and picked up 

sailing which enabled their advance from the Cat Lands across the Oklossian Sea to Oklos.  They prefer 

to move at night and often find temporary underground lairs to camp.  

Gnolls take eight years to mature and the young are looked upon as a nuisance though female gnolls 

due protect their young from their aggressive fathers.   Female gnolls are often seen running with young 

strapped to their backs in wicker papooses.  By the age of two baby gnolls are no longer allowed to ride 

in these contraptions.  The male warriors demand that the gnoll children keep up or die.  Many do die 

due to the grueling pace a mobile gnoll tribe can set.  Those that survive though become strong, agile 

warriors worthy of the tribe.   

Half-elves 

Half-elves are a beautiful chaotic race and tend to be friendly with other chaotic races more than most 

other chaotic races.  Chaotic races can find some measure of peace in the Eristo section of Alcor as long 

as they behave themselves and join the fight against the elves of Camalene and the province of Swan 

Harbor.  Half-elves have no patience for hobgoblins, however, and the two races will often war which 

causes a rift between half-elves and the drow. 

Half-elves die of old age between 400 and 600 years of age.  Their features age and wrinkle much like a 

humans.  Half-elves have a ten year long adolescence period which begins at about the age of 15.   

Half-elves have otheris, but there interests tend to be morbid.  Death, torture, blood, and murder are all 

common concepts from which half-elven otheris are derived from.   

Demon worship is rampant and there are emissaries from Eristo in Fallen Cusa of the island kingdom of 

Abyssus.  A powerful chaotic assassin’s guild comprised of half-elves works out of that city who are 

devoted to Demogorgon. 

There may be a way to lift the curse of half-elves and save them from the chaos rune. 

Ogres 



The race of ogres began as humans with giant 
rune foltutes.  The hunger they possessed 
was legendary.  Huge banquets would barely 
sate them.  They needed wealth because 
they needed food.  Those of means could live 
out their lives as gluttons and those without 
would turn to thievery or worse.  Most of 
these poor “ogres” would get caught, tried 
for their crimes, and lose appendages at best 
or their lives at worst.   
 
Some fled normal society and would skulk 
around communities feeding on what they 
could find during the darkness.  In 
desperation, some of these creatures would   

 

begin eating children.  When the Laughing Man entered the world, he welcomed these horrid outcasts 

into his society.  In the city of God’s Law, ogres became revered for their great gluttony. Festivals were 

held to see just how much food an ogre could eat in a short amount of time. 

Ogres were humans so they could mate with slaves and reproduce.  The Laughing Man encouraged 

these ogres to eat all their offspring that did not also have their insatiable hunger.  With just a few 

generations, a new race of chaos was born.   

The word “ogre” refers solely to males of the species.  Hags or crones are what are what female ogres 

are typically called. 

Ogres have since spread out to all corners of Oklos as well as Tanlavar and the Cat Lands.  They also 

come in a variety of forms now. There are traditional ogres who are large gluttons always looking out for 

their next meal.  There are rune ogres who possess powers of the storm and darkness runes who are 

sometimes called ogre mages.    A rare breed of ogre known as an Alcorian ogre originated from the 

rape of a half-elf female by an ogre male in the Eristo region of Alcor during the time of the Severed 

Souls rule of Amont (see the history of Alcor for more.)  These ogres tend to be beautiful and do not 

grow large to distinguish themselves from normal members of humanity.  They retain the desire for 

sentient flesh and some believe that the consumption of this flesh is the secret to their youth and 

beauty. 

Ogres nurture the offspring they do not eat.  An ogre develops on a human life cycle.  Once adolescents 

is reached, however, an ogre is usually kicked out of the home for eating too much and forced to find its 

own table to put food on.  Those evil warlords or wizards wanting to bolster their armies with ogres 

need to plan on a hefty grocery bill every week – this bill can be augmented with the dead on the 

battlefield of course, both friend and foe. 

Orcs 



The particulars of Borkogal’s curse on the Auspicium tribe of humans that created the orcs are detailed 

in the history of Ranek presented in another chapter of this book. 

In practice, orcs are similar to their origins in Tolkien.  The dark lord of these orcs, however, is Pazuzu, a 

demon lord who gained his power when Chaos reentered the world as the Beast.  Pazuzu’s ability to fly 

prevented the orcs’ downfall when the flooding of Oklos occurred.  Pazuzu flew many of his followers to 

the northern most peek of the Ariedes mountain range which remained above the flood line.  There he 

built a stronghold called Arie and waited for Oklos to rescue the lands from the oceans.  The orcs call 

Pazuzu the Darkwing Lord. 

From there, the orcs have spent the last millennium battling the Old Grable Kingdoms to the east and 

the elves of Amont to the west.  Their tribes dominate the lands called Gasp except for Fin Country 

which is home to the landshark called bullettes.  Bullettes formed when the flood waters subsided 

leaving countless chaotic water creatures gasping for air like fish squirming on a dry dock.  The bullettes 

were strong enough to tunnel into the earth and chaotic enough to form lungs instead of gills to save 

themselves.  The carcasses of the rest of the dead water creatures were dumped by Oklos into the sea 

rift known as Titan’s Trench. 

Bullettes behave much like sharks and will swarm to the rhythmic sounds of creatures marching on their 

badlands.  Great orc warriors will sometimes enter Fin Country to prove their greatness and slay a 

bullette.  They then wear the powerful armor that can be made from bullette skin as a sign of strength 

and pride.  Other orcs will cower to the will of such powerful warlords. 

Orcs look at children as weaklings, but stop short of killing them because in time they will be the tribes 

reinforcements.  Orc mothers poke and prod their children with fish bones to make them tough and 

antisocial in a form of controlled child abuse.  Any mother caught coddling their young will be severely 

beaten.   

Sometimes orcs and humans mate – usually by force.  When half-orcs result, these creatures do not 

automatically suffer the curse of the orcs.  When attaining adulthood, the half-orc has the right to 

embrace chaos or leave it.  If they choose the latter they are killed by their orc tribes.  Some are able to 

flee, but most are butchered.  If a half-orc grows up in human society, the likelihood of this latter choice 

is much more likely. 

Orcs are predominantly found in Gasp, but due to their roots as the bird-loving Auspiciums, orcs revere 

dragons and can be found in their service in the mountains of Sagany and the lands near Tanvarpov in 

the east. 

Half-orcs who do not embrace chaos tend to distance themselves from their orc brethren both in 

attitude and location and half-orcs can be found on the kingdoms on the edge of Oklos and beyond.  

These half-orcs do not call themselves half-orcs instead preferring to call themselves “ruddies.” 



Half-orcs who embrace chaos can become powerful warriors and are often invited to the Arie to meet 

the Darkwing Lord.  There they go through a transformation making them larger, stronger, and smarter 

than their orc brethren.  These half-orcs are called “piru” and other orcs respect and fear them. 

Sahuagin 

Little is known of these ocean raiders except that they are dangerous, herd sharks, and revere kraken.  

Scholars speculate that these creatures are from the dark tapestry or some ocean layer of the Abyss, but 

nothing has been proved. 

Sahuagin raid seaside communities to capture slaves that they then sacrifice to the kraken.   

Tritons rage a perpetual war against these evil sharkmen, but they might be losing as sahuagin raids on 

ocean communities are becoming more brazen and more frequent.   

The Emperor of Land and Sea who rules Greater Isbolar has sent ambassadors to all the good kingdoms 

of Oklos to organize a summit to combat this burgeoning problem. 

The major presence of the sahuagin in Oklos at the moment is in the Katkaista strait, but the Tritons 

have warned others to not be deceived, these demons of the deep are everywhere. 

Boats gone missing, persistent poor catches amongst a fishing fleet, and livestock mutilations along the 

coast are all potential signs of a sahuagin problem. 

Sahuagin seem to hatch from eggs and go through a tadpole stage where they eat hungrily and appear 

much like a large barracuda.  Soon they grow legs and arms and lose their tails to become the bipedal 

amphibians that humans are prone to encounter. 

Sahuagin in the World of Atlas look much more like the original monster manual than the revised art 

seen in Pathfinder bestiaries. 

Snakemen 

When the Beast fell creating the Chaos Waste in the land of Abèl, the entire continent underwent a 

shock of chaos.  The Abèllite people  had been removed from the wars with the Beast on Oklos and were 

ill-prepared for the chaotic residue of the 100 mile high carcass of the Beast that fell upon their land.  

Chaos rune power radiated out from the corpse in waves of corrupting force.  The traditional battle of 

Mujmora (god of night) and Pupta (goddess of cats) was replaced with a desperate scramble against 

Armageddon.  Oklos did not drown the chaos on the land of Abèl like he did on the lands to the north so 

the Abèllites were forced to battle these forces on their own and they were losing – badly.  The 

priestesses of Pupta prayed for a miracle from their goddess and she rewarded them with an army of 

angels in the form of cats that were fierce warriors against the forces of chaos.  They were also equally 

deadly against the snake minions of Mujmora.   

This army drove the forces of chaos back to the body of their deposed lord and down through the 

wound in its heart to the caverns of the underworld.  Jukal had not only pierced the heart of the beast, 



but also punctured the lining between the world and the plane of death.  He needed the full power of 

the death rune that its plane provided to insure the warping, corrupting power of the Beast could not 

somehow reanimate itself.   

Once the forces were driven back into the caverns of death, Pupta herself arrived and covered the 100 

mile long body of the Beast like a cat covering its refuse in a litterbox.  Mujmora did not interfere 

because he too feared the Beast and was glad that its forces were gone.   

What he did not realize was the reaction this neutrality would have among his worshippers and minions.  

Many members of the Mujmoran sect viewed this inactivity as weakness and renounced Mujmora as 

their god.  These members began to idolize the fallen Beast as a power that would rise again and 

conquer the world and began to worship the Beast as the god, Dubleece, instead.  This worship gave 

power to the Beast again, but did not reanimate the body.  Still, those who worshipped Dubleece 

received benefits from their fallen god.  Dubleece replaced Mujmora as the snake god and Mujmora was 

forced to retreat into the jungles of southern Abèl as a minor deity with few worshippers. 

In contrast, Dubleece worship thrived and the race of snakemen led the way.  At first snakemen were 

merely men who could polymorph themselves into snakes, much like Thulsa Doom in the movie Conan, 

but with time and continued corruption from Dubleece’s power, other forms of snakemen manifested.  

Nagas, medusas, snakes with human torsos, basilisks, and evil couatl (feathered serpents) are all 

considered snakemen. When Dubleece was resurrected and then slain forever by Calgillien, the race of 

snakemen was set adrift.  They are now somewhat lost in their ways.  Many are returning to Mujmora 

who is happy to regain some of his lost power, but others retain the bitterness they have for the god of 

night, and search for a new divine power with which to align themselves.  Demogorgon might be that 

deity accept for his fondness for those hated gnolls. 

Tengu 

When chaos taints the dragon rune, the result is a weak creature that covets wealth like its more 

powerful relatives, but does not have the ability to procure wealth by force.  Instead, these sneaky, 

conniving creatures rob from others and carry these ill-gotten gains back to their nests.  Few tengu are 

foolish enough to actually rob from dragons and if encountered near a dragon lair the tengu are usually 

serving the dragon in various ways.   

Fearful by nature, a tengu tribe will often steal wealth for a dragon’s hoard in exchange for protection 

from other threats.  These tribes will take pride in the size of those dragon’s hoards and will boast about 

them to other tengu tribes as if the wealth was their own.  If the unusual daring tengu robs from 

another dragon’s hoard and brings the gift back to their own dragon there will be much squawking in 

triumph.   

Dragons remain aloof to most of this hootenanny, but if they lose wealth from their hoard to another 

dragon they might seek revenge on their own tengu tribe as punishment for allowing it to happen.  

Rarely is the transgression large enough that the dragon will actually demand the treasure back from the 

benefitting dragon’s hoard.  Tengu behavior is too insignificant for dragon’s to get worked up about.  But 



if it is a particularly prized item that is stolen dragons have been known to fight to the death over such a 

disagreement. 

There is a form of tengu that has scaly hides instead of feathers.  These tengu tend to be smaller than 

the others of the race and are more commonly called kobolds.  Kobolds and tengu are on friendly terms, 

but do not mate as the feathered tengu would hate to bear children that are so scaly.  Kobolds 

sometimes rob tengu graves to obtain feathers from which they make ridiculous looking cloaks in failed 

attempts to mimic their enviable cousins.  To envy a tengu is to realize just how low on the totem pole a 

kobold resides. 

Troll 

Trolls are a form of chaos that emerges out of the terrain type in which the corrupting influence forms.  

Filled with the stasis rune much like plants, trolls do not like to migrate out of their environment.  

Swamp trolls live in swamps, mountain trolls live in mountains, cave trolls live in caverns, sand trolls live 

in deserts, and snow and ice trolls live in the north.  Dark trolls are called trolls mistakenly because they 

are not chaotic nor related to true trolls in any way. 

True trolls are difficult to kill as they all regenerate. They tend to be stupid and disorganized and a 

dangerous encounter to individuals, but rarely a large scale threat to large communities.  Bloody a troll 

and it will likely just walk back home to heal and leave you alone for a while.  Try and kill a troll with fire 

or acid and you will make it mad driving it into a suicidal frenzy hell bent on slaying the offender. 

Dhampir 

Though dhampirs existed before the Age of Magic, their numbers swelled when Calgillien slew the Beast 

for good.   Calgillien was the first vampire, but was cured by the tears of his love, Jaslia.  This happened 

toward the end of the Age of Runes.  Once healed, his blood became a cure for other vampires who no 

longer wished to be undead.  Many of the vampire host under his command drank from his body and 

joined him in a peaceful afterlife.  Those that abstained or were not present when Calgillien offered this 

gift remained vampires under a new lord, Attilien the Dark. 

When Calgillien returned to the world with those same warriors that chose peace over vampirism, their 

storm of vengeance created a holy rain that destroyed vampires on touch.  The only protection against 

this rain was to relinquish many of their powers of vampirism and become shadows of their former 

selves.  These reduced vampires were very similar to the dhampir and thus adopted the name as well. 

True vampires are now extremely rare and the Silver Moon limits their ability to procreate.  Though 

some dhampir still live in the north in the realms of Darkdoven and Twindernight, a vast majority of 

these creatures have moved to the hill country east of Haran.  So many dhampirs have settled there in 

the last decade that the region is now named after their race.   

For game purposes, the race of Dhampir function much like what is listed in the Advanced Race Guide 

published by Paizo except they are not loners in the region of Dhampir, they are a powerful ethnic group 

organizing for some dark purpose. 



Dragons 

Dragons were the first enemy created by Cora to compete with her elves.  Cora wanted competition, but 

the monsters that dragons became shocked and horrified her.  They also horrified the elves and drove 

the first born into hiding for half an age until mithvein trickled into the mines of the world giving elves a 

means of fighting back. 

Like elves, souls and body are one within dragons.  As rune creatures, they are not a combination of a 

bunch of runes like most other thought creatures, but the power of a specific rune itself.   That said, 

Lohicarmix, the first dragon and world worm, has tinkered with dragon kind to create different races of 

dragons infusing them with power from various other runes.  Fire dragons, storm dragons, or death 

dragons are more often known by their plumage as red dragons, blue dragons, or black dragons, but 

their origins came from the rune that gave each their powerful breath weapon.   

This manipulation of runes never occurred with elves.  The most likely reason is because Mith, Jukal, or 

Anglaril did not wish to tinker and Lohicarmix would never create more elves and possibly increase their 

power.   

For more about the early days of dragons, read the section about elves in this chapter.   

Dragons of Sagany 

When the Book of Creation was stolen from Lohicarmix’s hoard, the first dragon fled to the north and 

enslaved the men that lived there.  The hearty men of the north did not have the weapons necessary to 

combat the great dragon or his monstrous creations.  During the Age of Runes, however, a group of 

Grables with dragon rune foltutes came to the north to master the dragon rune within them.  

Lohicarmix had no desire to teach these upstarts and sought to destroy them instead.  Most died in the 

inferno of his fires, but a small band of the dragon rune Grables became strong enough to imprison the 

first dragon beneath a volcano in the lands of perpetual ice. 

The leader of this band was a Grable who lost his eye during the fight.  The slaves he freed called him 

Father One-Eye.  Brash was his son and heir and Higgel was his adopted son who had the giant rune and 

the disorder rune within him and was not a dragonborn Grable at all.  The long life of dragonborn 

Grables saw many generations come and go with Father One-Eye still the leader of the Saganites.  The 

Saganites began to worship their leaders as gods feeling that if they died in their service they too would 

be able to live on in the Great Mead Hall of Saxgard as warrior spirits dedicated to fighting the enemies 

of the world until the End of Days. 

As centuries passed, the memory of the dragonborn heritage of the Saganite gods faded and the 

Saganites considered themselves a chosen people who were blessed to share the lands of their 

ancestors with the gods.  This continued until a rebel Saganite named Verdruggen learned the 

dragonborn secret and vowed to expose these gods as frauds.  He sought out Echan Deathless, the great 

weaponsmith to craft him a sword made to kill dragons.  The sword’s real name is not known, but 

scholars often misname it Godfighter unaware of the dragonborn mystery that led to its creation.  With 



it, Verdruggen raided the divine city of Saxgard and slew the Saganite pantheon of “gods” all save for 

Higgel who was of giant heritage and immune to Godfighter’s devastating powers.  Higgel fled Saxgard 

leading Verdruggen on a merry chase into the Undead Lands where he was able to confuse the berserk 

warrior with illusions until he succumbed to the deathly cold trapped in a hedge maze of barberry 

bushes.   

Dragons of Tanvarpov 

When the flood waters subsided as Oklos raised the land out of the oceans at the beginning of the Age 

of Chaos, dragons capitalized on the opportunity to claim the greatest city in the world as their own.  

Hundreds of dragons descended on Tanvarpov occupying palaces, coliseums, the Chamber of the 

Immortal Council, and more.  They gathered the wealth of the city into their personal hordes and went 

to sleep for most of the Age of Chaos with their lust for greed thoroughly sated.  

Clesian the Great tried to retake the city, but his armies were not quite strong enough to defeat such a 

high concentration of some of the world’s most fearsome adversaries.  Bahamut of the North Wind, a 

particularly smart and powerful dragon, organized many of the dragons into an effective fighting force 

that worked together in the defense of their conquered city driving back the Grable armies and forcing a 

truce.  Those dragons that followed him swore allegiance to him as the new leader of Tanvarpov and 

authorized Bahamut to negotiate a truce with Clesian on their behalf.  Tiamat, Lohicarmix’s first 

daughter and self-proclaimed Queen of All Dragons, took great offense at this meeting.  She ambushed 

the parley with a host of dragons loyal to her aiming to both destroy the armies of Clesian and kill 

Bahamut as well.  She was successful in the first goal even killing Clesian in the process, but was unable 

to best the great Bahamut. They fought in the skies above Tanvarpov where Bahamut severed Tiamat’s 

neck several times, but each time the life force in her was so strong that she would raise herself from 

the dead with a new head and neck.  After five victories, Bahamut grew tired and Tiamat grew five 

heads at once.  She was able to drive Bahamut off and force him to flee Tanvarpov.  Tiamat has ruled the 

city unopposed ever since. 

The Northwind Protectorate 

When the Beast awoke at the end of the Age of Chaos, most dragons remained neutral in this great 

fight, preferring to reside in Tanvarpov and protect their hoards against whichever side won the fight.   

Bahamut and his followers were not among these dragons.  They flew to the battlefield and most 

believed were there to aid the beast and his armies, but Bahamut had lived with guilt for nearly 900 

years wondering what the world would have been like if a treaty between Clesian and the dragons had 

been formed.  Bahamut’s intellect made him inquisitive and was beginning to grow bored with sitting on 

mounds of treasure with little to do besides count coins. 

Bahamut’s dragons were a great boon to the forces of good that day and many believe that the dragons 

were the reason Calgillien had a clear pathway to the heart when he closed with the Beast in combat.  

After the victory, Bahamut received much praise from all that witnessed the battle.  There’s nothing 

more seductive to a dragon than flattery and adulation.  Much like the story of the Grinch, Bahamut’s 



heart grew ten sizes that day.  He decided he wanted more genuine praise so he decided to found a 

kingdom for he and his loyal dragons to defend and protect.  In this kingdom all creatures of good would 

be welcome and given equal status.  There would be no favoritism, no slavery, no status in his realm.  

The particulars of Bahamut’s decree did not last long, but the sentiment did, and the North Wind 

Protectorate is a new force of good in eastern Oklos. 

Speaking with Dragons 

Speaking with dragons can be risky.  Even speaking with dragon rune derivatives like birds has its 

consequences.  Dragons know a lot of things, but they loathe revealing much, so they often 

communicate in riddles.  Hidden in these riddles are dangerous ideas and concepts that the normal mind 

can’t handle.  A game of riddles with a dragon can leave one feebleminded or insane.  The insanity of 

Pazo, a gifted artist who spoke too much with birds, was the catalyst that led to the curse on the 

Auspiciums that turned those beauty loving people into the ugly orcs of Gasp.   

Drow 

Iho the Black was banished when he used trickery to poison Räyädis, king of the elves.  His eight sisters 

came with him on his journey.  The land was dangerous filled with beings hungry from the giant rune 

and everyone and everything was considered food to them.  Iho and his siblings were from an 

aristocratic family and his sisters were unfamiliar with the harsh live of banishment.  Iho protected them 

as best he could, but he demanded they learn to defend themselves and trained them in both arms and 

the use of poison to hunt and kill. 

The most capable of these sisters was Lia, a beautiful elven maiden with skin of ivory snow and hair like 

fresh spun silk.  Her otheri was of weaving which in the wild lands of the Age of Titans led her to the 

study of spiders.  Spiders are creatures of instinct and the fate rune and Lia soon started to master the 

ways of fate.  Iho mated with all of his sisters to expand the elven community, but Lia was the one he 

considered his wife. 

The group traveled into the north looking for a place of isolation with which to recoup, build, and learn.  

Marja had a gardening otheri and loved mulberry trees.  Mulberries are slow growing and don’t grow 

too high so Marja nurtured them from root to crown.  The found a land warmed by countless hot springs 

that would later become the Boiling Sea to temper the harsh climate of the north and make the growing 

of mulberry trees possible.  Lia loved mulberry trees because silkworms fed on them enabling the 

production of silk, her favorite material to weave.  She agreed with Marja that this land was the place 

for them to settle and the nine elves set about making it their new home.  They named the land 

Twindernight because the nights were long and the clear sky filled with twinkling stars. 

Iho was King and his rule was absolute.  When Lia bore an atar for Iho, she presented the boy elf to him 

and said, “Meet your new heir.”  This comment sparked a poisonous thought within him.  Why do I need 

an heir when I am immortal?  Will this child seek to rival me?  Usurp my kingdom?  He murdered the 

child on its 8th day of life.  He murdered all the male children of his sisters to follow.   



As the only male elf in Twindernight, Iho not only mated with his sisters, but his children as well.   The 

community grew, but the community was all female.  This meant the women became responsible for 

the tribes defense, hunting, food protection, construction – everything.  These women also retained 

some of the taint that their sire’s poisonous otheri bestowed upon them.  This elven community became 

caddy, conniving, backstabbing, and murderous.  The lack of genetic diversity also saw a narrowing of 

the scope of the otheris these elves would choose.  Those female that chose otheris that Iho did not 

understand were often murdered like their brothers.  Still able warriors, the magic of these elves began 

to wane. 

With all the competing females in the tribe, few spent any time with Iho.  Lia began to drift into the fate 

aspects of her weaving other. To better understand it, she studied the moves of the spiders, the tiny 

creatures imbued with the fate rune.  She learned that the reason spiders have eight legs is because the 

concept of the number eight is the counterpoint to the fate rune.  Thus, using this counterpoint, fate in 

some small way can be manipulated to reveal its secrets.  Unbeknownst to her, as she ventured down 

this course of study, she grew new arms so that she had eight hands with which to weave.  She also 

grew fat as she rarely moved from her loom any more.  When Iho returned to Lia after a few years of 

absence in the beds of the countless other females in the tribe, he saw a monster.  He was repulsed, but 

also excited by this demonic form of his sister.  Her disinterest in him only stoked the fire of lust within 

him and he demanded that she lay with him.  Lia refused.  She was done with sex and desired no more 

children for Iho to either mate with or murder.  He tried to force himself on her, but Lia had eight arms 

to fight him off with, and Iho was driven off every time he tried.   

The thought of bedding Lia again consumed him.  His otheri had made him a master alchemist, but he 

had no known recipe that could charm an elf.  He researched a means of subduing Lia with many of the 

other females in the tribe.  He concentrated on Lia’s offspring who often had insight into weaving and 

fate.  One daughter, Lindelia, had modified the weaving otheri into a music otheri and had crafted many 

wonderful string instruments.  Iho found the play from some of these instruments could sooth a female 

and put them into a swaying trance.  Armed with a harp, he again returned to Lia.   

The seduction worked and Lia allowed Iho to once again mate with her, but as he mounted her, he 

stopped playing the instrument and Lia broke from her trance.  Iho was finished, but before he could 

flee, Lia had spun a net around him trapping him in her clutches.  She then sank her teeth into Iho 

draining all his blood and killing him.   

With Iho dead, males were no longer killed.  The scores of females with child gave birth to many atars.  It 

took a while for these males to reach age, but when they did, the drow were truly formed. 

As for Lia, when she consumed the blood of Iho she found it to be a virulent poison.  This poison didn’t 

kill her, instead it further transformed her into a monster.  During the Age of Titans there had been no 

Fate Eater that battled a Chaos Eater because there was no chaos in the world to eat.  Lia became that 

fate eater, but there was still no chaos, yet. 



The drow elves lived for an age or two in relative peace as the society tried to figure itself out.  Their 

magic was diminished, but they craved the power that was lost.  They turned to sorcery and channeling 

to restore some of this lost power.   

Lia was revered by her drow sisters, daughters, and nieces for slaying Iho the Black.  A form of worship 

never before seen in other elves emerged and Lia became divine.  She was disinterested in the ruling of 

her people, however, preferring to live her days in self-induced trances sailing across the oceans of fate 

as she wove from her loom.  Skilled weavers amongst the drow would sometimes receive messages 

from her about the destiny of individuals within the family.  This strengthened her position as a deity. 

Thus the drow began to move past the days of Iho and integrated males back into the society as they 

grew up with females firmly planted as the ruling class.  Different houses emerged from the descendants 

of the 8 sisters that vied and competed with each other for overall rule.  Lindelia who was very 

manipulative by nature and could control the others to some extent through her music insured that the 

House of Lia remained the most powerful.   

The drow lived this way until the coming of Chaos as the Laughing Man.  Lindelia figured prominently in 

this arrival in a story that we detailed later in a future sourcebook.  When the Laughing Man sought to 

conquer the lands to the south, the drow allied with him.  When Calgillien defeated the Laughing Man’s 

armies and killed his physical form, the drow used powerful sorcery they had been developing for ages 

and Lia’s ability to manipulate the rune of fate to flee Twindernight for the surface of the moon.  There 

they waited for an age before returning to Twindernight at the end of the Age of Chaos where Lia 

hatched a plot to resurrect the Beast in response to the goddess Fate’s attempt to reclaim control of the 

fate rune by having Lia slain by the Polfanian hero, Tarvan.  The drows’ Age on the Moon enabled Lia to 

learn how to siphon the Red Moon’s awesome magical power to break the bonds of death tying the 

Beast down in the Chaos Waste.  The Drow returned to Twindernight to perform a ritual that summoned 

the moon down into the heart of the beast shrinking it as it came while intensifying the essence within 

it.  The plot worked and the Beast returned, but Tarvan slew Lia before the moon had reanimated the 

Beast which enabled Fate to enter the world to mate with Oklos and create the Silver Moon.  Many 

scholars believe this was also necessary for Calgillien to return to slay the Lord of Chaos once and for all. 

The drow in the Age of Magic are a society without a unifying purpose.  Factions are emerging that had 

not previously existed during the time of Lia.  The Sons of Iho are a rebel group of male drow that would 

like to see the female dominance end.  The rival houses are rebelling to Lindelia’s authority without her 

mother’s divine backing.  The drow are in a state of turmoil and on the brink of civil war which makes 

them an interesting race for sparking adventure both as PCs and NPCs. 

The drow of the World of Atlas will be explained in considerable detail in an upcoming sourcebook 

called The Shores of Twindernight.  For example, drow elves have magic resistance due to living on the 

Red Moon for one thousand years and drow innate abilities originated from elven otheris.  These innate 

abilities can improve as a drow ages and becomes more powerful.  How these abilities improve will be 

part of the book.  

Dwarves 



When the God of All set about creating the first born (elves), she consulted Mith, the Star Forger, to 

understand how to bring something into being that can thrive and survive through the simple 

consumption of energy and redirection of it into life.  Mith told her the secret of the stars and She set 

about creating elves.  The discussion, however, got Mith thinking and he wondered about creating a 

creature of his own.  He used clay as a model and forged energy into a form of a soul and infused the 

clay with this life giving energy.  His efforts were a success. 

But the God of All was upset.  These clay beings were not what She envisioned.  She believed soul and 

body should be one.  So She limited the stature to which these creatures could grow so that they would 

always look up to the elves.  

Thus, dwarves came into the World of Atlas.   

Dwarven communities have been active since the Age of Elves.   Dwarves admired the elves from afar 

too shy to approach them to gain their wisdom. They came into the world with the desire to create 

much like the Primal Power that created them and they would have loved to display their talents to 

these wonderful, beautiful creatures.  The elves ignored them for the most part considering them just 

another thought rune creature and the two races lived independently.   

When Mith introduced mithvein into the world to help combat dragons, the dwarves were able to find it 

easier than other races.  This talent gave the elves and dwarves reasons to interact and trade between 

the two races became common.  Elves provided bounty from their gifted agriculture and dwarves 

provided resources from their productive mines.  Elves never liked dwarven craftsmanship much, 

thinking much of the work gaudy by comparison to elven craftsmen.  This slight bothered the dwarves 

and the wound festered with time to the point where the dwarves stopped looking up to the elves and 

began to compete with them. 

Dwarves conform to the Pathfinder Core Rulebook for stats and abilities except for a few differences. 

Soul stone – when a dwarf dies a heart-shaped rock (beating heart not valentine) appears on the plane 

of earth tied to the location of his death. This is the dwarf’s soul stone.   The body decomposes through 

time, but not like a human.  The body gradually resorts back to clay.  Most animals will not eat a dead 

dwarf.  Stone Giants consider dwarf flesh a delicacy.  So do Dao, Xorns, earth elementals, and many 

other earth rune creatures.  Dwarf blood is brown and when wounded a dwarf can look like he just took 

a swim in a muddy river.  Dwarf skeletons fossilize very quickly.   

Soul stones age slowly and the effects are seen in the dwarf’s clay bodies.  Their hair grays  to white and 

their skin gets craggy with deep wrinkles.  The light in their soul stone gets dimmer and dimmer until it 

goes out completely.  If a dwarf is worthy, a servant of Mith will collect this soul stone and bring the 

stone to the Heavenly Forge.  There Mith will reanimate the stone with new life force and let the dwarf 

help him create the heavens in his star forge.  Those that Mith does not select become gems of varying 

value depending on what the dwarf accomplishes in life.  If the dwarf was evil enough in life to turn his 

soul stone into a “black dwarf gem,” Grinder, the god of destruction, can use the soul to help strengthen 

the power of one of the black holes of the universe that in time Grinder hopes to use to destroy all of 



Mith’s creations.  A “black dwarf gem” is the key ingredient when making a sphere of annihilation.  The 

gem shatters during this process freeing the soul seek a new form.  Asmodeus covets these spirits to 

help him mine the ores of hell and forge weapons and armor for his armies.  Temples to Grinder and 

Asmodeus can be found in evil dwarven communities.  Grinder is indifferent to chaos and Asmodeus is 

vigilant against chaos so these two religious sects are constantly at odds.   

Most dwarves worship their creator, Mith, and Mith grants the clerics of his temples powers though 

their prayers do little to bolster his own power.  Mith is a primal power and beyond the scope of typical 

gods.  He aids his creations with divine blessings because he wants to and because more direct 

interference might have unforeseen and damaging ramifications.  The “butterfly effect” of one of Mith’s 

actions would start as a super typhoon.  Mith also favors the Farsky people of Oklos.  The astrologers of 

those people look for his guidance in the movements of the stars and their diligence sometimes guides 

Mith as much as he guides them in return.   

The Elder Gods who existed in the darkness before Mith started forging stars loathe Mith and his 

dwarves and his cherished Farsky people.  Invaders in Oklos from the dark tapestry will seek to enslave 

or destroy those races first if given the chance. 

Raising a dwarf from the dead – when a dwarf dies the clay with which the dwarf was forged is ruined.  

A soul stone remains, however.  To raise the dead dwarf a new block of clay must be crafted.  The clay 

then needs to be reanimated with the soul of the slain dwarf.  This requires the soul stone of the dwarf 

and an earth rune focus.  With these in hand, a cleric or other reanimating force can raise a dwarf.  

Theoretically dwarves never have to die.  They can keep replacing their bodies with new clay molds.  

They then need to rehab for a long time.  They start with 0 strength and dexterity and increase at 1 

point per day plus will modifier.  The adventurer can allocate the points as he sees fit. 

Mating – Male and female dwarves mate in a sexual act very reminiscent of Patrick Swayze and Demi 

Moore in Ghost.  They shape a baby in clay and both male and female infuse life force into the shape 

they create.  The clay then becomes a baby.  The baby’s life cycle then follows a human’s very closely 

with adolescents arrive around 13 and full adulthood by 21. 

Undead dwarves – dwarven skeletons, zombies, wights, shadows, vampires, liches, etc. do not exist.  

Dwarven ghosts can be controlled if the dwarf’s soul stone is stolen from the earth plane and 

commanded.  After one year after a death, an earth spirit will collect a dwarf’s stone and the dwarf can 

no longer be raised. 

Clay Golems – dead dwarf clay is a fundamental component to creating clay golems. 

Elves  

Elves are the first born.  They are the combination of soul and body fused together.  When an elf dies, 

there is no soul that lives on forever.  That said, if an elf doesn’t die then the elf lives forever.  These 

immortals are the shepherds of the earth.  Their power comes through understanding of the works of 



the God of All.  These powers are called Otheris.  These otheris help shape what the elf becomes.  There 

are water otheris, fire otheris, arrow otheris, love otheris, vengeance otheris, etc. 

This inquisitive nature was as the God of All intended.  She wanted second opinions, company, friends, 

to help her understand her desire to create the story of the world.  In the early days, she would walk 

among the elves and spend much time with them discussing, debating, and sharing.  She did not want to 

stand out from the others so she took on the form of an elf and named herself Cora.  In this form she 

wanted heightened senses to touch, taste, see, smell, and hear all that she had created. She made the 

elves to match. The last of these senses, hearing, is what prompted the race’s most distinctive feature – 

pointy ears.    Their design is such that they can hear a fly land on a leaf 100 feet away. 

She also took a lover.  His name was Räyädis.  His otheri was passion and he burned with a fire that both 

excited and scared Cora.  She bore a son with Räyädis and they named him, Correlon.  The fusion of her 

divine power and his passion created an elf that was too driven to remain in just one world, just one 

plane of existence, so Correlon left. He is often worshipped in worlds beyond.  But in this world, the 

great Correlon Larethian is mostly forgotten. 

As for Räyädis’s passion, she realized it needed a direction, an adversary to provide a challenge, and 

with it validation. A validation that told him what he was doing was worthy and purposeful.  So she 

created dragons, the first villains.  These greedy creatures sought to covet wealth and information and 

not share it with others – the most selfish of races – the antithesis of elves.  Dragons started as a fairly 

innocuous race of avian people, much like the Tengu.   

Cora thought they would just be rivals of the elves and they would compete in art, knowledge, and 

prowess.   But so great was the enmity between the two races and so selfish were the dragons that they 

hungered for all that the elves had; competition was not enough.  Open warfare broke out.  But even 

war and conquest was not enough for the dragons, they craved even more, so they began to eat the 

elves in hopes that they would absorb the elves’ knowledge and power.  This evil changed them into 

things monstrous in appearance.   

Cora found her new creations ugly and terrible.  She watched in horror as they grew more powerful than 

her elves in battle.  Their tough hides made them nearly indestructible.  Their rows of teeth murdered 

elves by the hundreds.  Cora surrendered her pride and went once again to Mith for help.  She asked the 

god if he could help her first born.  He nodded without quarrel.  He said he would introduce mithvein 

into the world, the metal he used to make his own tools with which he forged the stars.  Weapons could 

be made from it that could pierce a dragon’s hide and armor could be made that could repel a dragon’s 

teeth.  The problem is that it would require something hotter than a star to forge.  Cora frowned 

because she realized that was impossible, the heat of the star would lay waste to the lands she had 

created to nurture her first born.  But Mith smiled, saying there are many stages of a star, and a star is lit 

with elemental fire.  With care, your children’s smiths will be able to make weapons and armor with it.  

Cora endorsed this plan enthusiastically and went about teaching elven smiths about elemental fire.   

Mith realized what an advantage this wondrous metal would be for the first born, but it would be even 

more of an advantage to his dwarven creations.  Since the metal is what he used to craft the first 



dwarves as well there was a special link between the dwarves and mithvein.  Dwarves had a racial 

advantage to finding the metal more easily than other races.  He withheld this information from Cora 

and began pouring veins of mithvein into mountain ranges of the world.  With the dwarves knack for 

finding the metal they became useful to the elves and for the first time the two races began to 

communicate and trade with each other.  Cora frowned at this at first, but the effectiveness of the metal 

in the war against the dragons soon made Cora forget Mith’s clandestine trick. Unbeknownst to Cora or 

Mith, a side effect of this link was that it could drive dwarves mad with desire for it.   This madness 

would have dire effects on ages to come. 

But in the First Age, during the Elven-Dragon Wars, the dwarves and elves joined together in harmony to 

combat the true enemy.  The dwarves found the metal and gave it to the elven smiths.  The elves made 

great armor and even greater weapons -- the best of which they gave to their king, Räyädis.  He was as 

hard to wound as dragon scales and as deadly on attack as a mouthful of dragon teeth.  With these 

weapons, he won many great victories over his enemy.  So great became his power that he threatened 

to destroy the entire race of dragons.  Cora approved of this annihilation.  She wanted the world to 

return to the Eden she had first envisioned, but then Iho the Black came of age.   

Iho’s otheri was one of poison.  His skin was as black as ink and his hair fell to his shoulders like strands 

of spider silk.  He hated Cora thinking her a hypocrite, but loathed Räyädis even more.  He spoke ill of 

the king saying he betrayed his otheri (a vicious insult to an elf), saying that with the mithvein armor and 

weapons he no longer fought with passion, and essentially had become a coward relying on gifts and 

trinkets instead of what his elf rune had given him.  He called Räyädis the name Drelf, part dragon, part 

elf.  This slight Räyädis could not ignore.  He challenged Iho to a duel of honor.  

“How can it be a duel of honor when you have the God of All ready to heal any wound you might take?” 

“She will not heal me.  She will not have to,” Räyädis said. 

“I do not believe you,” Iho said. 

“Do not heal me.  Not even if I fall,” Räyädis said looking at Cora. 

“Räyädis, no.”  Cora said. 

“Swear it!”   

“By my honor, I will not heal you,” Cora said. 

“Not even if I fall.” 

“Not even if you fall.  But please, Räyädis, don’t fall.” 

“I won’t.” 

 Iho laughed at him saying, “Of course he won’t with all his glittering mithvein.  Who can harm the 

chosen one?”  



“I do not need mithvein to defend my honor. I did not become king through nepotism.  I will face you 

with whatever weapon you choose made from whatever metal.” 

Iho thought for a moment and said, “The metal I choose is quicksilver.  And the weapon…”   

“What weapon can be made from quicksilver?” Räyädis scoffed.    

Iho smiled and produced a bowl of quicksilver.  He then dipped the blade of his dagger into the mixture.  

He offered the bowl to Räyädis, but he refused.  He had no issue with Iho using a blade laced with 

quicksilver, but he would just use his own steel dagger to fight with.   

“As you wish,” Iho replied and demanded a forge be brought out so he could heat his dagger so that the 

quicksilver would bind to the blade.  His wish was granted and Iho set to work on heating his blade. 

Within seconds, Räyädis began to feel dizzy.  The other elves present began to cough and spasm.  The air 

filled with mercuric cyanide, a deadly poison, which first induced a shaking paralysis.  Iho lifted his 

dagger calmly and flicked it through Räyädis’s eye as he stood shaking and helpless.  He died instantly.   

Cora stood horrified.  She ran to Räyädis and healed him going back on her word. 

“I knew it,” Iho scoffed.  “Your word means nothing.” 

Räyädis’s eyes opened and he knew that he had died.  He shook his head at Cora telling her to let him 

go.  Mith appeared beside her and advised her that Räyädis would not return to himself even if he did 

accept her divine gift of new life.  His honorable soul would corrupt him turn him into something lesser 

than himself – much lesser.  Like a dragon – or worse. 

Räyädis stabbed himself with his own dagger this time and died again as Cora watched on through rivers 

of tears. 

“Räyädis is gone, he is forever gone.”  She said in stunned disbelief.  She then looked up rashly, “And so 

shall I be.” 

And The God of All left the world never to return. 

Though Iho had won that day, he was not respected.  The elves that survived his treachery banished him 

from their kingdom.     

With the death of Räyädis, the passion for the war against the dragons ended.  The dragons retreated to 

lairs in the east and the elves settled in the lush green lands of the west.  There was a long age of peace.  

The peace lasted until the Age of Titans. 

The elves of the World of Atlas are inspired by Tolkien’s interpretation.  As for stats, they adhere closely 

to those provided in the Pathfinder core rulebook. 

There are differences described here. 



Elven Sleep 

Elves bodies are much like humans: red blood, hearts, lungs, digestive tracks, etc.  They don’t sleep, 

however.  Sleep is a required condition for those whose souls and bodies are different.  The body needs 

rest, while the soul remains awake in dreams.    That said, they do need to rest and will lay down often 

with their eyes closed for hours on a time.  They are fully aware of their surroundings in this state. 

Otheris  

Every elf has the option of choosing an otheri except for dark elves.  Dark elves will be described in their 

own section someday, but have a nearly non-existent presence within Wheland. An otheri is a magical 

power that comes through understanding.  It takes a long time to master and can ultimately be very 

powerful.  Tamduin’s rune otheri is one of the most powerful of any of the elves.  With it, she has 

complete command of all the runes.  Non-dark elves rarely become spellcasters aside from their otheris.  

Channeling divine power isn’t even possible due to their fusion of body and soul.  Channeling requires a 

divine spirit entering the body and assuming the control of the caster briefly.   

Otheris, rune powers, and spellcasting are described in detail in the Magic of the World of Atlas section. 

Elven Death  

When an elf truly dies, it is oblivion.  There is a period of time when a dead elf can be mended and 

brought back from the dead.  Each day an elf lies dead, he must make a will 10 roll.  The level of the elf’s 

otheri is also added to the roll.  Each day that passes adds 1 to the DC of the roll.  A ceremony where the 

full hit points of an elf must be cured all at once raises an elf.  This healing can come from a heal spell, a 

heal potion, or similar magic.  Multiple healers casting heal spells that total the elf’s hit points at one 

time also works. 

Elven Undead  

There are no elven undead per se, but some otheris enable an elf to assume undead forms.  Also, 

banshees are elven maidens gripped with such trauma or sadness that they let their physical forms go, 

but retain their spirits.  These creatures are much like undead except that the elf has never died.  

Instead, she has let her physical form fade from existence.  Remember, a dead elf means a dead soul -- 

oblivion. 

Giants 

Giants are the antithesis of dwarves by design.  Mith created the giant rune as a counterpoint to the 

dwarf rune to limit the stature of dwarves.  The melding of the giant rune with the thought rune created 

unforeseen consequences – a race of very hungry creatures.  The hungriest of these became Titans and 

are detailed somewhat in chapter 1 during the Age of Titans. 

Oklos was one of these creatures and was originally called Truth Eater as he journeyed across the world 

consuming all the truth rune he could fine.   



When Jukal came to him in his desperate plan to drown the world, Oklos said he would do so, but would 

not drown his kin.  The Laughing Man had betrayed him leading to the death of his daughters and Oklos 

would not do the same to his own kind.  Jukal agreed, but said that the giants would have to be set apart 

from the other creatures because they would dominate if they were the only race that was not affected 

by the flood.  Living through one Age of Titans was enough for the Grable Emperor.  Oklos agreed and 

told his people to journey to the north in the lands east of Twindernight where he would sever the 

continent along a weak spot marked by a line of hot springs.   The Great Titan snapped off that part of 

Oklos before Jukal slew the colossal earth beast holding up the rest of the land.  When Oklos raised the 

land back out of the sea, the Land of Giants was separated from the rest of the continent by the Boiling 

Sea. 

Some giants either didn’t hear or didn’t heed Oklos’s warning.  Most of those giants died in the flood, 

but some of them survived through luck or daring much like the rest of the races of the world.   

Giants behave in most waves as traditional giants detailed in gaming books except maybe even hungrier. 

Gnomes 

Gnomes are faerie creatures.  They do not have their own rune.  In fact, they have no runes at all.  They 

are creatures of pure essence.  If you cast a detect illusion spell at a faerie creature, the creature will 

disappear, except that it will still be there and you just gave it a form of invisibility. 

Most faeries (including most gnomes) are solely NPCs, but gold gnomes and deep gnomes are an 

exception.  These gnomes have formed communities with a somewhat comprehensible society for the 

rest of the races.  The reason is due to some unknown attachment to the stasis rune these creatures 

have that makes them much less flighty than their faerie kin (but still very flighty).  They also don’t steal 

children like many of their brethren and a gold gnome is a good one to consult if another faerie has 

done so.  They will often join the hunt to retrieve the poor lost child. 

There is no form of gnomish undead and it is possible that gnomes never really die at all.  To kill a 

gnome may mean to banish it back to faerie.  When wounded by weapons, a gnome bleeds a sparkling 

gold powder.  Healing magic tends to work on gnomes, but the spell effect is different as the gnome 

seems to absorb the words of the spell as opposed to benefit from the spell effect.  A paladins healing 

ability does not work unless he also makes a perform check to accompany the magic with verse.  Bard 

healing adds 1 hit point to each die when healing a gnome. 

 

Gold gnomes  

Gold gnomes resemble dashing dwarves with a twinkle in their eye and an easy smile.  Their beards are 

neat and their hair is styled.  Female gold gnomes are feminine and do not have beards like female 

dwarves do.  Gold gnomes have innate magical abilities that allow them to always look presentable.  

Clean, comb, wash, dry and straighten are all things they can do with a simple wave of their hand.  In 

game play, a gold gnome can cast any wizard cantrip regardless of class or training. 



Names are very important to gold gnomes and they give them out very rarely.  Instead they usually use 

aliases like Amber Popinjay who is a gnome female known throughout Wheland for her Popinjay honey. 

Gold gnomes hate ogres and hags and will seek to kill them on sight.  Other than this peculiarity, gnomes 

tend to be fairly non-violent and will gain as much satisfaction painting a smiley face on an adversary’s 

back as driving a sword through him. 

Gold gnomes also hate attempts by other races to study and understand the ins and outs of gnomedom 

– even elves.  More than one elf with a faerie-related otheri has found stinkweed in her pipe tobacco or 

a floating pie in the face at a fancy banquet. 

Since essence is essentially the underlying grammar of the book of creation, gold gnomes are 

exceptionally adept with literary forms – particularly poetry.  They can speak in verse at will and have a 

+5 racial bonus to linguistics roles, perform checks, and spellcraft checks based on their gift with 

language. 

Deep Gnomes 

Deep gnomes are not flashy like their gold gnome cousins.  They have gray skin and no hair except for 

eyebrows; females also have eyelashes.  They dress in drab colors, but contrast the drabness with flashy 

design.  Where the gold gnomes are like living flowery poems, deep gnomes are more like dark, little 

secrets.  Their favored form of verse is riddles and they’ve been known to stump dragons and sphinxes 

when playing a riddle game. 

In Oklos, deep gnomes seem driven to resurrect the earth beast that Jukal slew when drowning the 

creatures of chaos.  The reason for this is unknown, but does cause a bit of concern to clerics of Atlas 

who don’t know what this would mean for their god.  Goblins also war with these creatures due to some 

slight from the past – perhaps the goblins didn’t keep a secret – or perhaps the deep gnomes kept too 

many secrets.  Neither race is particularly violent except when confronted by the other but then it is all-

out war. 

Goblins 

Goblins are the disorder rune’s attempt to express itself in the world.  They are not the result of a soul 

fusing together various runes to make a creature. Consequently, goblins do not have souls and do not 

become undead.   

The disorder rune is often mistaken for the chaos rune due to its focus on entropy, but chaos is a 

warping destroyer of things while the disorder rune is unbounded freedom.  Though a distinction exists, 

the runes are still highly similar. 

Goblins have learned to love caves or tangled forests because they are a highly persecuted creature due 

to their mischievous natures and hyperactivity.  Goblins love fun, but their fun can sometimes be 

dangerous both for themselves and others.  Calvin from Calvin and Hobbes would make a good goblin 

role model.   



Goblins also tend to be contrary.  Getting them to do things can be a lot like getting Roger Rabbit to take 

a drink.  This contrariness is part of them physically, too.  A goblin sees in the dark as if it were day time.  

Consequently, they see in the day like it was night time.  At high noon, they are completely blind unless 

they have an umbrella or some such which functions for them like torch.  Goblins burn torches in their 

caves or the “dark gets in their eyes.”  Rare goblins are born “man-eyed” and see in the light, not the 

dark.  They are called blinkers and they used to be killed at birth until Tap, a man-eyed goblin, became 

the Champion of Maglum known as Chanor Maglumiyetor in the goblin tongue.  Now blinkers are valued 

in the goblin community and are often made ambassadors to the outside world. 

Goblins hate trained animals of all kinds especially dogs and horses.  Blech.   

Goblin societies are ruled by Wolf Lords, Shaman, and Bamboom Priests.  Each tribe usually has at least 

one of each and these groups and the tribal council will rarely get anything productive done.   Some 

goblins can focus the disorder rune within them to create illusions and confusion magic. 

Goblins are an uninhibited sexual race and will often walk around in the nude.  An orgy is a rocking good 

time on a Friday night, though they tend to be monogamous.  Weird. 

They also like to dance and have various dances they perform on all types of occasions. 

Goblins rule Bammer Island and have a significant presence in Wheland and the southern mountains of 

Polfany.  Goblins found outside those areas are likely adventurers. 

 Halflings  

Halflings are harmony rune creatures.  They are quite rare in the World of Atlas appearing only in 

Wheland in any significant numbers.   

They are warm, caring, little people who enjoy the good things in life like food, drink, and merriment.  

They are not sexual creatures, however, and reproduction is an odd thing similar to the legend of the 

stork leaving a baby on the doorstep.  A baby would never be left on a doorstep, the missus wouldn’t 

have it. Instead a newborn will appear in a crib in the baby’s room if everything is set up just right and 

the home is a harmonious one. 

Harmonious does not mean goody-two-shoes as many families like the Snoots, the Pinchers, and the 

Grudges are all worthy of their family name. 

Due to their asexuality, halfling servants are in high demand for positions in the house staffs of Whelish 

aristocracy, particularly those in Hornsbellow.   The harmony rune in these cases is put to the test, 

however, as the goings on in each of these manors could fill a season’s worth of material for Downton 

Abbey. 

The halflings of Wheland congregate near the Big Little River in the Big Little Valley.  Avonford is the 

largest village in the region.  The town is known for its great food and theater.  Hobbits make excellent 

actors and Astin Wood’s Acting Troupe is internationally renowned. 



The Davey Corps is the name of the halfling militia and they were an able group of slingers bolstering the 

Whelish army.  The Davey Corps refused to participate in King Robert’s war on the elves and this has 

caused this group to be disbanded by the king.  Some of these slingers did not want to disband so 

formed a mercenary troop of the same name.  They have left Wheland for distant shores to avoid 

reprisal for ignoring King Robert’s royal decree. 

Most halflings adventuring outside of Wheland will have a backstory relating back to the Davey Corps. 

No halfling or goblin will adventure together and the halfling will usually be the one to beg off out of 

their sense of “politeness.”  Halfling’s hate chaotic creatures and their non-violent natures disappear 

when such folk are about. 

Half-Orcs 

Half-Orc origins are detailed in the orc part of the chaos creature section of this chapter.   

These outcasts are starting to make names for themselves in various mercenary troops around the 

world.  They are known for their high strength and constitution and ability to suffer through harsh 

climates and terrain and still be willing and able to fight after a forced march. 

Half-orcs are all descended from the Auspiciums who were bird lovers and half-orcs have an affinity for 

crows.  A half-orc’s familiar, allied spirit, or fitch is often a crow.  Half-orcs can speak with birds and 

dragons if beast speech or dragon speech is known through skill or spell without fear of insanity. 

Hobgoblin 

Hobgoblins are one of the first chaotic races worked on in detail.  The DC breakdown for monster and 

chaos rune rolls to understand these creatures are broken down by DC level and available in the World 

of Atlas Bestiary 

Before their return to Twindernight, Drow recruited many hobgoblins to be their military presence on 

Oklos.  These armies helped crush the mindless zombie and skeleton herds of the Undead Lands and 

enable the Drow’s return to Twindernight.  The drow have rewarded the hobgoblins handsomely with 

gems, magic, and lands within Twindernight in return. 

Where large populations of hobgoblins are found there is likely to be a drow ambassador or two in their 

mix.  Dardar in Wheland has a full blown embassy with scores of drow living and consulting amongst the 

40,000 hobgoblins that live in that mighty fortress on Hob’s Nob in Wheland. 

The loyalty and rigid societal structure of the hobgoblins has given Dugrane thoughts that hobgoblins 

may be convertible to law and join the fire giants who have already converted to him in the Theocracy of 

True Law. 

The drow discourage this strongly and the hobgoblins are remaining loyal to their dark elven friends, but 

Dugrane has been known to be a strong persuader in the past. 

http://www.worldofatlas.com/?page_id=198
http://www.worldofatlas.com/?page_id=198


Humans 

Humans are the race most affected by their souls, including the elves.  There is a strong relationship 

between the soul of a creature and the thought rune.  Only Lohicarmix, Jukal, or Mith would know the 

reason, but scholars who know of the Book of Creation (a DC30 feat in its own right) have postulated 

that the soul performs the same function as speech or writing in language.  Thoughts can be expressed 

in words and organized by grammar, but if those thoughts are not expressed in some way they can’t 

have much effect on the world.   Souls express the thoughts of Cora and humans have the most 

powerful souls.   

Elves will acknowledge that the immortality of the human soul is more durable than the elven soul given 

the elven soul’s physical vulnerability, but they stop far short of agreeing that souls are the expression of 

Cora’s thoughts.  Many elves lived with Cora during the Age of Elves and the Age of Dragons and she 

never showed the slightest interest in humans as a creature. Antisocial elves sometimes refer to humans 

as smudges on the page or “smudges” for short. 

What is inarguable is how prosperous the human race been in Oklos.  Human populations far exceed 

those of any other race even if you exclude half-orcs which technically are just a cursed human race.  

Due to their numbers, many sub-races of humans have formed. 

Farsky 

The Farsky people dominate Middle Eastern Oklos.  They have always been noted stargazers and have 

originated both astrology and astronomy as fields of study.  The predominant religion the Farskian 

people is of the primal power, Mith, but in the past decade Fate and the Silver Moon have seen a surge 

in followers.   

Persistent sky watching inevitably leads some to the dark tapestry and one astrologer studied it in 

depth. His notes are in a book called the Necronomicon, but the book is supposedly shut off in the 

Nameless Tower which is surrounded by tribes of crazed dervishes who will allow no one through to 

read it. 

Grellic 

The Grellic people are island dwellers of the southern seas.  They have powerful navies and organize 

themselves in city-states devoted to their gods.  Some settling on the mainland of Tanlavar has 

happened as well. 

The Grellic’s embraced magic even during the Age of Chaos and have magic schools governed by the 

priestesses of Hexate, god of magic and the red moon.  With the advent of the Silver Moon, a rift has 

formed in the religion where some have left the worship of Hexate for this new goddess.  The 

priestesses of Hexate are having none of that and have so far been able to drive this worship 

underground through fear and assassination of both the rebel cultists and permissive politicians.  But a 

magical Civil War is brewing as those that turn to the Silver Moon are beginning to outclass the Hexate 

priestesses as practitioners of magic. 



Grellics tend to have open attitudes toward sex particularly homosexuality.  The Sacred Band is a 

respected military troop composed completely of paired men and paired women who fight for both love 

and honor. 

Grellics tend to have curly hair and attractive features.  They are a handsome people. 

Ineran 

During the Age of Elves and the Age of Dragons, humans could be broken down into two primary races: 

1) The Ineran, or the humans who stayed put, and 2) the Windon, the humans who moved around a lot. 

These characteristics relate to the runes the souls of these people tended to access.  The Inerans 

accessed the stasis rune more and the Windons accessed the mobility rune more.  The cultures of both 

of these races were barbaric and it wasn’t until civilization came about that other human distinctions 

started being made by elves who studied the creatures they called Adan. 

It is important to note that Windons could be born inside an Ineran tribe to Ineran parents and Inerans 

could be born inside a Windon tribe to Windon parents.    These misfits would sometimes manage to 

switch tribes in cultures during their lifetime, but most would just live out their days in misery. 

Though all races could be said to be part Ineran and part Windon, the humans of Oklos Major are the 

only ones still referred to by these distinctions.   

Through the Age of Titans, the only human wars were Windon on Windon or Ineran on Ineran, but as 

farming methods improved amongst the Ineran and the need for more land grew, Windon and Ineran 

wars became more common. 

In the Age of Magic, the Inerans far exceed the Windons in population.   

Inerans tend to be of paler skin than and lighter eyes than Windons.  They also have fewer wrinkles and 

less gray hairs as they age.   Males are prone to baldness, however, some at very early ages.  When an 

Ineran is forced to hurry too much or move around a lot, their hair falls out. 

Latone 

The short people of the Vescalian peninsula are known as Latones.  They prefer close cropped hair for 

the males and long curls for the females.  Their societies are male centric, but with a reverence for the 

mother’s role in society. 

They are notorious bird watchers and ornithomancers.  The Latones are formed from an ark full of 

people that settled in Vescaly after the Great Flood.  The ark was cramped and the smaller people 

survived the journey where the larger members died.  The ark was built by members of the Auspicium 

tribe who supported the Grable empire’s invasion of the lands now known as Ranek.  They were never 

cursed like the orcs were. 



For the last millennium, they have settled the Vescalian peninsula and many of the islands around it.  

Their expansion caused enmity between themselves and the Grellics and the Pharons as the three races 

competed for control of the islands of the Oklossian Sea. 

The Latones were hit hardest by the rise of the Beast as the war against him was fought off the western 

shore of Vescaly and the fallout from that war saw Demogorgon sack the city-state of Cusa and proclaim 

a new island kingdom called Abyssus.  An opportunistic army of Grellics conquered southern Vescaly and 

established a Grellic colony there called Panoremus.   

Assassins from Graviscae had murdered Jupiter Tirrelius even before the rise of the Beast so the Empire 

of the Latones had already crumbled to a handful of bickering city-states. 

That said, the Latone legions remain some of the best trained soldiers in all of Oklos with some of the 

best military commanders in the world. 

Their navies are rebuilding and the era of Latone expansion may not have ended as easily as rival 

political leaders have recently boasted. 

Monsin 

In the lands of the Far East, there are two major races of humans.  The Monsin live in the south in lands 

that the west calls the Spice Lands because of their fabulous herbs and spices that flavor cooking.   

The monsin worship There are those among the race that have  rune blood much like the runic race in 

Oklos and Some scholars speculate that the Monsin are refugees from the Grable Empire that settled in 

the Spice Lands when fleeing chaos.  There is no written history of the people before 800 years ago so 

little is known about what may or may not have happened at the end of the Age of Runes when this 

migration would have taken place. 

The monsin are at peace with the silken race to the north, but the two races and cultures do not mix 

with each other.  They trade freely, but any mixing of the races is considered taboo by both sides. 

The Spice Lands will not be detailed in this Gazetteer and is a ripe field for others to consider 

developing.  Lichhunter has thought of it as India, but is open to different interpretations. 

Monsin presences in Oklos are small as the west usually sails to the Spice Lands, not vice versa. 

Pharon 

The pharon are the people of the Cat Lands who serve their raksha masters.  They governed themselves 

until the Fall of the Beast and the creation of the Chaos Waste.  In desperation, they asked their 

guardian goddess Pupta to deliver them from this scourge and she sent a race of devas called the raksha 

to save her people.  The raksha never left and became the rulers over the pharon.  The land is called the 

Cat Lands because of these raksha masters. 



Now, the pharons are a slave race.  The raksha are not necessarily evil but they view the pharons as 

incapable of governing themselves.  Humans are weak when it comes to the chaos rune and in the Cat 

Lands during the Age of Chaos there was no room for weakness. Now that the Beast is truly destroyed 

and the threat of the chaos rune is much diminished the pharons, the role of the raksha as a ruling class 

is unnecessary.  But few are the races of Oklos that freely give up power.  

Some pharons resist the notion of rebellion because of their devotion to Pupta and her gift to the 

pharons to save their race.  But others have grown tired of subjugation and are flocking to the banner of 

Mujmora.  One known as the Night Pharaoh who lives in a ziggurat in the jungles south of Abèl is 

capitalizing on this resentment and posing a significant threat to raksha sovereignty.  

Runic 

Runic people are those that can trace their bloodlines back to the Grable Empire.  We know this because 

they are born with rune blood and have access to rune magic through their foltute.   

Not all runic people get along and before the Laughing Man entered the world, the incompatibility of 

different runes was often the source of human conflict.   

Since the flood, the Grable peoples have intermixed with the other races of Oklos to blur the lines of 

race and dampen the power of rune blood.  That said, there are few who don’t have a trace of runic 

ancestry and a consequential dormant rune stored up within them. 

There are still tribes of runic pure bloods that exist in the world like the death barbarians of the Witch 

Lands in Wheland or the Storm Barbarians of the isle of Alaysa off the coast of Vescaly.  Isbolar has some 

families that can chart their heritage back to the Grable Empire.  Tellezinal still lives in his tower in 

Lankleer.  Other Grables who achieved immortality through a life rune foltute exist. 

So the runic people are still in existence, just not dominant like they once were. 

In Haran, those with evidence of runic heritage are of a higher social status than other races. 

Silken 

Much like the Monsin, the silken race is rare in Oklos.  They prefer to stay in the Silk Lands and let 

western traders come to them.  The silken prefer inner essence manipulation over outer essence 

manipulation.  Inner essence manipulation never had the problems with chaos corruption that outer 

essence did.  The reasons are likely due to the intense meditation and physical attunement required to 

master the discipline. 

Honor is important to the culture of the silken and if dishonored a silken will often take their own life in 

shame. 

There is little channeling amongst the culture and gods are not often worshipped.  The silken are 

friendly with dragons for some reason and dragon imagery, costumes, and decorations are common in 

many silken festivals. 



The silken are peaceful with the monsin race of the Spice Lands and trades with them freely, though 

intermixing of the races is taboo from both sides. 

To the north though, the silken face persistent threats from the barbarians and monsters of the Topknot 

Steppes and thus have large armies serving the Winged Kings who rule the Silken Lands.  The barbarians 

of those steppes are of runic ancestry with war and mobility as their guiding runes.  The silken have 

always been much more peace and stasis rune oriented.  The two cultures are oil and water. 

Without divine sources of healing, the silken have become powerful alchemists and the greatest 

alchemists of the world can be found amongst their race.  For this reason, significant goblin populations 

can also be found in the Silk Lands as they seek to learn from or spy on these herbal masters.  With 

goblins, comes the chaotic threat of hobgoblins and there is an entire province of the Silk Lands that is in 

the iron grip of hobgoblin khan.  Bugbears are common on the Topknot Steppes and they raid the 

northern provinces of the Silk Lands as often as the barbarians do. 

The Silk Lands are not detailed in this document though we understand that it would be a fun area to 

adventure in and may produce something for it in the future. 

Snowy 

The snowy race is comprised of descendants of the northern humans liberated by the dragonborn 

Grables from the slave pens of Lohicarmix.  They began to worship these immortal men as gods and 

immolate them in society.  A physical trait of dragonborn was striking hair color some of which had 

never been seen before in humanity.   The snowy peoples dyed their hair to match their idols.  Now the 

snowies segregate themselves by their hair color and some enmity exists between the various tribes.  

There are gold hairs, green hairs, red hairs, black hairs, blue hairs, silver hairs, copper hairs and white 

hairs.  Both the men and the women dye their hair.  Some women are born with natural hair of their 

tribe and those are considered more desirable mates than the dye jobs.  Sometimes a female born with 

the natural hair of another tribe will leave her tribe for the improved position within the new tribe.  This 

is considered a horrible slight to the tribe defected from and warriors from those tribes will often seek 

to kidnap the defector, dye her hair back to the original tribe’s color, and then kill her as a traitor.  Wars 

have been fought over this behavior though all the tribes would behave similarly if one of their females 

defected.  The one exception to this behavior is the Saganite immigrants in Wheland under the rule of 

the Storm King, Duke of New Saxgard.  He accepts all hair colors fleeing persecution in Sagany as equal 

and will have no discrimination amongst his people. 

The snowy race is at a loss right now due to the loss of their pantheon of divine rulers.  The dragonborn 

lived in the Great Mead Hall of Saxgard, but Verdruggen slew them all with the greatsword, Godfighter.  

They are able sailors and various warlords are starting to emerge as the new rulers of the land.  Some of 

these warlords are launching raids against surrounding kingdoms in violent efforts to rediscover a 

purpose for their people.   Who will save Oklos from the fury of the northmen? 

Tanla 



The black races of Tanlavar are all called the Tanla by the people of Wheland, but the Tanla recognize 

many races amongst their people. 

There are the tall people (Mrefu), the short people (Ndogo), the fast people (Haraka), the evil people 

(Mabaya), the wise people (Busara), and the strong people (Nguvu).   

The Haraka are basically Windons but of the black race.  The Nguvu are Ineran of the black race.  The 

Mrefu are a peaceful race of giant rune creatures strongly resembling their smaller neighbors.  The 

Ndogo are a dwarf rune creature that live on savannahs and jungles that have little interest in mining or 

metalwork.  The Mabaya are descendants of the half-elves born to a member of one of the black races 

and an elf from Melandoli who also suffer the curse of chaos.  The Busara are a long-lived race that has 

built a powerful empire on the southern lands of the continent.  The empire is known as Tanlavar which 

means the Empire of the Angels in the Tanla language.  Aasimar births are common among the Busara 

people.  Tanlavar is what the people of Oklos call Radi, the guardian bull of Tanlavar.  The people of 

Tanlavar call Radi by his proper name. 

The Busara and the elves of Melandoli trade freely and mix freely, but this openness between the two 

cultures has caused a problem in the number of Mabaya births.  The Mabaya have moved north from 

Tanlavar and created their own evil kingdom which seeks to destroy Tanlavar and subjugate all the black 

races.  They’ve captured and kidnapped many Mrefu and are trying to corrupt them into a more 

aggressive ally against the Empire of the Angels. 

Thus, calling the black races the Tanla is a general term for a complex people of many different tribes 

and cultures. 

Much like the Silk Lands and the Spice Lands, Tanlavar is only briefly covered in this book.  More should 

come with time, Lichhunter is a fan of Tanlavar as an adventuring spot and origin for player characters. 

Volstok 

The volstok are a barbaric race that mates with bears.  A small dragonship of refugees from the north 

had only males onboard when the flood waters subsided.  They landed in a drowned forest near a cave 

where a mother bear and her four female cubs were hibernating.  Both species would have died out 

except a spirit came to both the men and the bears and blessed them with fertility with each other.  The 

race of volstoks are the descendants of this blessed union.   

The volstoks tend to be hostile to nearly all other races because their mating habits are seen as evil.  

They are friendly with beast people, however, though they will not mate with them.  Those races that 

are indifferent to Volstoks are because they haven’t heard much about them.   

The only exception is that of the Windon race who have sometimes fled to the protective eaves of 

Volstokland to escape persecution elsewhere.  Those Windon have a live and let live attitude toward the 

Volstoks and tribal leaders have smoked herbs of peace with Elder Volstoks. 



Volstok adventurers in the world are almost all human because few villagers are ready to welcome 

talking bears into their towns.  Bear volstoks can make good company though much like Blue the Bear 

from the Jungle Book or Chewbacca from Star Wars. 

Werebears are verboten to Volstoks and they will track them down and kill them without mercy.  You’re 

either a bear or a man.  Not both! 

Windon 

The nomadic peoples of Oklos are all called Windon though the Windons that follow the rune god of 

mobility, Gyp, are often called gypsies.  Gypsies are not necessarily Windon as many runic, Latones, 

Farsky, and Tanla follow Gyp as well.  Worship of Gyp is called following because he is rarely stationary 

and no stationary worship place would ever be built. 

There are several tribes of Windon throughout Oklos who do not follow Gyp, but as the lines of Oklos 

continue to be drawn with firmer lines from more possessive rulers, the lands for the Windon to roam 

are vanishing. 

Windon are an athletic people and amazing runners.  A windon hunter can run down a dear until it dies 

of exhaustion never having to kill it with a weapon.  There is no male pattern baldness within the race 

and their hair is often long and free. 

The most civilized of Windon cultures in Oklos is Gloss where the tribes have established semi-pertinent 

sites for trade with outside peoples.  The Kendanti wild has large populations of Windon who are at 

odds with the Kingdom of Ranek.   

The Windon also roam the lands near Tanvarpov and some of these tribes are quite friendly with 

dragons.  This may relate back to the Auspiciums who were a bird-loving tribe of Windons and birds are 

a combination of the beast and dragon runes. 

Lizardmen 

When Jukal killed the earth beast, there were some thought creatures that buried themselves in the 

muck as the flood waters came in.  When Atlas raised the land out of the ocean, these creatures 

reemerged as lizardmen. Lizardmen are cold-blooded, but have developed ways to warm themselves in 

temperate winters.  They do not live in the north, but they are common in swamps and wetlands 

throughout Oklos. 

They are a fiercely independent race as they are born from eggs in swamp water with no parental 

guidance during their tadpole stage.  They take five years to come of age as their arms and legs grow to 

full strength.  They adapt to lizardman society through instinct. 

Though not chaos, Lizardmen are dangerous to all mankind.  They are creatures of instinct and have no 

souls.  Necromancy brings a Lizardman back to life like a raise dead spell. They are not undead they are 

reanimated.  Reanimated lizardmen remember all the things of their former life.  If a lizardman is 



reanimated incomplete, the lizardman will regenerate the rest of its body.  Humans often burn the 

bodies of lizardmen just like chaotic races for this purpose. 

Lizardmen have a form of fast healing that regenerates their bodies, even severed limbs, just slowly, and 

not immediate like a troll creature.  Fire or acid wounds leaves scars on lizardmen, but no weapon cuts 

do.  The hide of lizardman makes a great leather armor that is stronger than leather and more easily 

mended.  Lizardmen go into a blind rage against humans that use this type of armor.  Treat this 

characteristic as barbarian rage. 

Due to their cold-blooded nature, lizardmen are much more active during the summer than the winter, 

though in tropical climbs they are a threat at all times.   

Lizardmen are instinctual creatures and do not have writing or magic related to scholarly pursuits.  

Shaman and sorcerers are the most common magical practitioners though rune magic is sometimes 

seen amongst their heroes.  They have been known to worship non-divine things like giant turtles, 

dragons, or efreeti idols.   

Lizardmen are not related to dragons, but tend to be friendly with them, especially black dragons.   

Though not chaos, lizardmen are friendly with gnolls and the two groups will often work together. 

In the Farsky lands in the swamps of Gila, there is a chaotic form of lizardmen with mottled brown skin 

and black mouths whose bite is poisonous and skin acts as heavy armor.   This evil tribe is ruled by a 

Council of Marilith that gives this disorganized race a dark purpose. 

There is additional information about lizardmen on the World of Atlas website.  Link here. 

Raksha 

The raksha are a race of aasimar that was summoned to the world by the protector of the people, 

Pupta.  They emerged from the hieroglyphics of Pupta painted in the temples, palaces, and fortresses of 

Abèl.   Their arrival turned the tide of battle against the scourge of chaos that infested Abèl after the fall 

of the Beast.   

The pharons welcomed their presence and the raksha ruled the lands justly and fairly.  They were ever 

watchful of the evil desert to the west and maintained large armies to battle the chaos that lived near 

the corpse of the Beast. 

The raksha tended to be aloof and did not want to associate with the pharons in a social role so a class 

system emerged with the raksha at the top.  This aloofness created some resentment within the pharon 

people, but they were a gift from their protector, Pupta, and many didn’t question the pharons 

diminished role within their own country.  Instead, they took out their frustration on competing cultures 

like the Latones and the Grellics who threatened the Abèllites’ control of the Oklossean Sea.  Before the 

reanimation of the Beast, the navies of the three cultures were openly hostile to one another and would 

war on the seas. 

http://www.worldofatlas.com/?page_id=238


Since that time, the Latones have been battling internal strife and the Grellics and the Pharons are the 

only two cultures competing for the lucrative sea trade with the countries of Oklos.  The Grellics and 

Abèllites only trade with each other in Melandoli where the elves act as an intermediary.  The Abèllites 

are in a poorer position than the Grellics given the Grellics locational advantage to Tanlavar and the 

Farsky lands. 

The trade with the lands of Amont through Swan Harbor usually flow through Melandoli.  Pharon 

merchants are then forced to make the difficult journey to the northern ports of Hornsbellow, Lis, and 

Lankleer to find a competitive advantage over their Grellic rivals. 

The raksha endorse these efforts and realize that the magic of Lankleer is a threat to the Grellic god, 

Hexate.  The mistress of hell hounds has always been an enemy of Pupta and the magic of the Silver 

Moon is one they wish to learn in depth.  There are scores of pharon and raksha wizards currently 

studying magic in Lankleer.  The raksha embrace the Temple of the Silver Moon and they have named 

her, Asa, and have begun construction of several temples to her.  Pupta doesn’t seem to mind. 

Though a divine race of good, there are those among the raksha that have fallen into league with chaos.  

It is from these fallen raksha that the gnolls were born.    

Though still firmly in control, the pharon god of night, Mujmora, is making a comeback in Abèllite 

society.  The raksha have been forced to outlaw the religion which has only added to the religions 

growing numbers.   

Tieflings 

Tieflings are any of the creatures that are a result of a thought creature of Oklos mating with a creature 

native to a rune plane.  The most common are the children of demons (chaos plane) or devils (law plane) 

because those two creatures seem most concerned with procreating with thought creatures, particularly 

humans.  But there are fire tieflings, darkness tieflings, fate tieflings, earth tieflings, and more in the 

world. 

Tieflings typically conform to the guidelines in the Pathfinder’s Advanced Race Guide.  Given the 

expanded definition of what a tiefling is there can be additional racial traits added that fall in line with 

the power levels of what has already been presented. 

Tieflings are not numerous enough to be a political faction, though as individuals, some tieflings have 

become quite powerful.   

Blue people, raksha, and aasimar are numerous enough to have their own racial classification, but some 

scholars lump them into the tiefling category when analyzing the races of the world. 

Undead 

Undead are creatures of the death rune warped by chaos.  They were formed by the Great Contradiction 

caused by Jhymdral the Sharp’s betrayal of Calgillien after Calgillien had slain the Laughing Man. 



It is important to note that ghosts are not undead.  Ghosts are malevolent souls who refuse to go to the 

underworld.  Spectres are death spirits who have escaped the death rune plane either intentionally or 

unintentionally – they too are not undead. 

Undead are the creatures created from the soulless husks left behind by souls who have departed for 

the Underworld.  Skeletons, zombies, shadows, wights, wraiths, mummies, vampires, and liches are all 

considered undead as a classification.  They are all creatures of chaos. 

Wraiths and shadows are in this classification because they are actually the transformation of the body 

into a chaotic spirit of death and not a soul that has separated from its body like a ghost.  A ghost may 

be tied to the earth seeking vengeance against humanity because their body was turned into a wraith.  

It’s a difficult concept for many scholars to get their heads around, but the priests of Calgillien assure 

undead hunters that this is true. 

For now, use typical undead stats when using the undead race as adversaries in the World of Atlas.  The 

plane of life and the plane of death can be considered the positive and negative planes.  Level drain 

doesn’t really exist in the World of Atlas, though, and modifications to the creatures will someday be 

addressed in future source material. 

Animals 

Animals are included as a race mainly for the racial reaction table.  When a cat, horse, or eagle 

encounters another creature, the racial reactions table can be consulted. 

Monsters 

Creatures that are not considered animals or a thought creature are typically called monsters.  Much like 

animals, this racial class is mentioned here mainly for the racial reaction table.   

Racial Reaction Tables 

Table 1.  Overall Race Relationships 

 

BR BP CR Dh Drag Drow Dw E Gi Gn Gb Hu 1/2 HO Hob LM Ra Ti Un A M 
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BR = Beast People, BP = Blue People, CR = Chaos Races, Dh = Dhampir, Drag = Dragons, Drow = Drow, Dw = Dwarves, E = Elves, Gi = Giants, Gn = 

Gnomes, Gb = Goblins, Hu = Humans, ½ = Halflings, HO = Half-Orc, Hob = Hobgoblins, LM = Lizardmen, Ra = Rasksha, Ti = Tiefling, Un = Undead, 

A = Animals, M = Monsters 

Table2. Human Race Relations 

Human 
Race Farsky Grellic Ineran Latone Monsin Pharon Runic Silken Snowy Tanla Volstok Windon 

Farsky F U I I U F I I I F I I 

Grellic 
 

F I H U H I I I I I I 

Ineran 

  
F U I I F I U I H U 

Latone 
   

F I F I F H U H I 

Monsin 
    

F F I F I U I I 

Pharon 

     
F U I I H I I 

Runic 
      

T5 I F I H I 

Silken 
       

F I U I I 

Snowy 

        
F U I F 

Tanla 
         

F I I 

Volstok 
          

F I 

Windon 

           
F 

 

Table 3. Chaos Race Relations 

Chaos 
Race 

Animal 
Heads Bugbear Gnoll Half-Elf Ogre Orc Sahuagin Snakemen Tengu Troll 

Animal 
Heads F H H H H H H H H H 

Bugbear 
 

F H U F H I I I I 

Gnoll 
  

F H F U I H I F 

Half-elf 
   

F F U I I I F 

Ogre 
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Orc 
     

F I I F F 

Sahuagin 
      

F F H F 
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F H F 

Tengu 
        

F I 



Troll 
         

F 
 

Table 4. Giant Table 

Giant 
Relations Hill Stone Frost Fire Cloud Storm Life Water 

Hill F F F U U H H I 

Stone 
 

F F F H I I I 

Frost 
  

F H F U I H 

Fire 
   

F U U H H 

Cloud 
    

F I F I 

Storm 
     

F F F 

Life 
      

F F 

Water 
       

F 
 

Table 5.  Rune Counterpoints 

Rune Counterpoint Rune Counterpoint Rune Counterpoint 
Life Death War Peace Harmony Disorder 
Fire Water Light Dark Heat Cold 
Storm Earth Instinct Thought Fate Chaos 
Law Truth Stasis Mobility Elf Dragon 
Dwarf Giant     
 

Chapter 4: Gods of Wheland 

There are several classifications of gods in the World of Atlas: primal powers, titans, rune patrons, and 

divine gods.   

Primal Powers like Cora and Mith are powerful beings that formed along with the universe.  There are 

others primal powers possibly, but Cora and Mith are the two that are known of and only Mith is still 

active within the World.  Some creatures of the Dark Tapestry might be Primal Powers, but one would 

have to consult the Necronomicon for that knowledge and that is no easy feat. 

Titans are described in the history chapter in the Age of Titans sections.  Their power comes from 

consuming so much of one type of rune that their bodies compensated by producing enough 

counterpoint rune within the being to keep it in balance.  With time, these beings became so infused 

with a certain rune that they became as or more powerful than a rune patron of the rune.  Titans would 

have destroyed the world if it weren’t for the thought creatures’ discovery of the gods. 



Rune patrons are powerful creatures who live on or originated from a rune plane.  Demon princes are 

rune patrons of chaos, Efretti Lords are rune patrons of fire, Angels are rune patrons of Life or Light, etc.  

These creatures gain their powers from the ability to access the power of their plane. 

Divine gods are beings that receive power from other beings through worship.  These gods tend to be 

powerful on their own and through prayer or sacrifice are able to share some of their power back to 

their flock.  This sharing has limits and the rituals and tenets of a religion are more than just the whim of 

a god, but necessary components for a bridge to be built between god and priest.  The Laughing Man 

was able to exploit this bridge when he stole Dugrane’s divinity in Dugrane’s patron city of Godslaw at 

the end of the Age of Runes.  Most anything can be worshipped, even nonsensical things, but it takes a 

being of great power to be able to return some of their power to the priest.  If people worshipped an 

imaginary blue toad at the bottom of a lake, a bunch of stored power of worship would build up, but the 

imaginary toad has no power to share or protocol for how to share it.   

Some sneaky beings have been able to harness this unclaimed power to achieve divinity through 

clandestine means.  Orcus was a garden variety death demon before he found a stored reserve of false 

worship that was created by the Laughing Man’s corruption of Dugrane’s bridge to his priests.  For this 

reason, the rejuvenated worship of Dugrane as Asmodeus has seen Dugrane/Asmodeus’s agents scour 

the world to find this demon thief and slay him so that Dugrane can reabsorb this lost power.  

Fortunately or unfortunately, these agents have not yet been successful in even finding Orcus yet alone 

killing him. 

Some gods have formed into pantheons realizing that the prayers to a pantheon of gods help boost the 

overall number of prayers to themselves through access to the other participating gods’ follower base.  

Does a worshipper really just pray to the sun or do they also pray to mother earth or a god of war? 

When a human is worshipped as a god, the sacred grounds of the religion are called churches.  When all 

other entities are worshipped, the sacred grounds are called temples.  Human churches always involve 

structures on consecrated ground.  Temples can be naturally occurring places as well as places that are 

constructed. 

The ramifications of the size of a congregation, possible limits to the number of high priests a religion 

can sustain, and the effects of sacrifices have not been fully worked out and tested, but it is of priority 

for the development team because we feel it will add an interesting dynamic to the world.  Religious 

wars are more than just battles over ideology but also a land grab for power for both the god and his 

priests.  It will also enable the opportunity for new PC inspired religions to form.  Who says they want be 

able to convince others to worship that blue toad and then harness that power somehow? 

For now, just use d20/Pathfinder rules for clerics as you see fit. 

Major Gods and Religions 

Since anything can be worshipped in the World of Atlas, the number of religions is too vast to count.  

There is a street in Lankleer that has a hierarchy of the religions where the temples move up and down 



the street based on their increased status and wealth.  (Inspired by Fritz Leiber’s Street of the Gods in 

Lankhmar.)  Though not a perfect surrogate for power, wealth of a temple is in some ways indicative of 

the size of the religion and the resulting power supplied to the god.  This chapter focuses on the most 

influential religions within the World of Atlas, but there are many others. 

Atlas  

The worshippers of Oklos call the Great Titan Atlas.  He stands on a mountain in southern Polfany with a 

harness on his back attached to two unbreakable chains that extend out to the western shore in 

Tarabelle and the eastern shore of the Topknot Steppes.  The chain to the east is much longer than the 

chain to the west.  The chains can be seen physically for up to 50 miles in either direction before they 

descend underground.  The western chain can be seen again spanning the fifteen miles of the Katkaista 

Strait which was formed unnaturally by the shattering of Färenlas’s Thavnath. 

He stands 100ft tall and appears as a powerfully built man 
wearing a maroon tunic.  Goya’s Colossus gives the general idea 
of Atlas.   
 
At first, humanity feared Atlas and kept clear of the mountain.  
But in time, a certain type of person came to admire the endless 
task he performed for the sake of all of Oklos.  These people 
settled on Atlas Mountain and sought to immolate his work ethic 
through their thoughts and deeds.  An Atlas worshipper will 
never break his word, not for any reason, so he is unlikely to give 
it lightly.  To imply an Atlas worshipper has broken his word even 
in jest will cause a slap at best and one’s life at worst.  Those   
worshippers who live on his mountain are the ones most likely to take such a slight to deadly 

consequences. 

In the last few centuries, pilgrims from around the world have journeyed to Atlas Mountain to pay 

homage to the big guy.  The gifts and wealth they brought has led to an impressive temple in Grellic 

style constructed at his feet.  The priests there concern themselves with Atlas’s strength more than his 

duty.  They bodybuild, pose, and conduct extended flexes where they strain their muscles without 

moving their positions for hours or days on end in holy tribute. 

The typical Atlas worshipper is much more relaxed than that.  They work hard.  Take care of their 

families.  Loathe chaos in all its forms.  Atlas is an unintrusive god with few tenets.  This freedom makes 

the few tenets he does demand inflexible.  An adventurer trying to lawyer their way out of keeping their 

word will be met even more harshly than those that just plain break it. 

To become a cleric of Atlas, one must have strength of at least 16 and will of at least 16.  If these 

conditions are met, simple prayer to Atlas will enable channeling of his power.    If a character breaks his 

word voluntarily, however, this power will leave him forever.  If a cleric of Atlas loses strength or will 

below 16 from a shadow, poison, or some other means, they also lose their ability to channel to Atlas.  

Scrolls and potions could still be used, however.  The reason this power is lost is less about Atlas’s 



disappointment and more about the deadly effects channeling the Great Titan’s power would have on 

such a character.   

Atlas is primarily worshipped by humans though dwarves and stones giants will sometimes worship the 

Great Titan.  This worship does not prevent these two creatures from warring, however.  

Atlas is the dominant religion of southern Polfany and appears in some degree throughout all of Oklos, 

but the priests of Atlas are few and those far removed from his presence do not know how to worship 

him.  That said, few major population centers don’t at least have a shrine to Atlas somewhere in town. 

Dragon Gods 

Bahamut 

Bahamut is a new god being worshipped by a mix of Farsky, Runic, and Ineran peoples of the east.  

Bahamut fought bravely against the Beast and helped clear a path to its heart that Calgillien exploited to 

slay the Lord of Chaos.  Now the Platinum Dragon relishes his new role as protector of the world. 

The religion is very young and Bahamut is a living god which limits the range that Bahamut can grant 

powers.  The tenets of the religion are still being worked out, but Bahamut likes bravery, honor, and 

tribute.  Knights and Paladins rally to his cause.  These knights need be clean, bejeweled, and well-

mannered.  Formality is a must for the worshippers of Bahamut. 

A few of his clerics and paladins are given one of his scales so that they can still channel his power even 

outside his normal realm of influence.  If one of these scales is lost another of the knights will quest to 

retrieve it because the god becomes vulnerable if a scale falls into the wrong hands. 

There is great enmity between Bahamut and Tiamat and this hatred spills out to the human followers as 

well as the dragon ones. 

Tiamat 

Tiamat is the daughter of Lohicarmix and is the self-appointed Queen of the Dragons.  She claimed the 

Imperial Palace in Tanvarpov as her lair when the flood waters subsided from Oklos at the dawn of the 

Age of Chaos.  When the upstart Platinum Dragon, Bahamut, sought peace with the armies of Clesian 

the Great, Tiamat saw this negotiation as a direct challenge to her authority.  She fought him tooth and 

talon in skies above Tanvarpov.  She died five times, but her will to live was so strong that she willed 

herself back to life with a new head.  When the fifth head was severed, she was out of strength so 

knocked on the door of the plane of chaos to mutate into a creature strong enough to raise herself one 

more time, this time with 5 heads, one of each type of chromatic dragon.  Against this new and 

improved Tiamat, Bahamut could not compete and he was forced to flee the city.  Tiamat has ruled 

unopposed ever since. 

Her five heads make her a bit schizophrenic and Tiamat leaves her horde a mess with gold coins mixed 

up with carrion and feces.  She hears voices that are not from her heads telling her to do things.  Many 



of these voices are demons trying to influence her since she used the powers of chaos to defeat, 

Bahamut.  Though adept with chaotic power, Tiamat is too powerful to be corrupted by chaos and is not 

a god of chaos. 

Few creatures pray to her, but many sacrifice gifts to her either of blood, magic, or wealth.  These 

sacrifices give her divine power.  Kobold and Tengu shamans will often pay homage to Tiamat through 

sacrifices.  If a tribe is successful enough to make many sacrifices, one of these shamans will be 

promoted to a priest and actually become able to channel power directly from the Dragon Queen.   

She also has a presence among lizardmen and half-orcs.  The rare humans that worship her are either 

windon or runic.  The runic worshippers tend to have either an active or latent dragon rune foltute 

within their blood. 

Gods of Sagany 

The gods of Sagany are dragonborn, not dragons per se.  They are detailed in their own section. 

Drow Gods 

Lia 

Lia was the primary goddess of her people until she was slain by Tarvan in the last year of the Age of 

Runes.  Her priestesses seek to resurrect her, but Fate and Silver Moon prevent that from happening.  

Since these priestesses can no longer channel power from Lia, they have turned to alchemy to augment 

their power.  They hunt goblin alchemists to learn from as much alchemy as they can from these 

creatures.   

The worship of Lia centered on blood sacrifices to sate their goddess’s perpetual hunger.  These 

sacrifices continue in futile efforts to empower Lia again, but all that is accomplished is an accumulation 

of power that balances on the curtain between the rune plane of fate and the Abyss waiting to be 

claimed. 

The line of Lia is still the dominant house amongst the drow and they demand that Lia continues to be 

worshipped despite her death and lack of power.  Any mention of her death is considered a slight to her 

worshippers and a challenge to the most powerful house of the drow.  That said, many of the other 

houses are scheming to find actual gods to channel power from and then rest power from the Lia House.   

Twindernight is on the brink of Civil War. 

Harriket 

Rakistaja was the eighth sister of Iho the Black and “chaos comes in eights.”  Of all Iho’s sisters, Rakistaja 

was the only one who had as black a heart as he had.  Though chaos had yet to emerge in the world, 

Rakistaja could sense it lurking just beyond the veil and it intrigued her.  When the Laughing Man, 

Rakistaja rushed to Godslaw to align her house with his cult.  The Laughing Man took her as a lover and 

they conceive a child.  That child was a powerful tiefling named Harriket who loved chaos and darkness.  



She became obsessed with the rune plane of chaos and decided to live there on the border of the Abyss 

and the darkness plane -- the place where shadows are made.    

Harriket worship began when Rakistaja was killed defending the Laughing Man.  As the drow fled to the 

moon on the strands of travel Lia made, many drow feared the darkness into which they were going.  

They asked Harriket for guidance and she came to them telling them how to survive in space.  This 

guidance was needed and as they asked for it over and over again the ritual evolved into prayer.  This 

prayer made her powers in the Abyss all the more powerful. 

With the death of Lia her worship would be gaining much more momentum if she wasn’t so secretive.  

She does not really want the desperate to worship her.  She wants the lovers of chaos and darkness only 

to be in her church. 

Of the demons and gods that the Drow worship, those that worship Harriket are the only ones that 

could be considered “true believers.”  Her worship has expanded outside of the drow to other agents of 

chaos seeking darkness to hide within.  Assassins and rogues of dark intent often pay her homage. 

Suru 

Suru was the fifth sister of Iho and she never wanted to leave the other elves.  Her love was 

Räyädis’s son, Ruho, who spurned her when Iho murdered his father.  Suru was devastated.   

She wore a veil to hide her shame. 

When Iho came to her to mate, she never consented so Iho took her by force.  She had 

difficulty loving her children because she could always see Iho in them, even her daughters.  Iho 

ruined her life and she abandoned her house when her eldest children were grown.   

She crawled back to the elves seeking amnesty and a reconciliation with Ruho.  Once there she 

learned Ruho had married another so she fell deeper into despair.  She contemplated suicide, 

but feared the oblivion that would bring.  Instead, she turned to narcotics to numb her pain.  

She became a master of growing lotus and opium poppies.  She also brewed aphrodisiacs and 

love nectars.  She mastered erotic dance and became a skilled seductress able to manipulate 

elf, man, or dragon to do her will. 

She returned to Twindernight and reclaimed her house and renamed it House Elo meaning 

“pleasure house.”  The courtesans of House Elo became legendary throughout all of Oklos as 

the most desirable and provocative known to man.  Even Jukal, emperor of the Grables, was 

said to have members of House Elo in his harem.  Though he would never mate with any of his 

harem due to the worry of chaos, he and the elves of Elo House created tantric sex which was 

in many ways more satisfying than the actual act. 

This wide ranging influence of her eroticism often saw prostitutes and gigolos pray to Suru for 

sexual power and thus the Suru religion was born.  Suru is the only drow matron worshiped by 



others besides drow.  In the drow community, she is a minor deity, but in the world at large she 

is a much more powerful one.   

Suru’s own heart has healed through time and she is much less promiscuous than in other Ages.  

Her heart is still broken and her immortal life is filled with regret and loss.  Those that pray to 

her from similar circumstances are more likely to gain her favor in the Age of Magic.   

The hedonistic aspects are more of a legacy of the Suru religion as opposed to the will of the 

goddess.  That said, it is these amoral aspects that keep Suru temples thriving throughout the 

world. 

Dwarven Gods 

Mith 

Mith, the creator of the dwarves, is the most worshipped primal power on Oklos.  Mith absorbs the 

divine power of prayers to him like a bonfire consuming a match. Mith barely notices the power’s influx 

and doesn’t require it for his guidance.  Mith would be much more active in the world if his actions 

hadn’t caused mistakes in the past.  He created the Titans by accident and realizes that he does not 

know enough about Cora’s plan for the world to mettle with the fundamental powers of the runes.   

Is Mith more powerful than the runes?  Perhaps, if a stone mason is more powerful than the bricks he 

lays. But it is the bricks of a building that serve its tenants through history not the arms and hands of the 

mason.     

Cora created all the races of Oklos except for those abominations corrupted by the chaos rune, the 

dwarves, and the giants.  The dwarves and giants are Mith’s creation and both races hold reference for 

the creator of the stars.  Giants tend to be kind of stupid so they don’t always know their history, but 

learned giants from the Cloud and Stone Giants even become clerics of Mith from time to time. 

The worship of Mith centers around craftsmanship and sacred anvils and hammers are often relics of 

power within the religion.  Mithvein is known to be the blood of Mith and it is prized by his followers to 

the point of madness among some. 

Grinder 

As Mith created the stars, he did not always like how they turned out.  He needed a means of disposing 

of them so he created the Grinder.  The Grinder was a force of destruction so strong that it could 

swallow a star.  So if a star came out too small, too hot, too dark or misshapen, Mith would throw the 

star into the Grinder and start again.  Unbeknownst to Mith, the Grinder absorbed so much energy that 

it became self-aware.  It no longer was an object, but an entity, and began to crave more and more 

energy. 



When the Grinder learned to speak, it demanded Mith make him another star or he would swallow 

Mith, also.  Mith grabbed his hammer and sought to destroy the Grinder, but the entity had become too 

powerful and Mith was nearly swallowed whole. 

Mith fled the place where he had built the Grinder hoping the lack of star food would starve it to death.  

The Grinder’s hunger only bolstered its power and it reached out and grabbed nearby stars to consume. 

As the Grinder learned about language, it realized that it did not want to be referred to as an object and 

demanded his worshippers to call him Grinder instead.   

Grinder also realized that if he consumed everything he would partially be doing Mith’s bidding since 

Mith created him as a divine trash compactor.   So Grinder changed to focus on destroying the creations 

Mith likes as opposed to the ones he would rather see destroyed, like chaos. 

Grinder may seem like a chaotic entity, but Grinder is more powerful than chaos.  Even the Laughing 

Man and the Beast feared Grinder.  The one ally of Grinder though is Demogorgon.  The demon prince 

of rage and murder has always had goals aligned with Grinder’s wishes.  The demon prince, himself, will 

make sacrifices to the god.  Demogorgon considers himself to be Grinder’s adopted son.  Scholars and 

priests debate on if that alliance is reciprocated.   

Grinder is sentient nothingness but his symbol is of a black orb with eight smoky tentacles arrayed out 

like the symbol of chaos.  Grinder is primarily worshipped by black-hearted dwarves who worship 

Grinder in secret inside dwarven societies.  These dwarves have a pronounced form of OCD that makes 

them want everything to be perfectly clean.   

“Cleanliness is godliness” is a code for Grinder worshippers to recognize each other.  The more common 

phrase, “Cleanliness is next to godliness,” is never uttered by these groups.  Anyone using that phrase 

will warn off a cultist and they will either avoid that person or murder them.  This code extends into the 

Cult of Demogorgon.  Demogorgon demands that his worshippers pay homage to Grinder. 

Goblin Gods 

Necessity is the mother of adventurer and the persistent persecution of goblins throughout the world 

forced the race to develop powerful protectors of their tribes – goblin heroes.   The power of these 

goblin heroes was augmented by ritual chanting amongst the others of the tribes to bolster the skills 

and magical power of the hero.  This chanting was the secret to divinity and goblins share this 

knowledge with Mith when he asked for a solution to the hungry giant rune problem during the Age of 

Titans.    

Maglum 

Maglum was the first goblin to befriend a wolf as his companion.  Wolves are instinct-rune creatures 

and goblins are thought-rune creatures which set them at odds initially, but the mobility rune of the 

wolves and the disorder rune of goblins have some similarities in goals – namely they both hate rules 

and regulations – particularly fences.  Maglum befriended the dire wolf, Snap, in the cages of Dardar and 



they escaped together into the Grit in Wheland.  There the two companions roamed the countryside 

protecting goblins from the menace of both hobgoblins and men. 

Goblins created gems of communication that when chanted would communicate to Maglum and Snap 

that he was needed.  Snap had mastered the mobility rune and Maglum could be anywhere within Oklos 

in just a matter of hours.  So beloved by his people was Maglum that many goblins sang the chant to 

their children to help them sleep every night.  This chant served as prayer and Maglum became divine.  

Snap on the other hand did not.  When Snap died, Maglum felt a part of himself die.  The fun of life for 

him died.  He stopped answering his people’s summons. 

He sought out the wisdom of the great goblin shaman, Bamboom.  Bamboom told him that he was too 

great a goblin to remain on Oklos and that he should travel to the plane of disorder and seek his answer 

there.  Maglum accessed the plane through a water spout with the help of some storm barbarians on 

the Isle of Alaysa.  Once there he wandered for centuries not finding the fun that Bamboom had 

promised.  That was until he stumbled onto the border of the plane of disorder and the plane of 

mobility.  There sat Snap sitting and waiting for him wagging his tail.  Maglum was overjoyed by the 

reunion with his old friend and companion.   The barrier between the two planes though was a problem.  

They could not join each other. 

Maglum returned to Bamboom for guidance but learned the great shaman had passed on though the 

goblin people now worshipped him instead of Maglum given the Wolf Rider’s prolonged absence.  

Maglum returned to the plane of Disorder more morose than ever.  He was so morose that the plane of 

disorder rejected him.  “Go weep on the water plane,” the disorder spirits told him then laughed in his 

face. 

Maglum walked in misery until he received a summons from a gem, the first summons he had received 

in over a two centuries, so he decided to answer it.  The summons came from the slave pens of Dardar 

and he snuck into that evil fortress of hated hobgoblins to find who was in need.  There he saw a goblin 

mother singing to her goblin son a lullaby to keep the little tike from being scared in that terrible place.  

The lullaby was the sacred chant of summoning and on her finger was a ring set with a gem of 

communication.    Maglum asked her why so many goblins were imprisoned here again.  She said that 

the goblins had no protector and were at the whim of those that converted to hobgoblinism.  This 

angered Maglum to action.  There were many goblin warriors in the pens and there were many wolves 

in the pens as well.  He implored the goblins to befriend the wolves and they did.  He then set free the 

cages and the goblins raced out of Dardar on the backs of the wolves.   

They gathered in the Rune River Valley where they met Tamduin and the elves of her court.  Tamduin 

loved their story and called Maglum – Raugrochon – wolf rider.  She crafted new gems for the goblins so 

that each could become a protector of a goblin tribe.  These gems contained powers of the war rune and 

the harmony rune; two runes in which the goblin peoples were in short supply.  Each of these “wolf 

lords” then spread out through Oklos leading bands of goblins to places of safety.  These gems helped 

the wolf lords to train others in the ways of the wolf rider and make them an effective mobile fighting 

force.  They never forgot Maglum again either and prayed to him as they had done before.  Since they 



now had their own wolves, the wolves howled along with the goblins during the chanting.  These howls 

empowered Snap to be divine as well.  With the combination of disorder and mobility enchanted 

together through these prayers a pocket dimension of disorder and mobility came into being  called the 

Paw-Paw Patch.  Maglum rules this realm with Snap ever by his side.   

Once in this realm Maglum’s power grew, but he could no longer return to Oklos if he wished to retain 

this power.  He did not want to abandon his people again though so he created a means of protecting 

his people through an avatar called the Chanor Maglumiyetor (meaning Maglum’s Vessel).   

Since goblins do not have souls, a boatman does not collect them when they die.  Their consciousness 

slowly dissolves after a while unless they sneak onto a boatman’s boat and leap off the boat onto some 

stepping stones as the boat passes the Paw-Paw Patch.  Wolf spirits guide them on this journey.  The 

stones are set far apart and a goblin must make a series of long leaps to make it.  Acrobatics is thus a 

sacred skill of wolf lords as goblins wish for the immortal happiness of the Paw-Paw Patch.  Hobbling a 

goblin wolf lord is akin to scalping a Native American potentially denying them an afterlife. 

Bamboom 

Bamboom is often called the goblin god of explosions, but this is not true, he is the goblin god 

of fun.  Goblins just think explosions are fun.  Crazy Harry from the Muppet Show can trace his 

roots back to the days of goblins and his ancestors worshiped Bamboom.    

Bamboom was the greatest goblin shaman during the Age of Runes and goblins began to 

worship him when Maglum disappeared for several centuries.   

Bamboom had a notorious sweet tooth and loved chocolate, candy and confections.  His eating 

habits made him fairly heavy and his clerics of today usually resemble their god.  Making and 

eating sweets, crafting toys, making bombs, and playing pranks are all part of the religion.  

Bamboom clerics are often skilled alchemists sometimes concentrating on this craft in exclusion 

of channeling or prayer.  The Oompa Loompas in Willie Wonka’s chocolate factory are actually 

goblins.  Willie Wonka was likely the figurehead for the great goblin alchemists making all the 

candy. 

Grable Gods 
 
After the flood, there were few who remembered the proper ceremonies for worshipping the divine 
beings of the Age of Runes.  Those religions dissolved into scattered remnants too weak to even be 
considered cults. 
 
Those still loyal to the empire remembered the great sacrifices those on the Immortal Council made to 
end chaos and acknowledged their heroism with songs and stories about them until those songs and 
stories were repeated so often they resembled prayer.  With prayer came divinity, and Jukal, Borkogal 
and Equelyn became the Grable pantheon.  The worship of the Grable Gods dominated religion on Oklos 



during the Age of Chaos.  The worship started in the province (now kingdom) of Haran.  In the capital 
city of Torrence, the three churches blossomed and spread out to the far ends of Oklos.  From Wheland, 
to Zephyr the Grable Gods have a significant presence. 
 
Jukal is the primary god of the pantheon and he is worshipped by noblemen, generals, merchants and 
commoners found in cities.  Tradesmen tend to worship Borkogal and those in rural areas worship 
Equelyn primarily, but there is no rivalry between the gods of the old triumvirate.    Churches of one god 
have likenesses and ceremony glorifying the other two gods.  During winter festival, the ranking clergy 
of all three religions gather to perform a ritual called the Weapon of Sacrifice where the priests and 
priestesses reenact the forging of the lance.  This ceremony is sometimes called the Weeping Ritual 
because it inspires so many followers to tears. 
 
The harmony of the Old Triumvirate has been  
 
Jukal 
 

The former emperor was the primary god of the Grables.  He mastered all runes in life and was the 
spiritual and political leader of the Grable Empire.  His life is detailed to some degree in the Age of Runes 
section of Chapter 1. 
 
At the end of the Age of Runes, Jukal defeated the Beast, but then his whereabouts became unknown.  
Priests and scholars during the Age of Chaos would speculate on where he disappeared to, but none of 
them really knew the answer.  As the worship of Jukal formed, the unresolved debate created turmoil 
and inconsistencies in his worship.  One sect even worshipped him as a chaotic being.  They were known 
as the Jazanes and they believed that Jukal bled all but the fire, truth, and chaos runes into the lance 
used to slay the Beast.  The fire rune was kept to forge the lance, the truth rune was withheld because 
the truth was that Jukal was not powerful enough to kill the Beast, and the chaos rune was not input 
because it would warp the lance and diminish its power against the beast.  Those runes they believed 
were what Jukal preserved as his legacy and they were the only ones that were holy to him. 
 
The Jazanes were right.  Jukal was a creature of fire, truth, and chaos when he slew the Beast.  The fate 
rune warned him of what he was about to become so Jukal built a prison for himself before forging the 
lance.  He made a pack with Atlas to be his jailor as well as the one who would lift the land out of the 
ocean when he slew the great land turtle.  Jukal’s jail lied beneath Atlas’s feet.  The only way to enter 
the prison was when Atlas moved from his spot.  A hero at the end of the Age of Chaos, Karl the 
Wanderer, completed the 12 quests of Atlas that enabled him to “ease Atlas’s burden” enabling Atlas to 
mate with Fate to create the Silver Moon goddess.  The other Heroes of Atlas entered the tomb and 
battled Jukal for his lance.  They killed the Grable emperor and gave the lance to Calgillien to kill the 
Beast with.   
 
Though the Beast was destroyed, the Jukalian religion and the entire Grable pantheon were thrown into 
turmoil.  Calgillien now emerged as a significant divine figure and many Jukalian knights pledged 
allegiance to the new god.  The Heroes of Atlas learned that this is what Jukal intended.  Jukal did know 
the consequences of forging the lance before he forged it and he knew that he was sacrificing not only 
his immortal life, but any chance of moral divinity.  The prayers to him during the Age of Chaos were 
gathered in a receptacle in Tanvarpov and preserved for Calgillien’s return.  He knew that his attempt at 
killing the Beast was a stop gap measure and that he would need an age for humanity to recover enough 



to truly battle the forces of the Beast again and thus the Age old plan of waiting for Calgillien and the 
offspring of Atlas and Fate, Silver Moon, to arrive. 
 
After the defeat of the Beast, the victorious forces of good knew of the fate of Jukal and his chaotic state 
of being.  This unsettling news caused rifts in the Jukalian church.  The Jazanes demanded formal 
recognition of Jukal’s true chaotic nature within all sects of the church – truth is one of their primary 
dictums – but many in the church were steeped in the law rune which is the counter rune to the truth 
rune and diametrically opposed to all things chaos.  The Traditionalists argued that the ideal of Jukal was 
what was to be worshipped and that his true form was just more evidence of what he gave up to save 
the world.  Traditionalist priests continued to be able to channel divine magic which they cited as proof 
against the “truth” argued by the Jazanes.   Scholars and sages are puzzled by the duality of the worship.  
They lean toward the Jazanes gaining power from Jukal, himself, and the Traditionalists gaining power 
from another source.  The clerics of Calgillien know for a fact that it is not Calgillien continuing to 
provide divine magic to the Traditionalists.  This unknown source of Traditionalist power remains one of 
the world’s mysteries – though Traditionalists will challenge any who suggest that it is not actually Jukal 
continuing to support them. 
 
The Traditionalist Church remains a religion dedicated to the preservation of Grable culture.  Their 
religion is still the dominant one in the Old Grable Kingdom, but it has definitely been on the decline for 
the last two years.  Borkogal and Equelyn priests and priestesses still pay homage to the Traditionalist 
Denomination and welcome the inclusion of Calgillien to the pantheon, but Equelyn priestesses are less 
accommodating of the worshippers of Jaslia believing them to be lax in honoring Grable traditions and 
teaching discipline. 
 
The Jukalian church is highly organized under the Crowned Priest of Haran who leads the organization.  
A new crowned priest is chosen upon the death of the old priest by the Synod of Torrents, a council of 
high priests of Jukal.  The crowned priest leads the direction of the church and whose office oversees 
promotions and excommunications of the priests and patronage of the Jukalian church.  No Jazane has 
ever held the position of crowned priest, but with the growing strength of the “Actualists” sect, that 
streak may end soon. 
 
Borkogal 
 
Known often as the Builder, Borkogal is Jukal’s oldest friend.  They grew up together in a tribal village of 
prehistoric Grables.  Jukal was much more adventurous than Borkogal, as the young builder preferred to 
remain in the village and perfect architecture, engineering, music, and the arts.  He created the first lyre 
of building as a result of his research and used that to design and construct the great city of Tanvarpov.  
He forged the great lance for Jukal and was consumed by the heat of the kiln. 
 
Few know this, but Borkogal was the first Grable god.  After the floods receded, the surviving Grables 
needed to rebuild their homes and communities.  The times were tough and the process slow and little 
quips and jokes about the need for Borkogal’s guidance evolved into songs and chants which took on the 
form of prayer and in return Borkogal’s Spirit on the plane of death took notice and offered assistance to 
the struggling carpenters, masons, and smiths trying to rebuild.  Ritual ceremonies to Borkogal during 
the construction of a building will increase DR and overall hit points of structures. 
 
The religion is steeped in music as Borkogal worship began as work chants that evolved into grand works 
of classical music.  The Grable Symphony which calls Torrents home is funded by the Church of Borkogal.  



Many other arts are honored as well.  Architecture, murals, playwriting, and acting are all welcome 
forms of art welcome in the fold.  Oddly, the religion has a disdain for sculptors and statues of all kinds 
and none will be found in a church of Borkogal.  This bias relates back to the story of the Perfect Man 
and the trick Chaos performed on Borkogal to return to Oklos as the Beast.  Related to this is the great 
enmity the clergy feels towards the orcs of Gasp and their demon lord, Pazuzu. 
 
Borkogal is a warm and compassionate god who wants his followers sheltered and safe.  Tradesmen and 
the working class make up the bulk of his devout followers. 
 
Constructing a personal lyre of building is required for the rank of High Builder.  Other titles in the 
church are Builder, Bard, and Freeman.   A High Builder is the ranking member of a church.  There is no 
overarching organizations that control the religion beyond that.  A High Builder is needed for the 
granting of the title of Builder, a Builder or higher for a Bard, and a Bard or higher for a Freeman.   Bards 
are asked to adventure a bit before settling into a church.  These “missions” last a minimum of 2 years. 
 

Equelyn 
 
Equelyn is Jukal’s mother.  She gave life to Jukal twice.  Once at birth and again when Jukal died as he 
bled his life rune into the lance when she emptied her life into him so that he could be reborn to battle 
the Beast. 
 
Her religion is a strict one of discipline and sacrifice.  She is the earth mother and is worshipped devoutly 
by farmers throughout the Old Grable Kingdoms.   
 
Her priestesses are called mother and wear drab brown habits.  They often operate schools and 
orphanages within a village.   
 
Their churches are practical facilities with a lot of versatile rooms and halls for various classes, 
gatherings, and ceremonies. 
 
A worship hall will often have a fountain of blood which depicts Equelyn bleeding from a vein into Jukal’s 
mouth as he lays in her lap.  It’s a little morbid for a primarily good religion, but the statues are sculpted 
with kind and peaceful faces and the morbidity is drastically reduced.  Both Equelyn and Jukal’s eyes are 
generally closed  in the depiction of the Sacrifice.  A strong Jazane/Actualist Jukalian church nearby will 
often influence the Sacrifice to show Jukal’s eyes open.  The blood is from menstruation and the 
mothers are required to keep their flow to donate to the fountain. 
 
Mothers of Equelyn rarely adventure.  Occasionally, there is a feisty young mother or mother who feels 
compelled to help battle a wrong that joins an adventuring party.  Those that do are not revered no 
matter how successful their adventuring careers become.   
 
The Mothers of Equelyn have no love of magic.  They despise the worship of the Silver Moon.  It’s an 
affront to their tradition of outlawing magic. They acknowledge Jaslia as a Grable God, but they feel her 
worship is dangerous to the continued health of the Grable kingdoms.  Jaslia is too lax on discipline and 
openly supports worship of “non-Grable” gods like the Silver Moon and Bahamut. 
 

Jaslia 
 



Jaslia is the human embodiment of peace and harmony.  She is the power behind a soft hand, a calming 
word, or a sweet lullaby.  Her priestesses are graceful creatures who bathe in lotion, wear enchanting 
perfume, and dress in gowns of silk or satin. 
 
Despite their pampered appearance, priestesses of Jaslia are capable, helpful, and daring.  They will risk 
their own lives for the sake of those in need.  Many priestesses of Jaslia are adventurers at heart; they 
just refuse to shed blood. 
 
The refusal to shed blood boosts the priestesses’ positive energy capabilities adding an additional d6 of 
power to any channeling and increasing the total number of casting by priestess level. 
 
The formal religion is brand new, but a cult of Jaslia has existed ever since the healing of the elven King 
Anglaril with the Grail of Peace and Harmony.  This grail is kept in Camalene and the humans who live 
with the elves formed the original cult.  The elves call Jaslia, “Sisko,” and elven adventurers often tithe at 
her burgeoning churches. 
 
Jaslia, Calgillien, Atlas, Silver Moon, Bahamut, and Fate were the most active in the final defeat of the 
Beast and the birthing of the Age of Magic.  These religions are friendly with one another which upsets 
the old guard of the Grable Pantheon’s clergy.  Some Jazanes have claimed kinship with the “Magic 
Pantheon,” but association is not acknowledged in return. 
 
Jaslian Churches are bright comfortable places with good feng shui, cooling fountains, and open spaces.  
The religion is very popular with the youth of Oklos with its openness and emphasis on non-violence.  
Many charismatic girls formerly destined for the convents of Equelyn have chosen Jaslia instead.  The 
lack of their influence in the Equelynian Church might cause that religion to become meaner, darker, 
and more judgmental in nature. 
 
Priestesses are called sisters and they use their magic to heal the sick and feed the poor.  The Mothers 
of Equelyn accuse the priestesses of coddling the poor too much.  There is an underlying conflict 
between urban and rural mindsets behind the rivalry between these two Grable religions.  Equelyn 
dominates rural regions while Jaslia is making lasting headway in cities both with the poor and the 
nobility. 
 
 

Calgillien 

Calgillien slayed the Beast ending the Age of Chaos.  Before this triumph, the prevailing sentiment about 
him was that he was a lovesick failure whose military blunders led to the end of the Grable Empire.  The 
truth of his life and failure is detailed here: 
 
Calgillien’s mastery over death and war were unparalleled surpassing all others including the emperor 
Jukal.  But Calgillien was suffering the lingering effects of his first defeat by the Iron Kings.  A defeat 
made all the worse by Jukal’s eventual triumph.   
 
Calgillien loved Jaslia, Jukal’s concubine, with all his heart.  She was everything he wasn’t.  Her runes 
were of peace and harmony and his were of war and death.  Jukal granted Jaslia the right to leave his 
harem to marry Calgillien if she wished, but she did not wish to leave.  She was in love with Jukal.  Jukal 
counseled her to forget him and to embrace the better life Calgillien could give her.  She refused so he 



refused her access to his bed.  This spurning just turned her love for him into hate of Calgillien.  Many 
historians believe that this rejection clouded Calgillien’s mind and enabled the Iron Kings to resist his 
army.  When he returned to Tanvarpov in shame, he disappeared into a shell.  Few ever saw him outside 
the grounds of his manse.  The only one who was permitted access to him was the emperor and then 
the conversations were cold and distant.  Jukal feared Calgillien’s death rune would soon consume him 
and he would lose his greatest general at the worst possible time.  Chaos had entered the world seeking 
to destroy all that had been wrought.  Jukal then went to Jaslia and implored her to marry Calgillien if 
not for love for the life of the empire.  When she still refused, he then said, “If you love me, you will do 
this.”  At last, she consented.  The wedding was extravagant though somber.  On the wedding night, 
Jaslia came to Calgillien’s bed only to find a note left on the pillow. 
 

Noble Jaslia, 
 
I know of your meeting with Jukal and your conspiracy.  It was unnecessary.  My duties 
to my emperor and my people have always been clear to me.  I will not let them down in 
their greatest hour of need. 
 
I followed through with the ceremony for the sole purpose of leaving you everything I 
have. 
 
I go to war for war and death are who I am.  My only regret in life is how my love for you 
has pained you. 
 
For blood, for the emperor, for my dearest you. 
Calgillien 

 
The selflessness of the note stirred something in Jaslia.  She wept with remorse and regret that she 
could not find love in her heart for the man that truly loved her.  Her tears spilled into a grail.  This grail 
came to be called The Grail of Peace and Harmony and was used to restore the heart of Anglaril, the 
Elven King of Amont, nearly a millennium later. 
 
What happened on that Campaign is detailed in the section of this chapter about the Laughing Man.  At 
the end of the campaign, Calgillien became the First Vampire.  Many of his legions followed him into 
darkness.  These vampiric legions became the new threat in the north.  The legions that resisted 
vampirism fought against these undead legions, but they could not resist the military mind of Calgillien.  
The Grables suffered defeat after defeat in the north with many of their dead rises to swell Calgillien’s 
ranks. 
 
When Jaslia learned of Calgillien’s fall into in chaos, she took action.  She rode the white horse, Prosper,  
out of the capital and into the west.  She passed through Vinderswirl and Northlive up into the Ransgal 
mountains. Those that saw her pass by on her journey called her the White Angel as she rode the swift 
footed Prosper unfurling her white robes behind her like silken wings. 
 
When she reached the north and Calgillien’s army of vampires she asked for an audience with Calgillien.  
Calgillien refused to meet with her and sent her away.  Jaslia refused the order and snuck into his tent 
during the day as the army of vampires slept; their guardian wolves and thralls were no match for her 
powerful lullabies.  She waited for sunset for Calgillien to awake.  When he did awake, he could not 
contain his sadness or hunger. He wept as he drained her body of its blood.  She died in his arms, but 



that was her purpose all along.  The purity of peace, harmony, and now love within her heart cured him 
of his vampirism.  His blood was as hers had been and he went to his comrades.  He offered his life for a 
cure to his men who would take it. 
 
Attilien the Dark, one of Calgillien’s generals, did not want to be cured and he challenged Calgillien to 
single combat for control of the army.  Calgillien agreed to the fight but refused to raise weapons.  
Attilien severed his head with a sword.  Calgillien spirit then rose as an angel whose light burned the 
eyes of the vampires in attendance and caused Attilien to be engulfed in white flame destroying him.   
 
Many vampires who witnessed the angelic Calgillien chose redemption and went to his body to drink of 
its purity.  They joined their leader in his march to heaven.  Jaslia arrived and took her love’s hand 
showing him and his followers the way. 
 
The lovers left Oklos for over a millennium until called back by Jukal in the Great Battle against the 
Beast. 
 
The army of angels they led was the souls of those vampires who chose redemption. 
 
Though Calgillien was a creature of peace at the end of his life, his worship retains his militaristic 
reputation.  Soldiers and paladins fill the shrines and churches.  Many noble adventurers choose 
Calgillien as their deity. 
 
There was no worship of Calgillien before the Great Battle so the church is vaguely defined at the 
moment.  Large churches have not been built.  The worship is mainly on the battlefield or in small 
shrines found in homes or castles. 
 
Some disingenuous nobles have left the church of Jukal to Calgillien because of the lack of tithing 
required since there are no churches.  These unscrupulous ones are not granted and divine power, 
however, and the ability to channel the magic of Calgillien is becoming a de facto test within the church 
proper.  That said, there is no enforcement arm in place within the church to deny the claims of those 
who choose to lie about their faith. 
 
Calgillien’s holy symbol is the head of a raven with a blue tear dropping from its eye. 
 
 

Grellic Gods 
 
The Grells were a handsome, scholarly race that sailed the Oklossian Sea in search of knowledge and the 
answer to riddles.  These leaders of these expeditions needed to be charismatic to secure patronage in 
order to hire ships and crews to enable these pursuits.  The most successful of them were master 
storytellers that could spin a good yarn about their travels leaving their benefactors with the desire for 
more knowledge and fabulous stories.  Not all of these stories were true and in many cases the most 
interesting of the tales were something made up that featured mythological beasts and divine beings 
that battled them.   
 
Some of the stories were performed as plays to help an audience greater envision the power of the 
story.  The idolization of the actors, the stories, and the performances bordered on worship and in some 



cases sparked divinity either for the story or the performer.  A psychosis developed in some of the bards 
as they soaked in the divine power that saw them transform into the living likeness of the characters 
they were playing.   In time, as they became the god of air, the god of war, or the goddess of love they 
began to start performing their own acts of heroism and villainy and left the storytelling behind.  It is 
these bards that now make up the Grellic pantheon and they are a vain and petty, protective and 
demanding of their followers.  Of all the gods that have ascended on Oklos, the Grellic gods are the most 
meddlesome.  They need to be worshipped to maintain their immortality as well as their divinity. 
 
The List of those bards that fully ascended. 

 Hexate – Goddess of Magic and the Red Moon 

 Hedar – God of Storms and Lightning 

 Polo – God of War 
 Sophia – Goddess of Wisdom 

 Cleftis – God of Travel 

 Okion – God of the Oceans and the Seas 

 Allos – God of the Sun 

 Dion – God of Wine and Merriment 

 Hecklos – God of Wealth 
 
Other significant worship in Grell 

 Hadron – God of Death and the Underworld 

 Silver Moon – Goddess of Open Magic 

 

Lords of Chaos 

The Laughing Man 

During his life, the Laughing Man went by the name Chaos.  It is historians who refer to him as The 

Laughing Man.  Chaos came to the world on a failed Hero Quest by Railus the Damned on the plane of 

fate.   Chaos tricked Railus into giving up his body so that Chaos could have a physical form.  Chaos at 

first was relatively weak.  Strangely, he posed as a priest of Dugrane for Chaos’s power is the power to 

corrupt and twist and he found the law god’s by-laws easy to manipulate by a strict adherence to the 

letter of the law.  Twisting it still further Chaos convinced a cult of worshippers to not only adhere to the 

letter of the law, but to believe that performing acts not specifically covered in the by-laws to be holy.  

Cannibalism, bestiality, essence manipulation, and ability tapping are examples of a few of these acts.  

To imagine a new atrocity unspecified by Dugrane was the way to achieve great honor within this new 

cult.   

The cult’s influence grew to the point that Dugrane was forced to take physical form to punish the cult 

for acting this way in his name.  Unfortunately, this is what Chaos was waiting for.  Facetiously, Chaos 

sought forgiveness from Dugrane in a feint of warped words that only angered the god of law.  Instead, 

he proclaimed that all ideas spawned by Chaos were punishable by death.  He impaled Chaos with his 

spear in an attempt to slay him.  But the chaos rune is the counterpoint of fate and functions outside the 

bounds of what can be written or ordered, especially the idea of it.  Dugrane overstepped with his curse 



and created a contradiction.  If all ideas spawned by Chaos were punishable by death, yet Dugrane was 

unable to carry out this punishment, then the law was unenforceable and thus not really a law at all.  

Dugrane’s power drained from him and into Chaos making The Laughing Man a god-like being of 

contradictions, but since Dugrane gave him his power and Chaos acted as an antithesis to law with it, 

the chaos rune lost the ability to affect the law rune.  The law rune became its pimary weakness.   

Chaos used his newly gained strength to conquer all of Darkdoven and ally with the elves of 

Twindernight.  Their combined armies pressed south into the provinces of Northlive (Volstokland) and 

Vinderswirl (The Dax Godship) secretly securing an alliance with the Titans of Giant Land (Atlas 

included).  Wolfgang I of Strandi was fighting a guerilla war with the Drow-commanded Dread 

companies, but was slowing down their progress more than arresting it.   

Calgillien could not wait to fully gather his army so he marched forth from the fields near Tanvarpov 

with the Mobility legion (those warriors with both a mobility rune and war rune foltute).  They sped on a 

forced march through the cold and snow of winter remembered in song as “The March of the Dear 

Departed.”  Calgillien hammered a mighty force of giants and trolls on the outlying regions of 

Vinderswirl and moved into the province’s capitol, Lepov, reclaiming Lepov for the Grables.  He 

continued moving hard and fast into Northlive where he slaughtered at great cost to his own forces 8 

legions of hobgoblins led by Barghests and 8 legions of lizardmen led by a demon lord god, Yaviss.  

Yaviss was slain by Calgillien’s own hand.  On the night of the victory, however, Drow assassins made an 

attempt on his life.  Calgillien awoke and slew all that assailed him, but his advisor and friend, Jhyemdral 

the Sharp (Master of War and Harmony), was taken captive.   

Calgillien immediately awoke his legion to assail the Dread Companies.  The legion crushed the 

corrupted elves of Twindernight forcing the remaining forces to flee to the only place they could – The 

Moon.  But with them, they took Jhyemdral the Sharp.   

 

Calgillien, now united with Wolfgang of the Strandian Province worried the Laughing Man might bend 

Jhyemdral to his will.  Where law is powerful over chaos, harmony is extremely weak and the Drow 

mistresses are masters at breaking the wills of the weak.  Jhyemdral became Verräter the Betrayer. 

It was Verräter’s plan to use himself as bait to lure Calgillien out of the protective eaves of the Strandian 

forest to march too soon against Chaos in the Ransgal Mountains.  The Laughing Man sent a projected 

image to Calgillien showing him spinning a crucified Jhyemdral on a wheel in the shape of the chaos 

rune.  Calgillien sped in haste with his dwindling forces of the Mobility Legion to the Northlivian town of 

Juniper in the foothills of the Ransgals.  Surprisingly, Wolfgang and the Strandian warriors were able to 

keep up.  In Juniper, Calgillien made camp for the assault up the mountain to Chaos’s keep.  But Verräter 

countered quickly and urged Chaos to empty the Ransgals of all its evil to crush Calgillien in a swift bold 

strike before his troops had time to rest.  Demons, balors, dragons, special creations that Chaos called 

“The Uncontrollables,” evil dwarves with firesticks, sorcerers, and legions of drow assailed the tiny town 

sitting atop a small hill.  The Mobility legion and the men of Strandi were outnumbered 20 to one.  The 



legion fought and died to the last soldier.  The howl of wolves wailed in mourning at the loss of so many 

of their human brethren.   

Though all other resistance had fallen, the forces of Chaos could not accomplish what they most 

wanted, the head of Calgillien, the King of Strandi, his shaman, or their vanguard.  In berserk fury they 

fought.  Garbonz the Gold-Eared, mightiest of Chaos’s red dragons, died at Calgillien’s feet, Wolfgang 

lopped off the head of the Queen of the Drow, and Talos the Wolf Shaman bested then possessed 

Naigonesh Willowsoul, leader of Chaos’s Murder Mages, turning his power against his own engulfing 

them in sorcerous fire.  Chaos’s forces began to falter and the Laughing Man himself took the field.  He 

was no match for Calgillien. Chaos would have been defeated there except for Oklos, who along with his 

brothers Beast Eater and Harmony Eater and his seven daughters, the Pleiades, were the only Titans 

who honored the commitment to Chaos and appeared upon the battlefield.  The others weren’t nobler; 

they just saw this time of turmoil as an opportunity to consume power and attacked the rune gods of 

the Grables seeking to eat them and their followers.   

Heaving a massive boulder as large as the town of Juniper itself, Oklos crushed the remaining resistance 

beneath tons of stone.  Impossibly though, Calgillien, the Lord of War and Death, emerged from beneath 

it...and not alone.  The wolf shaman held the body of his dead king, Wolfgang, in his arms and held rage 

in his heart, but more importantly outpoured reinforcements from Tanvarpov; so much mobility rune 

blood was spilt on the mountain that it became a teleporting conduit for the remaining legions.  Against 

this new might, the Laughing Man had no chance.  He fled with his army back into the mountains.  Oklos 

and his brothers fled with them, but Chaos betrayed them.  He fired arrows of titan slaying into each 

brother and each daughter to kill them so their massive bodies would make colossal barriers to cover 

their retreat.  Beast Eater and Harmony Eater fell, the Pleiades fell, but Oklos proved immune to Chaos’s 

treachery due to the massive amount of law rune in his body from his days as Truth Eater.  He stared 

down at the betrayal of his family and wept.  Calgillien came upon him to see that his way was blocked.  

Calgillien’s rage was tempered by the great sorrow he now saw in Oklos’s eyes.  Without speaking, Oklos 

lifted the bodies of his family and carried them away.  The way was clear for Calgillien to pursue Chaos 

up the steep slopes of the Ransgals. 

 

 

Calgillien pursued without hesitation.  He crushed the gates of Chaos’s keep forcing Chaos to flee blindly 

into the north.  He pursued him into the kingdoms of Darkdoven and Twindernight raising those fallen 

kingdoms to the ground with his armies.  He found Chaos hiding meekly in the ruins of Twindernight’s 

Midwinter Castle.  There, as the legions watched, Calgillien put Chaos to the sword... 

...but Chaos didn’t die.  Instead, Chaos laughed.  “Are you really Death’s Master?  Why can’t you kill 

me?”  Caligillien tried a spear, but that didn’t kill Chaos either.  “You’re as ineffectual with me as you 

were with your wife.” (See entries on Calgillien and Jaslia in this chapter for more of the history of 

Calgillien and Jaslia.) Calgillien tried stakes, holy water, axes, anything he could think of, but nothing 

would work.  “How noble of you leaving Jaslia your estate.  You made her the happiest woman in the 



world the only way you could.  There is no regret in her.  She did not love you.  She is happy now.  Your 

very presence near her is what caused her the most grief.  Fate is my counterpoint, Warlord.  And love is 

the most powerful force of fate.  It takes love to kill me, Calgillien, that’s something you’ve never known.  

Something you’ll never know.”   

Calgillien stopped at this, “How could you know this?”  Chaos looked to the shadows to see the 

quivering helpless body of Jhyemdral the Sharp.  Calgillien was filled with rage at the sight of his abused 

friend.  “There’s more than one kind of love, Chaos, a love for one’s comrades.  If love is what is needed 

to kill you then I call upon the love for my comrades in arms.  I sacrifice my life’s blood of death to 

destroy you in the name of this love.  You will pay for the torture of my dearest friend!”  And Chaos used 

his sword to cut the artery in his wrist to bleed all over Chaos’s face.  Chaos screamed in horrible agony 

as his body melted under the force of Calgillien’s rune blood into nothingness.   

When Chaos was gone, Jhyemdral began to laugh, “There is one problem with all this, Calgillien.  I was 

never tortured.”  Calgillien looked over in stunned disbelief.  “And Jaslia always loved you.”   

“What?!!”   Calgillien stood dumbfounded. 

 Jhyemdral laughed again.  “Chaos and harmony are a powerful mix don’t you think.  I bent Jaslia’s love 

for you into love for Jukal.  I found the Invincible Death Lord’s only weakness...his heart.”  Then Calgillien 

understood in a flood of emotions that Jhyemdral had betrayed him all along...from the very 

beginning...even before his mis-advice in Polfany causing defeat at the hands of the Iron Kings, that 

Jhyemdral didn’t do this out of jealousy, but out of hate, and Calgillien now returned that hate one 

hundred fold.  He reached to kill Jhyemdral with what remaining strength he had left, but Jhyemdral 

grabbed the last moonthread left in the ruins of Midwinter Castle and flew up into the sky toward the 

moon. 

This hate though had more damaging effects.  It was a contradiction to the love that he had used to kill 

Chaos...and Chaos is the god of contradictions.  Calgillien died soon after due to the loss of his rune 

blood, but he didn’t really die.  If three days he arose as one of the undead, the first vampire, and his 

legions soon succumbed to this dark curse as well.  

The Beast 

 
What follows here is very rare knowledge known by very few scholars (DC40 History) 
 
When the Grables conquered the Auspiciums in the land now known as Ranek they greatly changed the 
land.  Cities were built.  The nomadic ways of the Auspiciums changed to farming.  The culture of the 
Auspiciums mixed with the blood of the Grables.  Many Grables became fascinated with the 
ornithomancy of the Auspiciums and the fate rune began to show up commonly in Grables of the 
province.    
 
When Borkogal came to build a glorious new capitol for the province, he discovered rich veins of marble 
high up in the northern tip of the Ariedes mountain range.  He built the marble city in the flatlands north 



of the Ariedes near the Argilla, a sacred place of the Auspiciums mistranslated as “a place of great 
beauty” as opposed to correct meaning “a place for those seeking great beauty.”  The white clay found 
in abundance in the area was known for its ability to clear and soften the skin as well as whiten teeth.  
Borkogal was amazed at how easily the city was built to his satisfaction.  Benepov the White it was 
named with its clean streets and polished marble walls and buildings.  It soon became the artistic center 
of all of the western Grable Empire.  Jukal signed his treaty with Anglaril within the walls of this city.   
Jukal promised to halt his westward advancement while Anglaril promised to share the immortal culture 
of the elves with the rune people of the east. 
 
The marble road led up into the mountains bringing down caravan after caravan of fine marble for 
beautiful new halls and statues.  The bard, Mephestion, who later became a skull baron, was born in 
Benepov as were many true lovers of art, but what was also born here was jealousy.  Many talented 
artists did not receive the recognition that they felt they deserved.  One of these artists was Pazo.  He 
was of pure Auspicium blood and one of the rare Auspiciums that could actually talk with the birds.  
Ornithomancers judge their flight patterns for communication with these natural oracles, but one 
speaking to a bird can just ask them directly without the guesswork.   The problem with talking with 
birds is that their minds work much differently than human minds.  Freedom is paramount, but there is 
a dark side to freedom, a desire to be unbounded by laws.  But some laws are absolutes.  If dropped, a 
rock will fall.  It drove Pazo crazy trying to break free from these absolutes…literally crazy. 
 
Pazo became obsessed with perfection: perfect circles, perfect squares, perfect proportions.  He 
“perfected” his notion of perfection to the point where he proclaimed he could sculpt the perfect man 
and he offered to do so for Lord Borkogal of the Immortal Council.  In response to this, Borkogal 
responded casually, “For perfection in man, one needs look no further than the emperor Jukal, master 
of the all-rune foltute.  There are many sculptures of him throughout the Grable Empire.” 
 
Pazo was infuriated.  He felt bound by the Grable influence and frustrated by the casual dismissal of the 
great gift he offered.  In secret, he secured a gigantic block of Ariedean marble and began sculpting his 
rendition of the perfect man.  When he finished, he coerced 8 giant rocs to fly it into Benepov and place 
it in the square before the palace.  Its pedestal was as tall as a man and the statue itself towered 12’ 
above that. 
 
When Borkogal viewed it from the palace steps, he could not deny its beauty.  Pazo asked him in front of 
a crowd to come view the masterpiece, “Do you still believe your emperor to be the perfect man or is 
his perfection surpassed by someone more perfect?”  
 
To save face, Borkogal responded, “You show me an ideal, not a man.  Your statute is a model of 
physical perfection, not the perfection that comes from within.” 
 
“But what is more perfect than nothing.  When nothing is within, sin is removed.  Hate, fear, loathing are 
the sources of evil.  Nothing is nothing and will never be tainted.  Can you really say that Jukal will never 
be tainted with evil?  No.  He may become as black and as corrupt as the Laughing Man was in the 
north.” 
 
“These are filthy lies.  Tear down this statue.  It is an abomination,” Borkogal roared, but the crowd 
would not have it.  Borkogal ordered it done by force, but the crowd resisted with force.  Blood was 
shed on the palace steps and splattered on the sculpture of the perfect man. 
 



The Grables were driven out of Benepov.  Angered beyond reason, Borkogal looked back on the city he 
wrought and cursed the people within it.  “From my beautiful city, only ugliness will now issue forth.  
Everything that is created within will be bestial, repugnant, and awful.  The people here will never know 
beauty again.”  And Borkogal called upon the fate rune to seal his curse.  The curse worked.  The art the 
Benepovians produced was now twisted hunks of nothingness, but the curse went deeper than Borkogal 
intended.  The children of Benepovians became twisted and ugly.  They became known as Borks, which 
with time changed to orks and then finally orcs.   
 
Pazo was most wrecked by the curse.  He could no longer seek perfection with his art.  He began to 
worship his last great work.  Others worshipped it as well.  The contradictory nature of the Perfect 
Man’s legacy of creating so much imperfection awakened Chaos again; this time referred to as the 
Beast.  Pazo, now literally insane, would talk with the Perfect Man and receive guidance.  Chaos 
informed him how he could bring Chaos back to life.  Pazo just need to leave his body and Chaos would 
take over.  Pazo then spoke to a roc and tricked it into letting him occupy its body.  Chaos came into 
Pazo, but the rebirth of Chaos by Pazo’s hand fell under the curse as a creation of the people of 
Benepov.  Chaos was no longer the beguiling man he had once been, but a hideous monstrous creature.  
The Roc that Pazo infiltrated warped and distorted as well becoming Pazuzu. 
 
A strange effect also happened with the possession and rebirth.  As ugliness grew within the world, 
Chaos’s new body grew with it.  What started in Benepov began to spread and Chaos became a towering 
titan of evil.   
 
More widely known legend of the Beast (DC15) 
 
The Beast grew and grew in size.  As it grew in size his armies grew along with him.  He conquered the 
lands of the Grable Empire and marched on the capital of Tanvarpov.  All of eastern Oklos was trapped 
in a grip of evil.  Even the elves in the west were hard pressed by the forces of chaos and had to retreat 
to their secret strongholds originally built to withstand the threat of the dragons during the Second Age. 
 

The death of the Beast has left a power void amongst the races of chaos.  Several beings are vying to 

become the new Chaos Lord.  They were unified under both the Laughing Man and the Beast, but now 

are fractured and are as likely to war against each other as they are against the rest of the world. 

Ashmadame  

Ashmadame was the High Priestess of the Temple of Suru in Tanvarpov during the Age of Runes.  Her 

acolytes were the most comely creatures in all the provinces of the Grable Empire.  Her temple was 

visited by the elite of the elite and she seduced Calgillien’s friend, Jhymedral the Sharp, herself. 

Ashmadame secretly resented her clientele.  Though they made her rich, they did not accept her among 

normal society and she craved power.  When the Laughing Man entered the world and the rumors of his 

debauchery reached Tanvarpov, she traveled to Godslaw to meet this sick individual and learn of his 

dark desires.  He bewitched her with his dark mind and rebellious nature.  She taught him to be more 

than just perverse, but seductive.  With their partnership, the Cult of Chaos grew rapidly.  She returned 

to Tanvarpov under orders from The Laughing Man to turn Jhymedral the Sharp to their cause.  Through 



Jhymedral , they were able to break the heart of the Empire’s greatest general, Calgillien, and see him 

succumb to chaos at the moment of his greatest triumph. 

When Chaos returned as the Beast, Ashmadame did not understand her role within the new Cult of 

Chaos which emphasized ugliness instead of seduction.  She tried to be the Beast’s consort, but he 

spurned her in favor of hunger.  She tried to please him by becoming his personal cook, but the Beast’s 

hunger was too ravenous and he wouldn’t wait for meals to be prepared.  Broken-hearted herself she 

returned to the Temple of Suru.  But upon her return she realized she had changed.  She no longer 

enjoyed seducing others.  She hated the entire seduction process.  It was like preparing a meal, long in 

the coming, and short in reward.  Her broken-heart turned to anger and sex became rape, bondage 

became strangulation, and desire became mandate. 

Ashmadame now resides in Taboo in the land of Bauch where she feeds off the weakness of others in 

the form of sacrifices that fuel her demonic power.  She has grown fat and lazy in her role as demon lady 

and lost the shapely figure that made her so alluring as a High Priestess.  Any mention of this fact will 

send her into a horrible rage and will likely see the grisly death of that offender.  Mirror mirror on the 

wall, the mirror knows what’s good for it…. 

Orcus 

The Cult of Chaos led by the Laughing Man in the city of Godslaw in the Grable Province of Darkdoven 

generated a lot of divine power.  Though technically generated in Dugrane’s name, the God of Law could 

not collect this power because it was warped by the chaos rune and unfit for him.  This power pooled on 

a layer of the Abyss where a garden variety sloth demon discovered it and soaked it in.  This demon was 

Orcus.     

For the years that the cult betrayed Dugrane, this power streamed like black light through the altar of 

Dugrane to a chair that Orcus built beneath the stream like a throne.  Ever lazy, Orcus sat there on his 

throne and absorbed enough power to challenge the gods.  Other demons flocked to him hoping to 

receive grants of some of this power.  Orcus ordered these demons to build a fortress around his throne 

and the fortress was named Castle Vile.   

 

Demogorgon learned of Castle Vile and the demons that were flocking to a new master.  He demanded 

an audience with Orcus to make sure he paid fitting tribute to the Prince of Demons.  Orcus refused.  

Enraged, Demogorgon gathered an army and marched on Castle Vile.  But before Demogorgon could lay 

siege to the castle, Dugrane confronted the Laughing Man turning Chaos into a divine being.   The 

Laughing Man’s first act as a god was to summon all the demon princes of the Abyss to his side.  Orcus 

ignored the summons for he technically wasn’t a demon prince; a fact that angered Demogorgon even 

further. 

The Laughing Man’s godhood did shut off the altar of Dugrane’s stream of divine power flooding into 

Castle Vile.  Orcus could no longer grant boons of power like he once could to reward the demons that 



did his bidding.  He needed new ways to reward his flock so he decided to wage war on the other layers 

of the Abyss.  The demon princes were in Oklos fighting alongside the Laughing Man which left the 

strongholds of these demon princes under the rule of some flunky.  The armies of Orcus raided the 

strongholds of Baphomet, Abadon, Beelzebub, and Belphegor.  Belphegor was too slothful to answer the 

summons of the Laughing Man and Orcus’s armies slew the Lord of Laziness in his bed and transported 

his head (and power) back to Orcus as a great prize.  Orcus attempted to raid Demogorgon’s stronghold, 

but the armies of the Prince of Demons were still too strong to conquer even when their lord was away. 

When the Laughing Man was defeated by Calgillien, his lieutenants, the demon princes, returned to 

their strongholds.  Those whose strongholds were raided retreated to rebuild.  Demogorgon, however, 

vowed to put Orcus’s head on a spit.  He marshalled his forces and demanded conscription from the 

other ailing princes so he could march on Castle Vile.  Without the power stream, Orcus feared he would 

lose the war to Demogorgon so he ventured to the Undead Lands to seek worshippers. He found willing 

members amongst the vampires to join his cult.   Through human sacrifices and prayer, the stream of 

divine power returned to Castle Vile and Orcus returned to his throne to soak in the power.  There he 

waited on the armies of Demogorgon with hope that he could withstand the horde of the Prince of 

Demons. 

Demogorgon besieged the fortress for nearly 50 years, but the constant influx of divine power from 

Oklos proved too nourishing to starve Orcus’s defenders out of their defensible position.  Demogorgon 

sought to kill those worshippers that sent Orcus power but the Prince of Demons was weakened on 

Oklos because of the defeat of the Laughing Man by Calgillien.  The stalemate Orcus engineered only 

increased his reputation within the Abyss and reinforcements rallied to his banner.  

When Chaos returned to Oklos as the Beast, Demogorgon once again joined his master’s side and once 

again Orcus ignored the summons.    The call of the Beast, however, saw those vampires that 

worshipped Orcus and sent him divine power abandon him for the Beast.  Orcus stewed in his castle 

fearing the return of Demogorgon without the power to resist him.  He plotted the demise of the Prince 

of Demons, but that is easier said than done, because any such plot feeds the Murder Lord’s power 

more than it threatens his life.  Orcus was trapped between a rock and a hard place. 

When Jukal slayed the Beast, the vampires who worshipped Orcus before were hesitant to worship him 

again.  They had been disappointed with Orcus for not joining them in the battle and leading the 

vampire host against the Grables.  Orcus gated into a council of the Vampire Commanders and killed 

them all with a cudgel of life he was given as a gift by Attilien the Dark.  Attilien was the one vampire 

commander who remained loyal to Orcus and secretly alerted Orcus to where the council was being 

held.  When Orcus was done with the slaughter, he fit the head of one of the vampire lords onto the end 

of the cudgel.  So steeped in undead blood was the cudgel that it warped from a cudgel of life to a 

cudgel of death with a life ward applied to wounds inflicted from it.  Orcus painted the cudgel black and 

named it the Wand of Orcus. 

He returned to Castle Vile with his stream of divine power fully functional again.  He sat on his throne 

awaiting the return of Demogorgon with little worry, but then the Great Flood came to Oklos and 



drowned all his worshippers.  The divine power only trickled in with so few of his flock left to worship 

him.  Attilien fled Oklos to the Abyss for safety.  He joined Orcus’s court. 

Soon, an army appeared on the horizon.  Orcus feared it was Demogorgon, but then felt relief when he 

saw that this army was filled with creatures he had not witnessed before, dark angels with red eyes and 

sour dispositions.  Their leader was a charismatic man wielding a spear.  In horror, Orcus recognized 

Dugrane from the statues of the former god of law in the city of Godslaw.  Orcus gave his armies over to 

Attilien to lead out into the field and crush this invader of the Abyss.  Attilien obeyed.   

The armies of Dugrane were not as large as the horde from the Abyss.  Attilien sought to overwhelm 

Dugrane with the sheer weight of numbers under his command, but Dugrane’s troops were much more 

disciplined and repelled onslaught after onslaught of the demonic horde as they advanced toward the 

citadel.  Attilien, an exceptional commander, took a defensive position that exposed the law host’s flank, 

but the lawgivers were not interested in his forces, instead they continued straight for the citadel.  

Attilien realized this was a mistake.  Orcus had only to rally the troops still within the castle and hold for 

just a few hours and Attilien would be able to break the back of Dugrane’s armies.  Attilien charged the 

flank as Dugrane reached the walls of Castle Vile.  The demons on the walls fought for a bit, but Orcus 

never appeared to lead them. 

Attilien collapsed the flank of Dugrane, but the Law Lord’s front stormed the gate allowing the majority 

of his forces to reach the inner compound of Castle Vile and secure the gate behind them.  Attilien tried 

to scale the walls with his forces, but the invaders manned the defenses now and Attilien was repulsed.  

Desperately, he continued to attack hoping that Orcus had a plan to join the battle and turn the tide in 

the demons’ favor.  He never showed.  Who did show again though was Dugrane, but he had changed.  

No longer a man, but a god again.  In his hand was a wand with a ruby gem set on top; the remnant of 

the throne he had just destroyed except for the divine power stored within the gem that was gathered 

in his name.  His troops chanted Asmodeus as he saluted them from the balcony and then he shot bolts 

of law out into the demon host.  These red bolts disintegrated all that they touched.  The host of 

Asmodeus flung open the games and charged out to meet the demons on the battlefield.  The lines of 

the demons shattered and Attilien was forced to flee along with his troops having no knowledge of 

Orcus or his whereabouts. 

Orcus had fled the moment he saw Dugrane.  Even though a mortal, Orcus feared him.  He fled to Oklos 

and landed on a ship housing eight vampire lords.  There he took the name Baron Memory and hoped to 

be forgotten.  This continued for nearly the entire Age of Chaos until Duke Tarvan adventured to his 

hidden stronghold in the Ransgal Mountains and forced Orcus to flee again. 

His whereabouts are unknown but he is not dead.  The few cults around the world that pray to Orcus 

receive divine power in return.  He is out there regrouping, scheming, sleeping or all three at the same 

time. 

Malum Morbus 



Malum Morbus was a prophet of doom at the end of the Age of Runes.  
He foretold of the coming of the flood that would destroy the world.  He 
led a group of Grables that planned and prepared for the cataclysm   They 
built a huge ark to house their group and their livestock.  When the floods 
did come, Malum was validated and his flock began to worship him as a 
god. 
 
Unbeknownst to his followers, Malum was actually a refugee from 
Godslaw and the Cult of Chaos.  During his time with the Cult, he had 
learned to summon and control disease spirits.  When the Cult fell, he 
snuck away to the south and served as a plague doctor curing towns he 
had often infected, himself, in exchange for payment.    

 
 

His travels led him to Wheland where he fell in love with a fairy princess more beautiful than any 

creature he had ever laid eyes upon.  She, like most fairies, hungered for the laughter and merriment of 

children to fuel her dark fairy magic.  Malum stole children for her and brought them to a cave where 

she would play with them, laugh with them, and when the children got tired and complained, she would 

kill them and give their bodies to ogres to eat.  The Pied Piper legend formed during this time as Malum 

carted off hundreds of kids never to return to their families again.  Eventually, the fairy princess grew 

tired of Malum as well and left him to return to the land of Eyre.  In parting, she told Malum not to be 

sad because all of humanity was about to be drowned any way. 

 

Hardly a remedy for his depression, Malum moved from Wheland back to the southern provinces of the 

Grable Empire to sulk.   

 

When the Beast returned, Chaos called for Malum to join his forces again.  Malum obliged, but told the 

Beast that everything was for naught because though the Beast might conquer the world, the lands 

would soon be drowned and the world would end.  The Beast’s power did not extend to the fate rune, 

so he could not determine if Malum was a true prophet or not, so he decided to hedge his bets.  If the 

world was to drown, then chaos must figure out a way to survive.  He tasked Malum with this task, the 

preservation of chaos in the face of calamity. 

 

Malum constructed an arc and his initial thought was to be like an evil Noah and preserve a mated pair 

of each type of chaos creature so that the line of monsters could continue.  As news of The Beast’s 

triumphs came to him, he began to wonder though.  If the world was to drown, who would drown it?   

 

Ever a contrarian, he began to think that the reason the world would drown was to kill chaos, not 

humanity.   Those powerful enough to drown the world would likely also be apt to find his ark and sink 

it.  He needed a cover.  He hatched a daring and brilliant plan.  He made himself a prophet proclaiming 

that waters of cleansing would come to wash chaos off the shores of Oklos.  Men and women desperate 

for any hope flocked to his message of purification.  They helped him build his ark.  Malum taught that 

the only means to survival was to sacrifice their first born children to create a magical stain that would 



preserve the ark through the fiercest storms and floodwaters.  They followed his orders and painted the 

hull of the ark in their own children’s blood.  When the floods came and Malum’s prophecy was proven 

true, they smuggled chaos into the next age in the form of pestilence, willfully.   

 

Once the floodwaters subsided, Malum’s followers created several leper colonies through the Vescalian 

peninsula.  There, in relative secrecy (healthy people shunned these places), they sought to bring back 

the chaotic races.   

 

Malum sailed to Abèl.  In those lands, he learned the art of embalming and mummification.  He bought 

slaves and marched them across the Chaos Waste to where the Beast’s body laid.  There he had the 

slaves build a step pyramid with a temple on top.  He sacrificed all the newborns birthed by the slaves 

upon an altar built at the top of the ziggurat.  Using the magical power gained from the sacrifices he 

transformed the adult slaves into mummies.   With his undead army filled with incredibly strong, scary 

warriors whose very touch caused a withering disease which the Abèllites named mummy rot, Malum 

threatened to conquer all the pharons of Abèl.  The pharons summoned the raksha to protect them 

from this growing menace. 

 

Throughout the Age of Chaos, Malum Morbus was a major player in the world of chaos.  His worship 

expanded to all lands.  Each new plague or calamity brought worshippers into his fold.  Witches and 

wererats were often his agents.  Each new priest would need to steal a child and sacrifice it.  A high 

priest would need to sacrifice a child of royal blood.  Terror became Malum Morbus’s ally and he was 

known throughout the world by various names that struck fear in the hearts of parents and children 

alike.  In Tanlavar, he was known as Uncle Napsack, in Wheland he was known as the Pied Piper, in 

Vescaly he was known as the Baby Snatcher, in the Old Grable Kingdoms he was known as Jack Ember, 

in Amont he was known as the Stocking Man, but all these names should have applied more to his 

priests than to Malum during this period, because during the Age of Chaos, Malum Morbus was a ruler 

of a burgeoning horde in a city called Carcass that built up around his temple.  When The Beast 

returned, it was Malum’s horde that went to war. 

 

Now, since the fall of the Beast, Malum Morbus’s whereabouts are unknown.  It is known that Malum 

did not fall during the war and the unknown location of this potentially unifying chaotic leader gives the 

forces of good in the world more concern than many of the more “active” threats.  Scholars, priests, and 

wizards will use his human name.  Soldiers, tradesmen, and common folk are more prone to use the 

local nickname when referring to Malum. 

 

Baphomet 

Baphomet is a native of the plane of chaos.    During the Age of Elves, Dragons, Titans, and most of the 

Age of Runes, demons were denied access to the world Cora had built.  The dominance of the fate rune 

precluded any influence these beings from the Abyss might make.  The denial of the demons from this 

new and powerful world filled with abundant rune magic to corrupt and manipulate made many demon 

princes obsess for what they could not have.  When the Laughing Man tricked Railus the Damned into 

offering his fate filled body up to him, chaos had a vessel for entry into Cora’s creation.  In Godslaw, 



through the actions of the Cult of Chaos, a portal to the Abyss was established.  Demons wishing to 

enter the world needed permission from the Laughing Man, however, to enter.  Permission he was 

hesitant to grant without a pledge of complete loyalty to him.  The demon princes admired the Laughing 

Man and had no problems with pledging loyalty to him and joined his armies when he beckoned later.  

Even Orcus pledged his loyalty to the Laughing Man and thanked him profusely for the power he had 

channeled to the Abyss so that he could become a demon prince.  Baphomet was no different.  He 

willingly gave the Laughing Man the secret of his true name and signed a pledge of loyalty in blood. 

 

Baphomet took the form of a Sabbatic Goat and created a statue of this form which functioned as a 

receptacle for the power created when those in the world sacrificed to his image inside an inverted 

pentagram lit by black candles.  The message of Baphomet was that chaos resides within everyone and 

that the great lie was that fate controlled everything and could not be bent to the will of the strong.  

This message played well with frustrated artists who felt the only reason they were not more renowned 

was because of the cruel mistress of fate, not due to any shortcomings in their gifts.  Some of these 

frustrated artists had talent and could impose their will on those with low self-esteem. They 

brainwashed and coerced many followers into sacrificing gold, magic, and lives of others to the Sabbatic 

Goat. 

 

When The Laughing Man marched south to conquer more provinces of the Grable Empire, Baphomet 

answered his call to be by his side.  His followers made good infiltrators and terrorists because many 

were disillusioned youth from good families in the south.  They would return home and perform various 

acts of subterfuge to hamper the Grable response to the chaotic uprising. 

 

When Calgillien advanced, Baphomet died at The Laughing Man’s side protecting his liege’s flank as the 

chaotic army retreated back into the north.   When he reformed in the Abyss he sought out his 

receptacle.  He found it at Castle Vile amplifying Orcus’s power to a point where he couldn’t hope to 

challenge its new master for ownership of it. 

 

Baphomet was distraught.  He journeyed the abyss as an amorphous blob of dark energy seeking a new 

form.  He was weak and if any of the other demon princes recognized him in this weakened form they 

would enslave him or worse, absorb his remaining energy into their own.  Baphomet learned to sneak, 

disguise himself, and gather information in hopes to find a remedy for his current condition. 

 

When The Beast summoned the demon princes to him as the Laughing Man had done, Baphomet was 

unable to answer.  His disembodied form could not traverse any portal to Oklos.  In complete despair, 

he traveled to the parts of the Abyss that had no ruler.  These were the wild chaos realms that were 

little more than a perpetually churning black storm.   He drifted aimlessly in the winds in a state 

somewhere between death and dream.  He stayed this way for centuries lost to time and man, until he 

was stirred awake by a sound on the wind.  At first, he thought he had imagined it, but then it came 

again, small, like a whisper next to his ear in a raging torrent.  “Baphomet.”  His name.  Who would be 

calling out his name? At first it scared him, but then curiosity took over and Baphomet followed the 

voice out of the storm into the realm of Orcus.   



 

He found Castle Vile abandoned and in ruins.  He floated through the halls to the desecrated throne 

room.  Inside the throne room, the tiny voice beckoning him reverberated into a cacophony that hurt his 

ears.  He slew some dretch that had come to investigate the noise and used their blood to fuel a spell to 

search for the source of the voice.  In the ichor, he scried a bard from Haran trying to commune to him.  

He had the ceremony wrong and was using a slaughtered bull and an 8-pointed star instead of a 

pentagram, but somehow it had worked, and Baphomet intended to take advantage of this bit of luck.  

Though incredibly dangerous for a demon prince in his state, he allowed his true form to enter the world 

and possess the dead bull on the altar.  He rose like a minotaur to speak to his one and only follower. 

 

“Why have you summoned me?” Baphomet demanded. 

 

The bard named Saldaren said, “I seek retribution on my patron for cutting off my support.” 

 

“And why would he do that?” the reborn demon prince asked. 

 

“Because he said my work lacked passion.” 

 

“And who is this patron?” 

 

“Don Rako, Head of the Craban family in Torrents.” 

 

“And what vengeance do you seek?” 

 

“I bed his daughters then usurp his land and title.” 

 

“And why do you need my help to do that?” 

 

To this question, Saldaren had no answer.  His plan was ill conceived.  His summoning sloppy and 

Baphomet killed him for it. 

 

He did, however, bring the head of Saldaren to the estate of Don Rako.  Covering his massive body in a 

holocaust cloak, Baphomet told the guards he needed to speak to the Don about a plot against his life.  

When the guards detected truth in the mysterious giant’s words, they granted the giant the audience he 

sought.  Once in Don Rako’s room he placed Saldaren’s head on his desk and cast a speak with dead 

spell on it.  Saldaren admitted to his plot against Don Rako.   

 

Don Rako asked Baphomet how he could repay him for this generosity and Baphomet revealed the 

secret of his nature and the way to summon him from the Abyss.  Worship me and I will provide you and 

your heirs many boons, the demon prince offered.  Don Rako smiled.  The Craban family was a small-

time crime family operating in Haran.  Don Rako saw an opportunity for the family to become more of a 



player in the rich, but dangerous Haranian underworld by allying with the demon prince, so he 

consented to the ceremonies and sacrifices.   

 

For the last three centuries, the criminal network of the Craban family has come to dominate the 

Haranian underworld and expand out internationally as the Cult of Mazes.  The allegiance with 

Baphomet remains secret though the demon prince has recovered enough power to retake his place 

among the demon princes of the Abyss.   

 

When the Beast summoned the princes back to his side, Baphomet didn’t answer.  He was too cautious 

to throw it all away again so quickly.  His lack of loyalty has caused great enmity between Demogorgon 

and Baphomet, two princes that used to be much more congenial.  

 

Baphomet worship has grown from just a cult of frustrated artists.  It is now a powerful force in the 

underworld.    The Cult of Mazes is adept at remaining hidden in plain sight and assassins, evil bards, and 

scholarly spies joining the cult.   

 

Baphomet has added the patronage of stolen knowledge and secrets to his initial interest in the cruelty 

of fate. 

 

Demogorgon 

Demogorgon is older than the death rune.  He is the very notion of murder.  The inkling to end 

the life of another for no other reason than one would prefer it that way.  No vengeance, no 

heat of passion, no dispute, just cold blooded murder.  When the death rune arrived, 

Demogorgon gravitated to it and sought to be its master.  But death has noble purposes as well 

as malicious ones and Hadron embodied the honor that comes with death.  Demogorgon and 

Hadron met on the field of battle for control of the rune plane, but in open battle it was no 

match.  Demogorgon was the assassin while Hadron was the champion and the noble warrior 

made quick work of the shadow hugger in the contest.   

Demogorgon retreated from the field in shame.  If he was not death, then what was he?  He 

floated through space debating his very essence of being.  During his aimless travels he 

happened upon Grinder and saw the primordial destruction of all things.  Demogorgon was 

terrified of Grinder at first, but then found himself in awe of the destructive power.  When 

Grinder spoke to him, he prostrated himself before him.   

“What is it you want, little flea?” Grinder said. 

“I want to serve you, but I don’t know how,” Demogorgon replied.  

“Do you serve, Mith?” 



“No.” 

“Then you can serve me, but I am not one to create, I am one to destroy.  You must figure out 

how to serve me for I only know how to kill you.”  

“What does Mith hate most?” 

“Mith hates chaos because it warps and distorts what he creates.”  

“Who are the agents of chaos?” 

“There are none at the moment.” 

“Then I will create them.” 

“And name them after yourself.  Call them demons.”  

And Demogorgon liked the name demons.  He set about giving birth to a race.  Though he is 

known as the Prince of Demons his is actually their father.  

For some reason the father of demons was fiercely loyal to both the Laughing Man and the 

Beast.  He also continues to serve Grinder because the primal power of destruction gave him 

purpose.   

When the Beast fell to Calgillien, Demogorgon did not return to the Abyss immediately.  He 

decided to lead his armies to the island now called Abyssus and conquer the city called Cusa.  

There he resides with no one, not even his forces, knowing why. 

Pazuzu 

Pazuzu is the result of the spirit of the great artist and sculptor, Pazo, being placed in the body 

of a Roc so that Chaos could inhabit his body.  Details of this story appear in the section about 

the Beast found in this Chapter.   

Pazuzu lives in his stronghold called Arie in the realm of Gasp.  A curse bestowed by Borkogal 

made Pazo no longer able to pursue perfection, so instead the Mad Roc pursues hate.  Orcs 

kneel to him and form his armies.  He bends others to chaos through coercion or possession.  

He is fond of flying things and still speaks with birds, regularly.  The danger of these 

conversations is now primarily upon the birds as Pazuzu knows even more than they do about 

unbounded freedom.  He can twist them to his will and make them creatures of chaos. 

Pazuzu is keenly intelligent and can outwit even dragons.  Some dragons have come to idolize 

Pazuzu for that.  The Order of the Great Shrike is a knightly order composed mostly of shape-

changing dragons that win tournaments, slay rival knights, and hang their dead bodies from 



trees to gain Pazuzu’s attention and favor.  The most perfect of the knights of this order hopes 

to be given the Slaughter Hammer for their hoard.  The Slaughter Hammer is the actual 

hammer the artist Pazo used to chisel the sculpture of the perfect man.  It is a relic of incredible 

chaotic power. 

Orcs worship Pazuzu, but they have lost the human ability to create powerful prayers and 

rituals to bolster the power of their god.  The dragons are less limited and as more of them join 

the Order of the Great Shrike the threat of Pazuzu’s divinity upon Oklos grows with it.  

Pharon Gods 
 
The pharon people lived a beautiful land of great fertility.  They produced an abundance of food with 
which they would trade with other peoples throughout the Oklossian Sea.  These trading partners 
included the elves.  The pharons admired Cora’s chosen for their grace, beauty, and timelessness.   
 
The elves shared their knowledge with the pharons. The pharons learned to tend fields, plant gardens, 
and appreciate nature from the immortal elves.  This knowledge of agriculture enabled the first 
civilization other than those of the elves to emerge.   This new civilization was cradled around the Abèl 
River and the pharons learned to appreciate it with reverence.  The Abèl became a river god before the 
word “god” was even part of the lexicon.  Not only was the Abèl River Valley the cradle of civilization, 
but also the cradle of divinity. 
 
But during the Age of Titans, the fiery nightmare of a titan named Water Eater discovered their lands 
and began to feast.  He scorched the land turning the fertile lands into desert.  The inferno was not 
going to stop until it consumed the headwaters of the great river.   The loss of the great river would end 
the lives of the Pharon people forever.  So they prayed to Abel to give the river power to defend itself 
and Abel obliged with a torrent of water so strong that even Water Eater choked on its volume and 
force.  Water Eater was driven back to the edge of the sea where Fire Eater was waiting.  The great titan 
of water corralled Water Eater and bore him north where Light Eater could also help him defeat the 
rampaging fire titan.  With their combine might, Fire Eater and Light Eater ripped a huge section of Oklos 
away from the main continent and used it to build a prison for Water Eater. This prison island is now 
called Giant Land and the seas around it boil from the unquenchable fires of its captive. 
 

Abèl 
 
The worship of Abèl continues much like it began.  Pharons pray to the river when taking water it.  
Priests ask the river to irrigate fields and the river god obliges by diverting part of its waters into the 
fertile fields. 
 
The Abèl is the most powerful of all the river gods of Oklos, but in the end it is just a river and the 
powers that the priests gain from worshipping it are limited to what the river can provide. 
 

Pupta 
 
The cat was the first animal domesticized by the Pharons.  These cats were larger than typical house cats 
and could guard homes from unwanted pests.   The cats protected homes from poisonous snakes, large 



scorpions, giant spiders and other potential deadly denizens of the desert.  The pharons loved their cats 
and many would keep urns with the ashes of their dead cats in cat-shaped urns on their mantles.  This 
connection to the ancestral cats provided divine power to the cat realm on the plane of death.  Pupta, 
the most noble of the cat spirits there, consumed this power and became a goddess. 
 
At first, she would inhabit cats and speak to her followers instructing them on the ways to help her grow 
her power.  They followed her directions and with time, Pupta became a more powerful goddess than 
the river god, Abèl.  Her power was not limited to the early confines of a river, instead, she could 
provide clerical spells of healing, protection, and nature.  She favored priestesses over priests, but would 
allow males into the clergy if they were willing to sacrifice one or both of their testicles.   Those that 
sacrifice both are perceived as less bound to mortal desires and rise as high as priestesses within the 
clerical hierarchy.  
 
Pupta temples in Abelll are huge elaborate places with vast open halls that accommodate hundreds of 
priests and priestesses and even more daily worshippers.  Few are the homes without some form of 
shrine to Pupta within them – even the evil folk who feel the need to keep up appearances.  These 
shrines can be as simple as mantles with the ashes of long dead pets. 
 
More about Pupta is detailed in the chapter about the Races of the World of Atlas under the pharon and 
raksha sections. 

 
Mujmora 
 
In any society, there are outcasts.  These outcasts tend to be thieves, beggars, vagrants, or murderers.  
The outcasts of the pharon people envied the upper class and hated Pupta for the protection she gave 
them.  So, these dark souls found their own animal to worship – the snake.  The snake hid in the dark 
along with the outcasts and would prey on the weak that would stumble across their path.  The outcasts 
believed their souls were reincarnated as snakes and thus the killing of a snake was not only forbidden, 
but caused grief and the need for vengeance.  When snakes were then killed by pharon cats guarding 
homes, the outcasts saw the need for revenge. 
 
Mujmora was an outcast with a high charisma.  Other outcasts listened to him when he said snakes 
should be worshipped as ancestors.  Mujmora also identified with scorpions and jackals and though not 
holy ancestors like snakes, these creatures were kept as luck charms or wild pets by many outcasts.  
Scorpion fights are a common within Mujmoran sects and acolytes often have ranks in animal handling 
to train their insect warriors. Mujmora, himself, preferred jackals and transformed himself through dark 
magic into a hybrid of man and jackal with a human body, but a jackal’s head.  Note, this transformation 
happened before the emergence of chaos and Jackalweres had not come into existence.   
  

Rune Gods 
 

Dugrane 
 
Dugrane was a chieftain during the Age of Titans that invented both paper and the alphabet.  This work 
gave him great power over the law rune.  When Mith asked the thought creatures to devise a means of 
defeating the titans, Dugrane wrote down the rituals by which divinity could be achieved in a series of 
documents called the Divine Scriptures of Dugrane.  Tribal heroes in search of deliverance from the 



threat of titans journeyed to the northern village of Godslaw where Dugrane taught them to read and 
write and return to their people with the key to divine salvation.  Naturally, those that received help 
from Dugrane were grateful and thanked him.  These “thank you’s” became a form of prayer and 
Dugrane became a god himself.   
 
His worship spread quickly and during the Age of Runes he was one of the most powerful gods of all the 
divine.  Even Jukal paid him homage as he debated with the others of the Immortal Council about which 
laws to implement throughout the empire.  Those Grables born with a law rune foltute were named 
lawgivers and Dugrane departed Oklos for the plane of law so he could be their patron.  Judges, 
magistrates, and many provincial governors were lawgivers.  His widespread influence and power was 
somewhat the cause of his undoing.  He was concerned with the whole community of man as Chaos 
crept into his city and corrupted his religion.  As detailed in the entry for the Laughing Man in this 
chapter, Chaos tricked Dugrane into a contradiction which drained him of his divine power and 
empowered Chaos as a divine being.  Once mortal, the Laughing Man’s servants butchered Dugrane on 
the floor of the temple originally built to honor him.  Dugrane’s soul traveled to the plane of death as 
any other common man. 
 
When Jukal and Oklos devised their plan to flood the land to destroy all the chaos, Hadron, Lord of the 
Underworld, feared what such a massive influx of the chaos rune would do to the plane of death.  He 
recruited the spirit of Dugrane to help him plan for the influx.  Dugrane knew that the law rune was now 
immune to the corrupting forces of the chaos rune so he proposed a nine-tiered domain on the plane of 
death to house those chaotic souls.  The nine tiers were made such that the more powerful souls would 
have more layers to break free from if they were to escape this domain.  Hadron liked this proposal and 
set about its construction.  Those working on it jokingly called it Hadron’s Jail or Hail for short.  Through 
time, the name Hell became a more common pronunciation and spelling.   
 
When Hell was finished, he needed a jailor and as a reward for the plans he made its architect, Dugrane, 
also its warden.  Dugrane then recruited the spirits of lawgivers to guard the many cells of Hell 
throughout its nine layers.   
 
The last thing Hadron did in preparation was to create several large portals on the River of the 
Underworld which opened directly into Oklos so that each dead soul of chaos could be transported into 
Hell.  Among the lawgiver spirits that also had a water rune foltute, Hadron conscripted those souls to 
become new boatmen to sail the chaos down the river to Hell.  Many of these boatmen were still loyal 
to Dugrane and wished to see him return to his former glory.  Dugrane realized that there was a store of 
divine power out there intended for him which consisted of the offerings to him made by the Cult of 
Chaos led by the Laughing Man.  Through torture of the souls arriving in Hell, he learned that this power 
came to Throne of Orcus. 
 
Dugrane organized an army of his lawgivers (devils) and marched on Castle Vile.  There he did not 
engage the demonic army of Attilien, but instead drove like a spearhead for the gates of the castle.  He 
met little resistance as Orcus had fled upon Dugrane’s arrival.  Inside, Orcus’s throne room he found the 
throne now filled with power from prayers of vampires, but he also found a red ruby radiating the 
power of the law rune.  Some of the power sent to the Abyss through the altar of Dugrane in Godslaw 
held law rune in it which was unusable by a demon.  Orcus had purchased a gemstone mined on the 
plane of law that was powerful enough to store all this divine power.  Dugrane picked it up and felt its 
energy surge through him again.  He was a god again and vowed never to be tricked out of his divine 



power again.  This energy was still tainted by the atrocities that generated it so when Dugrane restored 
his power he became Asmodeus.  He returned to Hell a god.   
 
Hadron met him and asked him, “What now?”   
 
Asmodeus replied, “Though I rival even your powers again Hadron, I will not shirk my duty as the 
punisher of chaos in all its forms.” 
 
“Then we have an agreement and I will not seek to slay you here and now.  Let’s bind it in blood.” 
 
The two gods sliced their hands and bound them together.   
 
“I, Asmodeus, promise to guard the realm of Hell to protect the plane of death from the evils of the 
chaos rune.” 
 
“And I, Hadron, Lord of Death release my claim on your soul as long as you fulfill your duties in Hell.” 
 
And thus the deal was struck and Asmodeus became the Lord of Hell for all eternity.  Hadron had 
expected Asmodeus to remain in Hell and fulfill the duties he promised, but Asmodeus is ever the 
slippery one.  He signed a contract as Asmodeus, but as Dugrane he did not.  When he took the mortal 
form of Dugrane, he could leave Hell and venture to Oklos, which he often did.  During the Age of Chaos, 
Dugrane made many visits to Oklos establishing footholds of a new church of law throughout the lands.  
 
He bargained with Hexate for guidance using sorcery and Hexate agreed as long as he would protect her 
priestesses from the taint of chaos.  A cabal of powerful sorcerers formed called the Order of the Moon 
each born with the moon mark of Hexate and protected from damnation by the Lord of Hell. 
 
In the Age of Magic, Dugrane worship is on the rise.  The Dictatorship of True Law is dedicated to 
Dugrane under the rule of Autumn Deathwail, a city goddess with the power of Old Godslaw coursing 
through her veins.  Autumn got this power when the corrupted old city god, Spectacle, summoned 
Asmodeus ignorant to the fact that Asmodeus was actually Dugrane.  Dugrane slew Spectacle on the 
spot and transferred the power of the city god into the dead virgin lying on the altar.  This virgin was 
Autumn Deathwail. 
 

Fate 
 
When Cora left Oklos, she was pregnant with Räyädis’s second child.  The daughter she bore she named 
Fate.  Fate was denied access to Oklos by the drow goddess, Lia, who seized control of the fate rune and 
would not allow any rivals to her dominance of it. 
 
If Fate is anything, she is patient and she waited for a hero to be born who would kill Lia for her and 
allow her to enter the world.  That champion was one of the Heroes of Atlas named Duke Tarvan.  She 
made a pack with Hadron to empower the warrior with the runes of fate and death.  These runes were 
scribed into the bones of his hand.  When Tarvan’s runes were awoken, Lia recognized her approaching 
doom.  She sent many agents to try to kill him, but he was too resourceful and beloved by his people, for 
the assassins to be successful.  In a desperate attempt to stave off her death, Lia moved her people back 
from the moon and used the red moon’s magic to resurrect the Beast.  The process took too long, 
however, and Tarvan fulfilled his destiny just as the Beast was rising in the south.   



 
Free to enter Oklos, Fate took Oklos as a mate to conceive the Silver Moon.   The Red Moon had fallen 
to fuel the Beasts resurrection and the winds and tides of Oklos had completely stopped. The world 
would have ended without a moon regardless of the actions of the Beast if it weren’t for Oklos and Fate 
conceiving their daughter.  
 
Fate is rarely worshipped on Oklos.  She is content to leave the adulation for her daughter.  The elves 
call the Silver Moon Cora’s Daughter, but they are mistaken.  Fate is Cora’s daughter.  The Silver Moon is 
Cora’s granddaughter. 
 
Fate, like Cora’s son Correlon, is worshipped much more often on other worlds.  The few shrines to Fate 
on Oklos are hidden in remote places with the devout revering weaving and spider webs. 
 
There is one assassin’s guild that worships fate and they possess a magical loon that advises the 
guildmaster who should be killed. 
 
 

Gyp 
 
Gyp is Stasis Eater from the Age of Titans.  Stasis Eater took the form of a colossal horse that grazed on 
people from Ineran tribes to feed his hunger for the stasis rune.  Gyp would feed at night.  The term 
nightmare derived from the Ineran tribes who were often awoken by the approaching doom of Stasis 
Eater and forced to flee.  The Horse Titan would then eat all the crops and plants in the area.  Plants are 
the combination of instinct and stasis, where animals are the product of instinct and mobility.  Gyp’s 
hunger was so insatiable that he created the deserts of the Middle East as he fed upon the stasis rune. 
The term nightmare for bad dreams originated from the threat of Gyp coming in the night.    
 
Gyp was the first great threat to life on Oklos.  Despite the terror he created, a tribe of Windon people 
lived on his massive back.  They became to be known as gypsies.   
 
As Gyp ate more and more stasis, the mobility rune in him grew stronger and stronger.  The Horse Titan 
sprouted wings.  He saw the night sky and the stars.  He could sense the gravity in those heavenly bodies 
and wanted to feast on them.  He shook the tribe of people off his back that were weighing him down 
and flew up into the night sky. 
 
The gypsies believed they saw him take the form of a constellation they called Gyp.  Now they follow 
that constellation around the earth as the Horse Titan rides across the night sky.   This pursuit took the 
form of worship and Gyp became a god. 
 
Gyp is worshipped primarily by gypsies.  The gypsies are sworn enemies of the worshippers of Grinder.  
They dislike dwarves in general due to their stubborn and static ways – but also because of the Grinder 
worship that hides amongst that race.  The gypsies believe that Gyp left Oklos to consume Grinder and 
blame Grinder’s followers for the loss of their god and protector.   
 
Worshippers of Grinder return the hatred as they fear Gyp and his hunger for the abundance of stasis 
rune which comprises their god. 
 



The worship of Gyp involves fortunetelling, travel, and the raiding of farms and farming villages.  It’s the 
latter that gives the gypsies such a lousy reputation. 
 
Gyp is worshipped all over Oklos in small congregations.  There is a large concentration of gypsies in the 
Bandit Lands and of the Middle East and there is a large temple there which gypsies from all over Oklos 
try to travel to at least once in their life. 
 

Hadron 
 
Stars are entities that consume food for energy.  For stars to shine so bright and long, Mith had to create 
a counterpoint to amplify their power.  Cora named this counterpoint, “death,” and the energy that 
burned in stars, “life.”   
 
When writing the Book of Creation, Cora learned from Mith about the consumption of energy through 
fuel or food that sustains the “life” of a star.  For life to sustain, a balance of death must be maintained.  
The fuel for stars is consumed and “dies,” just like the food for Cora’s first born came from plants and 
animals that died to sustain the elves’ lives.   
 
Hadron was the first star made by Mith.  Hadron consumed all the food it had to eat and then went 
dark.  Mith loved his first star like a son.  He did not want to discard Hadron’s remains into Grinder.  
Instead, he thought long about existence and the plane of life that gave birth to not only his stars, but 
himself.  If there is a plane of life, then there should be a counter plane of death to keep things in 
balance.  He used the abundance of death rune leftover by Hadron’s demise to create a plane.  Lurking 
in that hunk of death rune was a small remnant of what Hadron was in life – the string by which the life 
and death runes within it were tethered – Hadron’s soul.  This tether now had a place to go and it 
drifted peacefully in a sea of nothing. 
 
As aeons past, the death plane grew as new stars contributed their death rune to it.  Mith had little 
control over the plane.  He was a creature of life and the death rune was alien to him and resistant to his 
influence.  Cora was much the same way.  Her elves were immortal and she viewed the plane of death 
as a trash heap to house the refuse of unimportant things. 
 
As the souls of Cora’s creations came to this “trash heap,” the plane of death lost much of its former 
serenity.  Hadron disapproved of this development.  He sought to organize the souls into groups to 
maintain order.  Many souls resisted him.  The leader of this resistance was murder itself – Demogorgon.   
A war raged between the two factions.  Demogorgon had countless souls at his command, the ones 
discarded by Cora, but Hadron had the allegiance of the stars.  The masses of Demogorgon were no 
match for the supreme power of the gas giants.  Demogorgon was forced to flee the plane and Hadron 
continued his attempts to corral the immigrating souls into ordered groups unopposed.  This victory 
established Hadron as the ruler of the plane – the Lord of Death. 
 
A treatise could be written about the Lord of Death and his plane.  The secrets of divinity exist there 
with details of how the power of souls fuels much of a god’s power.  That is beyond the scope of this 
document.  What follows here is the practical aspects of Hadron and his religion. 
 
Hadron created a river to border all the realms he carved into his plane.   Some souls need a shepherd in 
the afterlife while others need a jailor.  Hadron capitalized on the nature of divinity to enlist gods to be 
his shepherds and jailors.  For a soul to reach the appropriate realm a skilled boatman able to navigate 



the treacherous rapids of the river of the underworld is needed.  These boatman come to a dead soul, 
sever the tether between life and death with a scythe, and escort the soul to its final destination.  
Hadron conscripts the best sailors from Oklos to become boatmen upon the sailors’ natural deaths.  This 
practice finds many sailors worshipping Hadron to make sure that the Lord of Death notices their skills 
and provides a meaningful role for their soul in the afterlife. 
 
In addition to sailors, hedonists often worship Hadron because they know that the pleasures in life are 
fleeting and that they should be enjoyed while life lasts.  Pleasures of the flesh like food, wine, “spirits,” 
sex, and narcotics are often part of Hadron ceremonies and rituals.  The term “spirits” for liquor is 
derived from the alcoholism many of Hadron’s mortal flock have.  “You can’t take it with you” is a 
common saying amongst Hadronites along with “Live fast and die young.” 
 
Silver Moon 
 
Silver Moon is the daughter of Atlas and Fate.  She was born on the eve of the Beast’s reanimation and 
denied the armies of chaos the advantage of sorcery.  The wizards and sorcerers of the armies resisting 
the Beast could cast powerful magic without the fear of chaos warping their magic against them.   The 
Silver Moon was a newborn goddess and vulnerable, she had little divinity in her, but Atlas and Fate 
protected their child during the battle and Silver Moon in turn protected the wizards and sorcerers of 
Oklos.  After the victory, those wizards and sorcerers who were aided by the young goddess continued 
to pay homage to her.  She rose into the heavens and began to orbit the world as the red moon had 
done.  The Age of Magic had begun. 
 
During the Age of Titans there had never been a Chaos Eater.  Chaos had not emerged in the world, yet 
so there was no titan that consumed the rune.  There was also no titan that consumed the fate rune 
either because there was no counterpoint to build up resistance to all the fate consumption.  Those 
fledgling titans that developed a taste for the fate rune bogged down with an overload of fate.  The Gray 
Fate Sister were like this and they became quite deformed and monstrous though not chaotic.  The 
Beast was essentially the first titan that ate Fate and he threatened to consume all of the world since 
there was no titan to challenge him.  The goddess fate realized this and hatched a plan to enable her to 
enter Oklos from the rune plane of Fate and mate with a titan to produce a Chaos Eater.  This chaos 
eating titan is Silver Moon. 
 
The worship of Silver Moon is still evolving.  She is only 10 years old and still young in mind and body.  
She also still hungers for the chaos rune for nourishment.  She does not want to leave the heavens 
though to pursue her hunger so she has established an order of chaos fighters within her temple who 
seek out chaos to kill in her name.  Through a ritual of her clerics, the energy from slain chaos creatures 
is transported up to the Silver Moon to feed her. 
 
Given the adventurous nature of those who battle chaos, sects have formed inside the temple of the 
Silver Moon dedicated to different aspects of adventuring.  These sects have adopted the Heroes of 
Atlas Mountain as their role models.  The Heroes of Atlas Mountain was a band of four adventurers led 
by Duke Tarvan, the Hand of Fate and Death.  Zavan Lawgiver, a Gable born hunter with the instinct and 
law runes flowing through his veins, Karl, priest of Atlas, and Ulric Obermeyer, the court wizard of 
Strandi rounded out the group.  In their honor, there are now the Hands of Fate and Death, the Z 
rangers, the Mauls of Karl , and the Wolf Wizards of Ulric acknowledged as official sects within the 
temples of the Silver Moon goddess.   

 



Tombeii 
 
Tombeii was a rune patron of storm.  He initially aided Earth Eater in his fight with Air Eater helping to 
beat that titan down into insignificance.  He then realized his mistake as Earth Eater continued to 
destroy Oklos and all the creatures that lived upon it.  He tried to control the Air Titan through the storm 
rune, but Earth Eater had become too strong, a massive hurricane rampaging the lands with strength 
building not decreasing over land.   
 
Tombeii entered in a pact with Fire Eater the great Titan of Water to help minimize the damage Earth 
Eater could do.  Tombeii absorbed the water Earth Eater would use to dump torrential rains on the earth 
to soften it up for consumption.  The strategy worked somewhat as Earth Eater became a storm of wind 
not rain nor thunder nor lighting.  In wind form, Air Eater could fight back again and a balance was 
achieved between the two titans.  As a truce, the two titans decided to wed – Mother Earth and Father 
Sky.  Tombeii opened a door to the storm plane for Father Sky and Mother Earth went with him.  They 
built a wonderful home on the border of the storm and earth planes.  They live there happily to this day. 
 
This act of heroism earned Tombeii worshippers among both the Windon and Ineran tribes.  With the 
worship by these barbarians, Tombeii became a god.   
 
His worship was prevalent in Oklos throughout the Age of Titans but it began to diminish during the Age 
of Runes.  The ceremonies for Tombeii were primitive ones involving ritual dance and self-sacrifice.  As 
the Grable Empire pushed west across Oklos, it brought civilization to the tribes.  The barbarians that 
once worshipped Tombeii were seduced by the creature comforts of what the Grables had to offer.  
Those that remained loyal to Tombeii rebelled against the empire.  Soon Tombeii worship became 
outlawed and Tombeii’s power diminished greatly. 
 
Angered by the Grables, Tombeii decided to create a great storm to flood the Empire and its hubris.  He 
journeyed to the south to find allies and thought he found them in Vescaly.  The people there were 
creating their own civilization and didn’t want to be overrun by the advancing Grables.   
 
The Vescalians revered the Earth Mother and admired Tombeii for his help in placating Father Sky.  They 
named him Jupiter and built temples in his honor.  Tombeii was happy in Vescaly and met Alaysa, an 
island goddess.  She was exotic and seductive and Tombeii became infatuated with her.  His infatuation 
was returned with Alaysa’s love.  When Tombeii sought to leave and lead an army north against the 
Grables, Alaysa became jealous.  She imprisoned him on an island in a cavernous vault at the bottom of 
her volcanic home.  (The same Mount Alaysa featured in Episode 3 of The Dangers of Daggermore 
available to watch on youtube.) 
 
There Tombeii staying through the Age of Runes and the Age of Chaos.  He was freed near the end of 
the Age of Chaos by the Heroes of Atlas. 
 
His worship had diminished to the point of only one small tribe of storm barbarians living on the island.  
The last few years have seen Tombeii’s worship pick up a bit.  The Heroes of Atlas became storm spirits 
for a while and piloted the Great Storm Gullywasher to destroy a temple of Baphomet that was breeding 
chaos amongst minotaurs in Storm Country. 
 
Beast runers long searching for a protector began to worship the god of storms.  Read the entry for 
Storm Country to see more about Tombeii’s resurgence. 



 

Gods of Sagany 
 
The gods of Sagany were once called the dragonborn.  They were called dragonborn because of the 
dragon rune that flowed through their veins. The term dragonborn applies to any Grable born with a 
dragon rune foltute.  This rune blood was extremely rare even among the Grables.   
 
The dragonborn were led by a Grable with the dragon and fate runes.  The other dragonborn called him 
Father One-Eye .   The dragon rune made the dragon born very asocial and resistant to the will of the 
Immortal Council.  Father One-Eye led the dragonborn north to escape the long arm of the Empire.   In 
the north, they encountered a race of people enslaved by the First Dragon.   
 
At great cost, the dragonborn drove Lohicarmix further into the north freeing the snowy peoples.  Brash 
distinguished himself as the greatest warrior among the dragonborn during this conflict.  Once freed, 
the snowy people looked to the dragonborn for guidance since slavery was all that they had known.   
 
The dragon rune, like the elf rune, is a rune of immortality.  The dragonborn lived on as generations of 
their followers lived and died.  With time, the great hall of dragonborn in Saxgard was revered as a 
divine place and the dragonborn were believed to be gods.  The worship of the dragonborn never took 
on enough ceremony or ritual to generate divine power, instead, the history of the dragonborn was 
remembered by the Skalds who would tell great sagas that honored and glorified them.  This telling of 
sagas from generation to generation earned the people the name of Saganites and their land the name 
Sagany.  The Skalds also discovered the secret of bardic magic and used it to aid their people like priests 
of other religions. 
 
The dragonborn possessed many of the personality traits of dragons.  They were vain, greedy, reclusive 
and possessive.  They demanded their people to pay large tributes to them which compelled the 
Saganites to raid the mainland of Oklos for gold and magic.  They also crafted dragon swords that would 
soak up the blood of those the Saganites would slay and transfer the essence back to the patron 
dragonborn.  A myth arose from the use of these swords that any warrior who dies with a dragon sword 
in his hand gains access to immortality in the Halls of Saxgard. 
 
In the Age of Chaos 982, an exiled Saganite named Johann Verdruggon returned to Saxgard with a 
powerful sword called Godfighter and slew all the dragonborn in the great hall of Saxgard.  The sword 
was created by the legendary weaponsmith Echan Deathless.  He created the weapon in retaliation 
against the dragonborn who sought to loot his treasure vault for their own hordes. 
 
The death of the dragonborn is known simply as “The End” by Saganites.  The only surviving god of the 
Saganites is Higgel.  Higgel is actually Harmony Eater from the Age of Titans.  He never grew larger than 
a normal man and has concealed his origins for the most part.  When the Saganites were enslaved by 
Lohicarmix, Higgel was their hero and protector.  When the dragonborn freed the dragon barbarians, 
the worship of Higgel fell out of favor.  Higgel resented that inwardly, but outwardly always thanked and 
praised the dragonborn for rescuing his people. 
 
After Verdruggon slew the dragonborn in the Hall of Saxgard, Higgel called him out in front of a mob of 
people out front of the great hall.  Verdruggon accepted the challenge thinking he was about to battle 
another dragonborn.  He was sorely mistaken.  Higgel pummeled Verdruggon into jelly on the steps of 



the great hall and took Godfighter from him and hid it.    Higgel then sat himself on the throne in the Hall 
of Saxgard. 
 
But Higgel is not much of a leader and prefers a world of disorder.  He set the seeds of civil war 
throughout the realm and then promptly disappeared. 
 
Leaderless and godless are what the Saganites are now and those two things create a very volatile 
climate in the realms of Sagany. 
 

Father One-Eye  
 
Father One-Eye was the leader of the dragonborn.  By the time of his death, he had become very 
dragonish.  He rarely left his room let alone his hall in Saxgard.  He left governance to Brash, his son, and 
became obsessed with the accumulation of wealth.  When Verdruggon took his head with Godfighter, 
Father One-Eye was a suspicious old curmudgeon suffering from late stages of dragon sickness.  In a 
century or two he would have been indistinguishable from a silver dragon. 
 
When more active, Father One-Eye was an oracle.  He could see into the future through his fate rune.  
He foresaw the ending of the world and made up “prophecies” of how he and the other dragonborn 
would be a part of it.  The story he made up came very close to what Bahamut actually accomplished in 
the Battle of the Beast.  The main difference being that Father One-Eye would lead the Valkyries and the 
Horde of Ancestral Spirits against the armies of the Beast to open a path for Brash to sacrifice his life in 
the Beast’s destruction.  This battle would see the end to all the dragonborn, but humanity would be 
saved. 
 
The dragonborn never made it to the Great Battle because they tried to loot the forge of Echan 
Deathless, the great weaponsmith.  In retaliation, Echan Deathless created a dragon-slaying greatsword 
that he gave to Johann Verdruggon to slay the dragonborn with.  Since the reputation of the dragonborn 
was that they were gods, the sword has been known as Godfighter and many misperceptions about the 
sword’s abilities are told by bards, treasure seekers, and adventurers. 
 

Brash 
 
Brash was a very personable dragonborn.  He often walked among his people and still adventured from 
time to time.  He was a foe of giants and wielded a hammer of Thunderbolts made by the dwarves of 
Hammer Dam when battling the many giants of Sagany. 
 
His ship was named Ovader and was crewed by the greatest warriors in Sagany.  These warriors are now 
leaderless and sail the seas as mercenaries willing to work for the highest bidder. 
 
He fought Verdruggon on the steps of the hall and would have defeated the rebel if not for a betrayal 
from Higgel.  Higgel feared Brash and his hammer and saw an opportunity to end this threat when 
Verdruggon appeared in Saxgard.  During the battle, Brash disarmed Verdruggon and left him 
defenseless against the dragonborn’s lightning breath.  Higgel imprisoned Brash in a maze spell enabling 
Verdruggon to regain his feet and weapon.  When Brash returned from the mental maze, he saw 
Verdruggon standing with sword raised above him.  Verdruggon beheaded the Dragon of Storm 
execution style. 
 



Higgel 
 
Higgel is an enigmatic creature.  He is the trickster, the titan that never grew, the dawning of disaster, 
and the liberator all at the same time.  He is both fine with fate and fine with chaos if either rune suits 
him at the time.  He hates the law rune, but has no particular love of the truth rune, either, and is still 
prone to gorge on a huge meal of harmony rune whenever he can get it. 
 
Of the gods of Sagany, he was the only actual divine being.  His priests received spells and gave him 
divine power in return. 
 
During the Age of Titans, he was Harmony Eater and he aided many people against the oppression of his 
rampaging brothers.  He helped Fire Eater destroy Water Eater, he tricked Air Eater into creating Giant 
Land, and tried to help Law Eater defeat Truth Eater (Atlas/Oklos).  This last act angered Truth Eater to 
the point where he captured Harmony Eater and gave the disorder rune titan to Lohicarmix for safe 
keeping. 
 
Harmony Eater gained the name Higgel when a slave and thrived in the oppressive environment as the 
one who would resist the tyranny of the First Dragon.  This remained the case until the dragonborn 
Grables drove off Lohicarmix forcing Higgel into a secondary role amongst his adopted people. 
 
With this demotion, Higgel branched out from Sagany into the streets and alleyways of many southern 
cities.  He is a patron of bards, thieves, smugglers, and pirates.  He is the god of rebellion and those that 
wish their plight in the world to change. 
 
Halflings despise him and the worshippers of him.  They call him Fiddlesticks and his name is used as a 
stiff curse amongst the harmony folks.  Oddly, the worshippers of Loki seem to like the name and will 
often disrupt Halfling gatherings with twin bards, one who plays the strings and another who drums on 
the body of the fiddle.  Halflings will scream, hold their ears, and pack up and leave if they hear this 
sound. 
 
Higgel has been known to dine on halflings from time to time.  Only priests from chaotic races ever 
follow this practice amongst Higgel’s clergy. 
 
Higgel worship involves lewd sex, music, fighting, and destruction of beautiful things.  Higgel would have 
been a big fan of the movie, Fight Club, especially Tyler Durden’s character. 
 
He is worshipped openly in Sagany and Lankleer and in back alley temples in Strandi and Wheland.  His 
worship is growing rapidly in the Consulship of True Law where the strict laws of Dugrane are being 
resisted by those that had grown used to the many freedoms (and atrocities) permitted by the Skull 
Barons. 
 

Gods of Tanlavar  
 
Tanlavar is a continent shrouded in mystery.  Mainly, because Lichhunter hasn’t had the time he wants 
to devote to it.  It has been his desire ever since reading Aesheba by the Godfather of Gaming, Gary 
Gygax, to run a campaign in a similar setting. 
 



The map, religions and history of Tanlavar is basically virgin snow at the moment though there have 
been a few notes scripted so far.  The Gods of Tanlavar are listed here from those notes: 
 
Golden Eyes – Father of Angels  
The Great Bull – Chaos Fighter, Guardian of Tanlavar 
Hawk – Cold wind 
The Lion Devils – Murder and Mayhem 
Mama Grace – Mother of Morals 
Tampus – The Withering God - Skullface 
Uncle Evil – Stealer of Children 
Zell – God of Speed 
 
Though there is some knowledge of many of gods of Tanlavar in the Grellic City-States, the primary god 
that is known outside of the Tanlavaran region is the Great Bull.  The Great Bull is worshipped in aspect 
in Haran, but more as a demi-god who aided Jukal in his battle with the Beast at the end of the Age of 
Runes as opposed to his own religion.  They call the Great Bull, Tanlavar, after the lands from where he 
cane.  Bullfights, rodeos, and running with the bulls are all spectacles that take place in Haran.  These 
spectacles honor the Great Bull and some divine power is derived from it that the Great Bull uses to 
protect his lands. 
 
 
 
 


